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SENATORS WOLCOTT AND LODGE
REPLY IN VIGOROUS MANNER.;
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more

nutritious than
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Breakfast.

growing

children

for breakfast.
For brain and
brawn
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the Senate met today Mr. Halo of Maine,
folbtained the floor and introduced the
lowing joint resolution:
That the Seoretary of the
Resolved:
to
Navy, be, and he is hereby authorized
comengage the services of a wrecking
facilipany or companies having proper
ties for the prompt and efficient performthe
for
ance of sub-marine work,
purpose
of recovering the remains of officers and
battlssliip
men lost on the United States

Nothing

Give

a

Appropriating S300.000
tion by Department.

for breakfast.

Twenty-five years is a long time, es- and the nervous diseases that are likely
pecially for a woman to work in toe gall- to follow such daily poisoning of the sysing harness of a metropolitan newspaper. tem.
Paine's celery compound by its proSuch is the record of Mrs. Cromwell,
enables the
vice-president of the Woman’s national nounced nourishing power
over the
press association, in the service of the nerves to get baok their control
beChicago Herald. As Washington corres- circulatipn so that the blood supply
most
Is
needed,
pondent she telegraphed to her paper the comes greatest where it
least
and
after
in
stomach
the
as
the
of
eating,
daily reports of the proceedings
where its presence can only do harm, as
famous electoral commission of 1677.
A quarter of a century of racing work in the brain when sleep is needful.
The nerves, when they are strong and
like this has enabled Mrs. Cromwell to
flow of
know what “nerves” mean. Her faith properly nourished, limit the
in Paine’s celery compound to restore the blood to the head and draw oil the excess
nervous system when it is run down and from the brain, thus ensuring refreshing
wake up tired,
Persons who
depressed by work, worry, rush or sick- sleep.
drowsy and ambitionless, or can not sleep
ness, cannot be lightly fet aside:—
are
a
whole
suffering from
1896.
Feb.
through
night
19,
Washington, D. C.,
disordered nerves. Paine’s celery com1602 Q St.
pound calms and feeds the nerves even to
Wells, Richardson Co.:
Gentlemen—A young lady residing in their tiniest branchings, and they in their
blood
remeturn are enabled to equalize the
my family, who had,‘tried various
supply over the body, thus sparing the
dies^for nervous debility and depleted
rushes
condition of the system, found great and heart, preventing congestions end
to the head, dizziness, paralysis,
permanent relief from the use of Paine’s of blood
headaches
and
those
over
the
recomheart,
therefore
pain
celery compound. I can
those in that seem to come and go without any
mend this excellent remedy to
good reason, and are so inexplicable to
need of treatment of the same kind.
hosts of men and women.
Ellen S. Cromwell.
It thus indirectly, but none the less
Women have their health much more
relieves the dangerous pressure on
largely in their own hands than they are surely,
the kidneys and heart, which eventually
accustomed to believe.
to
the
leads
their rapid deterioration and
The impure blood that undermines
stomach and the nervous system Ecan be breakdown.
of
This great invigorator is a long step
unquestionably enriched; the number
of nervous
the red corpuscles increased, and the cir- forward in the definite cure
s
and disorders that are induced by
diseases
Paine
culation cleansed of humors by
It is
an insufficiently nourished
that
system.
Sleeplessness
compound.
celery
to name,
without hesitation,
causes much of the nervous prostration possible
have
been
the con- several diseases that
repeatedly
among women is entirely within
to such impoverishment of the
trol of every person who will take pains traced
a
“run-down”
lias
blood—nervous
brain
dyspepsia,
the
habit
to correct the bad
loss of appetite, nervfallen into. Prof. Edward E. Phelps, physical condition,
Judi- ousness, heart trouble, tired feelings and
M. D., LL D., of the Dartmouth
a
wonderful
despondentJoutlook upon life. To rid
cal school, in announcing his
evidences of trouble
at the body of such
discovery of Paine’s selory compound
of
the Dartmouth medical within, it is neosssary to stop the friction
a meeting
the
nervous Issues that is pulline
among
faulty, showed how closely he had studied
The remedy is
sncn down its healthy
tone.
in all their bearings upon health,
Imrmritv
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Paine’s celerv compound.

THE WEATHER.
~

SALE IS OVER

for breakfast.

But we haTeafew lots of ODD
SIZES left which we are going
if
once
at
to close out
prices will more them.

Cook

*502,152.

| Mr. Allen thought it very desirable that

provision be inserted in the resolution
for the transportation and burial of the
remains of those who lost their lives in
the disaster.
fact
Mr. Hall called attention to the
that reference was made to th transportafrom
the
in
the
letter
bodies
of
the
tion
Secretary of tho Navy. In many cases, he
said, it would be impossible to bring to
men
this country the remains of the
killed, as the bodies were so badly mutilated and the facilities for embalming so
iuferior in Havana that already the remains of the dead were decomposing and
it would be necessary to bury them at

a

once.

,,

Mr. Mason hoped a provision would be
made for tho transportation of the bodies
to the United States, and for the burial
He proof the bodies in this country.
posed an amendment to the resolution us
follows:
‘■After the word ‘thereof’ and before
tho word ‘and’ insert the following: ‘and
for the transportation and the burial oi
officers ani men, sc
the remains of the
’’
far as possible.’
The amendment was agreed to and the
resolution as amended was passed.

The resolution offered yesterday by Mr.
Allen directing the committee on naval
affairs to make an immediate investigawas
tion of the disaster to the Maine,
It precipithen laid before the Senate.
tated a most spirited debate on the Cuban
Question.
Mr. Chandler thought that II the word
“immediate” should be stricken out, and
the matter should be loft within the discretion of the committee there would be

objection.

Illinois
Mr. Mason of
proposed an
out all after the
amendment striking
word “resolved” and Inserting the following: “By tho Senate and House of Representatives concurring, that a joint committee of five consisting of three members
of the House of Representatives and two

Ladies’ Patent Leather Oxfords,
low leather heel, formerly $4.00. ^ow
$2.60.
6 1-2.
AA, 2 1-2, 3.3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and
A, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5.
6
1-2.
Sizes B, 2. 2 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and
Sizes C, 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 51-2, 6,6 1-2 and 7.

ennh

parts thereof and so much of her stores,
and
guns, material, equipment, fittings
appurtenances as may be practicable; and
60
or
for this purpose the sum of £'-00,000
much thereof as may bo necessary is hereby appropriated and made immediately
available.
the
The resolution was prepared at
Navy Department and Introduced at the
request of Secretary Long, who in forwarding it to Mr. Haie also sent a letter
He says in this
explaining its purpose.
reletter that the fmengre Information
ceived respecting the nature and extent
of tho injury sustained by tho hull of the
Maine renders it difficult to determine ut
this time whether there is reason to hope
that tho vessel herself may be raised but
valuable
it seems probable that much
property may be recovered if the necessary
without
taken
action is
delay.
The sinking of the Maine will be made
the subjeot of immediate and exhaustive
inquiry and Congress will be fully advised of the results of such investigation.
Mr. Long states that in fixing the sum
asked for, the department is, at this time,
unable to estimate the necessary pxpenso
with any degree of accuraoy, but says he
has conferred with tho board of construction nnd repair, and that in case the apas
propriation requested is made, only will
much of it as will be found necessary
The Secretary
be expended in the work.
a
encloses u table showing the cost of
number of items in the ordinary outfits of
i
s
of
these
cost
The
total
the vessels.

no

Sizes
Sizes

Ladies’ All Patent Leather Oxford,
Loui Con. Heel, formerly $5.00. ^OW
$2.70.

for breakfast
io

3, 3 1-2. 4, 5, 5 1-2 and 6.
Sizes B, 3, 5.51-2, 6 and 6 1-2.
sizes C, 2 1-2,4 1-2, 5, 5 1-2 and 6.
Sizes A. 2 1-2.

minutes
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Washington, February 18.—For New
England, snow in the early morning, followed by fair, probably colder in southern portions, variable winds, becoming
northwesterly.
Boston, February IS.—Local forecast
and
for
Boston
vicinity Saturday:
Threatening, with light winds, possibly
snow, followed by
clearing; colder:
variable winds, becoming northerly.
Local Weather

Big Sprockets
Bun Easier.
Last

year

we

contended

that

big

Portland, Me.,

Feb.

Report..
18.—The

loca-

weather bureau office records as to
weather are as follows:

the

Barometer 30.2.33: Thermom8 a. m.
eter 14; Dew Point 12:
Humidity 93
Wind NW; Velocity 3; Weather p. cloud}
8 p.m. Barometer .30.203; Thermometer 25; Dew Point 23; Humidity 90
Wind SE; Velocity 3; Weather threat-

ening.

therm. IS; maximum
daiiv
Mean
therm, 25; minimum therm, 12; max. ve
wind
17 NW; total precipita
locity,

sprockets made a Bicycle go easier, then tion,
How is it now,
some people disputed it.
not a Bicycle will be put on the market

trace.

We had lots of
for ’98 with small ones.
experience last season fitting sprockets
to different makes of Bicycles; this year
this experience is at your disposal and
will not cost you a cent. Our Sprockets
are nicely and accurately milled round
and true to size and finely finished.

gPKCIAI.

__

bicycle factory,
^ PURra
22 Temple Street.
\
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Department Yvas making an Investigation
of tbe disaster, but a Congressional investigation Yvas demanded by the people.
The people were fast coming to the conclusion
concerning this
that matters
Cuban
including the do Lome
affair,

letter incident and the loss of the Maine
of which they ought to know, were being
concealed from them.
Mr. Mason, said he did not desire to
reflect upon the motives or honor of anybody, but be suggested that the officials
of the Navy Department in making their
investigation Yvould naturally endeavor
to cover up any blamo that might attach
to them.
“The trouble with us is,” declared Mr.
Mason with great vehemence, “is that we
have adopted the
Spanish policy of
putting everything off until tomorroYV.
Let this disaster be thoroughly investigated by Congress and then we shall
The
know that it will bo done right”
country, he oontinued, was tired of tho

Prevention is always better than
cure, even when cure is possible.
But so many times pneumonia is not
cured that prevention be«omes the
of selfnatural act of that instinct
“
law
first
is
the
which
preservation
of nature.” Pneumonia can be prevented and is often cured by the use
of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
Some years ago I had a severe cold and
threatened with pneumonia. I could
neither eat nor sleep, and was in a wretched
condition. I procured a bottle of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral and took it according to the
directions, and at the end of fifteen daysw as
I
as well and sound as before the attack.
have recommended it in many cases of pneumonia since, and have never known it to fail
in effecting a cure.”
JOHN HENRY, St. Joseph, La.
was

was

my

and

^

lungs,

was

entirely cured after having taken

two bottles.”

FRANCISCO A. SEVERIANO,
Taunton, Mass.

i
lerrg
is put up in half
price—50 cents.
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KNOWN THE MAINE

WAS BLOWN

[t

CP.

Blight Have 15ccn by Design
Have Peen
—Wild

or

it

Blight

by Accident Says Secretary

Rumors

About

Kxtra

Police

Protection in New Yorlc Denied.

Washington, February 18.—Tho feature
if tiro day at tho navy department; was
;he large number of rumors of a warlike
rendency that came to the attention of
;ke officials
as requiring attention and
contradicted. So formidathat at the close of

every case
ble has this
;n

grown

iffice hours Secretary Long was Induced
;o make the following statement:
“R;al y
no information has been received since Capt. Sigsbee’s first despatch

rdding

to
our knowledge of tho disa3Ail we.know is that the Maine blew

;or.

War

Will Ho

17 1

• 14 I

I

IT

IT

ft

in New

Ship Anchors

V rk Waters.

Official Investigation of Wreck
Permitted.

Havana, February 18.—The

ALL THAT IS

Spanish

PRESS DIVERS BARRED.

it ■ m tH 1

fill; VI/AAU iiiiiutLa.

of the
tain tho cause
explosion, tho
officials seem to be inclined to regard the
be
one that could not properly
as
request
refused, and it is likely that each government will make an investigation concur-

rently.

Knows Nothing But What Has Been
Given Out.

.m-, mm m-,

Mangrove

sails this evening for Key West with I'.dward Mattson, B. R. Wilber, J. C. finite,
Daniel Cronin, John Coffey, J.H.BloomChas.
er, Alfred Hemes, James Rowe,
of
Pilkorjand Wm. MoGinnoss. Two more
sailors died this morning.
the wounded
Up to the hour at which this dispatch
is sent, 2.30 p. m., 130 bodies have been
recovered. Each is placed in a coffin and
carried to tho Colon cemetery, whero

#

FIRST LEARNED OF THE

SINKING

OF THE MAINE.

News Created

a

Wild

Uproar of Talk—I he

Cruiser Will Come up Into the Harbor

Today

and

W’iil

be

Saluted

by Our

Forts.

Chaplain Chadwick of the Maine,'conducts funeral
services similar to those
Xew York, February 18.—The Spanish
of yesterday’s ceremony.
armored cruiser Vizcaya is in New York
On the night of the disaster Capt. SigsShe
dropped her anohors live
beo requested Admiral Manterola, to sta- waters.
of Sandy Hcok lightship
south
boats around the wreck, so as to miles
tion
prevent any one from approaching it at 5.30 after a 13 days’ voyage from the
As a result those
without oflicial;lnave.
When itl officers and
Islands.
with special permits are allowed to get Canary
the startling news of the
near the wreck.
Capt. Sigsbeo himself, men learned
battleship
going in the early morning after the ex- disaster to tho American
and of the
plosion to the scene of tho disaster was. Maine in
Havana harbor
warned off, not being recognized, and
of Minister de Lome they broke
was obliged to return and get a formal downfall
into a wild uproar of talk.
permit front tho naval authorities.
Admiral Manterola rofuses to allow the
Men rushed below to tell their comrades
divers sent here by American newspapers
lower decks. Above all the upin the
to make an investigation near the wreck,

flllPStimiR.

Ho was not willing to strike out the'word
immediate from the resolution.
Everyone was interested in knowing who blew
inthat
and
all
wanted
the
Maine,
up
We were told
formation. Why delay?
three years ago to wait. In the meantime
the Spanish diplomats had sat at our
tables and partaken of our hospitality,
while we were still waiting and had continued to wait until the series of calamibeen crowned by the Maine
ties had
catastrophe with its loss of 2oO precious
American lives.
Mr. Hale interrupted Mr. Mason to say
that there was no proposition to postpone
Tho whole subject matter was
inquiry.
even now undergoing investigation, and
had
In view of the promptness which
been exercised, there was no reason for
iinpunglng the motives of the officials of
He thought the Senate
the department.
could reasonably wait a few days until
the results of the investigation con Id be
given to the publio. He hoped the Senate
would see the propriety of not making
this an occasion for inflammatory speeches
and that all would take the view that in
the presence of a calamity which had appalled the whole world, today was not
the proper time for an appeal to passion
and prejudice.
Replying, Mr. Mason said there was no
oalam’ty so great ns a failure on the
part of those in power to appreciate the
real situation when it was so serious as
that was. And no sorrow so profound as
that of over indifference to the situation.
He had a letter from Mr. Julian Hawthorne read to show, as he claimed, that
murder was the policy of the Spanish
Autonomy ho degovernment in Cuba.
nouncod as a sham, a fraud and a delusion, and the de Lome letter only served
to emphasize the treacherous character of
the Spaniards. He deolared that he would
not be willing to serve on the proposed
committee, as he would not want to sit
at the table with a Spaniard who might
have stiletto under his olothes unless he
The record of the
himself was ironolad.
Spanish nation, continued Mr. Mason,
who appeared to be laboring under considerable excitement, was one continuous
treachery, a id we had experienced that
treachery la our history for the past,
hundred years. We were told that the
to
reach
naval board might be able
Havana by next Monday. Tomorrow, alIn the meantime, who
ways tomorrow.
knew but that more dynamite would be
of the catastrophe
evidence
put in and the
In conclusion he appealed for
averted.
a prompt inquiry and said he thought the
Senate should vote $200,000,000 if necessary, to save its honor and dignity.
Mr. Wolcott spoke next. It was evident
that he was laboring tinder considerable
He had listened to Mr. Mason
feeling.
with ill-concealed
feelings of emotion.
He said Mr. Mason’s resolution however,
inopportune, might well have been permitted without comment had it not been
for the remarkable utterance which Mr.
JJltU

L''

tUO

ivl*.

~

of the government.
Mr. Mason interrupted to say that he
Mr. Wolcott
made no such statement.
had Mr. Mason’s remarks read and then
said that the Senate would bear him out
Senator
that he did not misquote the
from Illinois.
resent
to
desire
“I
he
said:
Resuming
as utterly unfounded the suggestion that
there is a patriotic citizen in this land
who has not the fullest and most glorious
confidence in every* department of this
government and in the department of the

ments

attacked with a cold that settled
and defied the skill of my physicians so that they considered me incurable.
At last I began to use Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

FACTS.

Mr. Hale said he was Yvilling to Yvithdraw his objections to the resolution of
Mr. Allen, but the substitute suggested
by Mr. Mason was even more objectionable in its form.
Mr. Mason
followed Mr. Halo in a
speech replete with sensational utterances.
He said that he had no disposition to inflame a situation already so exciting, but
was
fully
ho felt that this substitute
justified by the feelings and desires of
the people! He understood that the Navy

jJJ.il HU 11

on

The mess that lady made try
ing to do “HOME DYEING.’
u e are making special prices during
stained her hands, splashed
She
this month for all kinds of repairing,
and clothes, lost hei
face
her
and
dolfor a very few
enameling, etc.,
lars can make your wheel look as well temper, nearly spoiled her goods
as any of the ’9S Models.
and then after all her troubh
Givo us a call.
she brought the work to ns t<
have it done over and done right

members of the Senate be appointed to
investigate the disaster to the battleship.”
Mr. Hale expressed the hope that Mr.
Mason would not press his substitute.
The disaster, he said, was even now being
thoroughly investigated by the government, and as soon as tangible results
vvere reached the facts would bo communicated to Congress. He said that he had
an interview Yvith the Secretary of the
Navy, and that the Secretary had already
set on foot an
Yvas
investigation which
always made by the department in the
case of any disaster. Sir. Halo urged Mr.
Mason to withdraw his substitute, as it
would tend only to embarrass the executive department.
“I had hoped,” said Mr. Hale, “that
this entire matter might be disposed of
It seems to me
today without debate.
that in the circumstances and in the light
of this most melancholy affair it is noYV
inopportune to indulge in debate upon

people of thos3 United States had lost.
confidence in one of the great
depart-

I
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navy particularly.

Today as always,the

officers of

our

honorable, courageous, upright
and above all, they tell the truth.

are

navy
men

It
may be that the public career of the capis
ended
tain of the ill-fated battleship
forever, but the disaster that overtook
his ship will count for nothing by comparison with the degrading insinuations
officer of our counan
made here that
try, with the oath, and with the flag
above him, would lie and cast responsiThere
bility where it did not belong.
is one thing this country can never stand
and that is to listen and without resentment, to an insinuation that the officers
of our navy are not men of honor and
integrity and of truth. The officers appointed to investigate will do their duty.
I do not know what slums the senator
from Illinois may have dragged to find
the expression of an opinion that there
is lack of confidence in the presonnel of
our navy,
but I know he cannot find an
honorable or a decent or a patriotic citizen
who will endorse the utterances
which the Senator has made.
We should restrain any expression of
belief as to the means by
opinion on
which this
awful disaster was brought
about until a proper investigation may
be had, which we all know will be conducted with the utmost uprightness and

integrity.

If over
there was a time when we
should lend our help to every department
of
the government, it should be today.
War
may come. I think the day may
not
ba far distant, and when it comes
we will fight it alone.
When that day
Continued

on

Second Tag©*

SPANISH

until Capt. Sigsbee shall have
it least
This
Inished his official investigation.
noruing, Lieut. Commander Wainwright.
HowLieut. A'otman and Chief Engineer
all went
with divers to search for the
bodies of Liout. Jenkins and Assistant
Engineer Merritt, but the guards would
not allow them to make the search and
they returned to the consulate and lodged
formal
complaint with Consul Gcn3ral Loe. However, the agreement reached
between Capt. Bigsbee and Gen. Blauco
was that the American commander 13 to
be allowed to use any divers, even divers
sent there by the American newspapers,
in his official investigation. Capt. Sigsbee and the commander of the Kern, accompanied by Gen. Lee,'visited the captain general this morning and had a conference. It was decided that the American press divers should not be allowed to
the wreck, though any diver
go inside
appointed by Capt. Sigsbee is to have
full
liberty’of movement. The government has wired to Washington requesting permission for Spanish divers to examine the wreck outside and inside.

There is abundant room for specuup..
lation of all sorts, but no conclusion can
be arrived at until an examination has
been made by the divers and more faots
obtained. It is a simple fact to say that
such

a

thing might happen by design

CRUISER VJZCAYA.

or

it might happen by accident.
“As
yet there is no indication of design. Therefore my impression has been
all along, and I rather think the general
opinion preponderates in the same direction, that it must have been accidental.
“At the cabinet meeting today the matter was not discussed, except as any body
talk
about
an event of that
of men
kind.
which
“The
was to the effect
report
that Capt.
Sigsbee had warned the department that the Maine was in danger
submarine mines or torpedoes, is
from
utterly without foundation.”
The
Secretary also denied briefly and
g
comprehensively that the comprehensively wild rumors that ho bad requestof police of New York to
ed the chief
TO RAISE THE MAINEguard the Vizcaya and that he had seConstructor Bowles to go to Halected
Investigate
Companies Will
Wrecking
raise the Maine. The last
vana and
Feasibility of Scheme.
work of the day for him was to consult
the representatives of the wrecking comWashington, February 18.—Representapanies, who probably will have charge of
wrecking companies, tho
tives of two
this work.
The Secretary, when asked what was Merritt Wrecking company and the Bosthe department’s estimate of the conduct ton Tow Boat company, called at the
of Captain Sigsbee in the terrible situatoday to talk with the
tion in which ho had been placed, replied: navy department
taken to“I think I express the leeling of the officials over the steps to ho
President as well as my own when I say wards raising the Maine,
or, if that
that Captain Sigsbee has conducted him- should be found impracticable, to save
should.
self as an officer of our navy
the ordnance and such other parts of the
Nothing is harder than for a naval officer shin’s enninment as may be Of value. It
to lose his ship, so that. I have great symmade apparent that at tuis .distance j
nathv for him.
I await with confidence was
it is not possible to give an opinion as
further reports.”
to the feasibility of raising tho ship, and
VYhilo no deolsion has yot been reached
it is likely that a representative of tho
formally upon tho application of the
selected to undertake the work j
Spanish government for authorization to company
be despatched immediately to Hawill
to make an inspection.
vana
A suggestion that came today to tho deto
partment may be availed of, namely,
this
photograph the ship under watjpr. If concan c done, a matter of soms doubt,
sidering tho condition of the water in
Havana harbor, tho picturo may be of
considerable value, both to tbo wreckers
and the court of inquiry; A wrecking
vessel is now lying ut Key West. She
is subject to tho department’s decision
in this matter. With a complete diving
outfit, experienced men, and a big crane,
this craft
capable of lifting oOO totons,
hoist even the
Itching, irritated, scaly, crusted Scalps, dry, thin,
could be
easily able
be got to
could
and falling Hair, cleansed, purified, and beautishe
and
Maine's turrets,
fied by warm shampoos with CtmcvRA Soap,
the scone of the wreck inside of a day.
of
of
Cuticura, purest
and occasional dressings
The
telegraphic reports from Key West
emollients, the greatest shin cures.
and Havana are slacking off, doubtless
became there is nothing new to communicate at present. One message sent this
afternoon from Key West by Commander Forsythe, in charge of the naval station there,reported that all of the wounded at Key West are doing well and that

HUMORS

(pleura

Foley

Treatment will produce a clean, healthy scalp
with luxuriant, lustrous hair, when all else fails.
Sold thro.t?hout the world. Pottkk Drug and Cnsu.
CoRf*.. Solo Props.. Boston.
0 J* llow to produce Luxuriant Hair," mailed free.
/ftIS

W™

B

92cS

Agency

Exchange Street

Washington,

and Foreign Companies
F or ace Anderson.
Ciias. C. Adams.
declS
Thos. J. Little.
p eodtfl

MANDOLINS. !
inspec-j

STEIXEHT'~"& SOSS CO.,
Sole New England Representatives.
517 CONGHESS ST.
X. €. McGouldkic, Mgr,
flTdlvvlstp
M.

cer.

At night it is intended to keep her brililluminated with electric lights
liantly
boats wili all be well lighted
and the
means of
so that there can bo no possible
approaching tho vessel without detection.
ANOTHER SPANISH CRbISiR.
Ha Palmas, Canary Islands, February
18.—The
Spanish armored cruiser Almirante Oquendo, left here today :or HaThe
Italian third class cruiser
vana.
Giovanni Bausan is expected here on Saturday next. She is on her way to Cuba.
POLO GAZETTED.

February 18.—Senor Polo
Madrid,
Bernafce has been gazetted Spanish minister at Washington.
TO REPLACE THE MAINE.

Washington, February IS.—A bill apa
battlepropriating $1,000,000 to providewas
introship to replace the Maine,
duced in the House tills afternoon by Mr.
Foot of New York.

to

February

IS.—The pres-

intention of the n ivy department is
ent
disasto keep the survivors of the Maine
or imter now at, Key West at that place

First Class American

We have just received and have on
tion at our store an invoice of tlto 1amous
&
MAYER MANDOLINS
GRAUFHNKK
which are conceded to lie superior to all others,

supposed

forts Hamilton and Wadsworth and will
the
return
formality. Then she will
steam to a point, off Tompkinsville where
A fleet of government
anchor.
she will
boats will escort her
and police patrol
Six patrol tugs under
to her anchorage.
command of Lieut. John A. Dougherty,
[J. S. N., will guard ^tho Vizcaya during
The
ber
stay in New York harbor.
watches will be divided between the six
turn.
or,
each
boats, two to be on duty
Each
boat is to have on board while
m watch, four marines and one non-commissioned officer of marines, a roundsfour policemen from tho Metroman and
politan police? No boat or person will
be allowed to approach the Vizcaya without the sanction of her commanding offi-

dying,) is now out of-danger.
No official notice has yet reached the
of the
navy department of the intention
Spanish government to send tho warthis
country. The
ship Vizcaya to visit
sue!:
practice is usually to dispense with have
The
notices.
officials, however,
taken notice of tile unofficial reports of
the approach of the Vizcaya and they ray
will be done to insure
that, everything
tho safetv of the craft.
SAILORS WILL HR DETAINED.

with Kiv.-mn instantly relieved
by CuTicuitA Ukmediks.

Insurance
31

was

lays.
Early tomorrow morning the Vizcaya
will come up to the anchorage selected
ior her in the upper bay.
Ia passing up she will bo saluted by

bo

ANDERSON, SBAMS & CO.,
Fire

(who, yesterday,

in Spanish raDg out the stentorian
voice of an American sailor:
“Great God, boys, is that true?”
Sandy Hook pilot, Dan Gillespie, was
:he only American aboard the ship. Ho
bad been cruising to the southward for
in the pilot boat Amor more
week
*
and was ignorant of the
brose Snow,
3tartling developments of the last few
roar

mediate vicinity. This is necessary in order that the evidence that they uiav have
shall bo accessible to the court of inquiry.
FOR MAINE.

MAIL;MATTER

February IS.—Mail
West, Fla.,
matter for the Maine via Tampa will be
j stopped here and
sorted^ The part di; rected to those who are dead will lit: returned to Washington and the letters intended for those of the Maine’s crew who
are in Havana will be forwarded there.
Key

r

1

'■
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SURE

Annuel Sales over6,000,000 Boxes

Cabinet

FOE BILIOUS AND NEEVOUS DISOEDEES
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach,
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Biotehos on the Skin. Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous and
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE BELIEF
Every sufferer
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
will acknowledge them to be

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
BEECIIAM’S PILLS, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure hick Headache*
For a

Weak Stomach

impaired Digestion
Disordered Liver
IN MEN, WOMEN

OR

CHILDREN

Beecham’s PiHs are

Without

Rival

a

And have the

LARGEST

SALE

of any Patent Hedlrlne in tlae World.
25c. at all Drug Stores.

Sure

IT WAS
the

BODIES

ACCIDENT.
Spaniards

Couldn’t

IDENTIFIED.

Fourteen More Men

Picked Up By Divers

at Havana.
Have Blown Up Maine.
Havana, February 18.—Captain Gen.
18.—The only
Washington, February
have visited
Continued From First Page.
absentees from today’s Cabinet meeting Blanco and Bishop Santander
Gen.
Lee.
Consul
were
Secretaries
Sherman and Alger.
comes otir
eternally
course must be
Gen. Lee is receiving many telegrams
During the meeting, the disaster to the
gounded In the right, and until it comes
and
other officials expressing there is nothing so belittles this people
dis- from mayors
Maino was the principal topic of
and as
these unjust and outrageous attacks
cussion. Secretary Long read a cablegram sympathy at the loss of the Maine
When war
upon a friendly government.
called
either
consuls
the
have
foreign
account
from Captain Sigsbee giving an
comes, it must come so that the people
or
have
sent
written
expresc.f the world can respect our conduct and
of the funeral yesterday of the nineteen personally
come
of their condolence.
our position and above nil it must
victims of the explosion. It appears that sions
us reMessages of regret and sympathy have under olroumstances which make
unusual and in some respects extraordiourselves.
been received from the Chamber of Com- spect
nary evidences of respeot and sympathy
the
colonial
of
the
govmerce,
president
were shown by the Spanish authorities
Mr. Wolcott was followed by Mr. Lodge
ernment, Dr. Congosto, the secretary
and people.
of Massachusetts, who had also sat very
memgeneral, the governor of Havana, the restive under Mr. Mason’s reflections upAlthough the President and theinterest
bers of the Cabinet await with
mayor of Havana, the Marquis Esteben, on the
Mr. Lodge
navy department.
the result of the inquiry into the cause of the municipal council, the Produce Ex- snoke with Intense earnestness, saving:
the disaster, there remains^ practically no change and the Stock Exchange.
no
have
desire and
I
“Mr
President,
In addition the theatres have suspended
doubt in their minds that it was an accino Intention of saying one word in regard
no
as
be
will
such
and
there
might happen their performances
dent, purely, and
that is raging in Cuba, ho
The to the war
This view of the matter, musio in the parks for the present.
at anv time.
in that
one can detest the horrors enacted
desires
however, will not induenca the President bodies recognized included those of Deck- island more
than I. Iso one
to stop short of a most searching investi- ing, Drunuer, Graham, Chief Yeoman of more
the
see
powors
I
to
Spanish
than
landsand
reWin.
the
H.,
facts, present
Newport, R.'l., Tinsman,
gation into all
swept from that island, as it has been
mote, that may have any possible beariDg man of Portland, Me.; Sergeant Brown, from all the states in South America
chief
the
here
as
or throw upon it a
is
described
who
the
caso,
single
that ouetsion is not
upon
J. Keys, but, Mr. President,
ray of light. Until facts are shown to the machinist of the Maine; Hairy
here. We face to face at this moment
and
Owen
New
of
President
will
assume
that
seaman
York;
ordinary
contrary the
national
oalamity. The
with a
Nicoi
iiremen
(McNieco) Americangreat
the explosion carao from within and was Sheridan,
people have received the awful
Charles Hassell,
not the result of treachery on tho part of Frances J., of Boston
tho warship
of
news of tho
York;
Fury Maine with a sinking silence and selfany one. The President is receiving a gunner’s mate of New
splendid
foreof
the
as
of
described
captain
congratulatory messages (Fower)
large number
restraint, both in Congress and throughcommending him for the course ho has castle; Holmes (Helm). James League, out the
country. They’ are waiting stornF.
Charles
matter
as well as
in
the
of
New
Yeoman
in
this
Chief
York,
pursued
to know the truth, and tho
de Klrmann, gunner’s mate of Port Royal Iy, quietly
case of the late Spanish minister,
This is not a questruth they will have.
and Journie.
Lome.
tion which involves Cubans or Spaniards.
Patrick Gaffney, coal passer Roberts,
The President announced to the Cabiis a question wnich involves brave
marine are This
of a fireman and McManus, a
net that he would send a bouquet
American seamen, gone to their death in
dowers to Mrs. Sigsbee, a deoision which reported to have died at the hospital.
In the presence of that
a foreign
port.
and accordThe divers last evening picked up fourwas approved by the Cabinet
calamity what we want is the truth.
son-in
law
of
bodies.
more
teen
Capt.
ingly fclnsign Kettle,
How are we to get it? By the investigaThe men searching for bodies have also
Sigsi'te was summoned from the Kacy
committee of Congress which
the Maine, tions of a
Department to the White House and la- recovered a number of relics of enlistment,
knows nothing, which has no witnesses
medical
chest,
with
a
an
immense
tied
dened wltii
including
bouquet
to summon, which has no expert knowltributes record, a gold watch and chain marked
Floral
white satin ribbons.
edge, which is miles from the place
to the P. S. Bartlett, Waltham, 331, t34, and live
to be sent
ordered
were also
the disaster occurred? Thero is
where

families of the six members of the Maine’s portraits, one of which bears a close reliving hero, who met their deaths in semblance to Liout. Gabreal Rodriguez
of the Spanish navy, second chief of staff
the explosion.
of the admiinlty.
TOTAL RESULT OF DISASTER.
TELEGRAM FROM SIGSBEE.
Washington, February 18.—The navy
department has complied the following Belated Dispatch First Notice at the Desummary showing the total results of the
partment Friday.
Maine disaster, from all available official
information up to tho close of tho departFebruary 18. —The lirst
ment tonight:
Washington,
Total officers end men on board the notice to reach the navy
department
total
total
men,
officers,
26;
Maine, 355;
this morning from the scene of the great
total
men
officers
24;
total
saved,
329;
was a belated
saved, T6; total officers lost, 2; total men naval disaster at Havana
officers injured,(0; total
lost. 2-16; total
telegram of last night's date from Capt.
men injured, 67; doubtful (men,) 7.
reading as follows:
ihe seven men appearing as doubtful Sigsbee
“Nineteen of Maine’s dead were buried
or less
probably represent that number
whose lives have been saved, but who this afternoon, with great ecclesiastical,
identified at present on ac- naval and military ceremony and with
cannot bo
errors in tha transmission of
count of
resources of Havana brought
The 57 appearing as injured all of the
telegrams.
into requisition. The Spanish governare included in the 76 appearing as saved.
men
Two
reported as having died in ment, under express directions of Gen.
hospitals are included in the total of 246 Blanco, the bishop of Havana, Gen. Parappearing above as having been lost.
and Admiral Manterola, and tne
rado
ONE HUNDRED BURIED.
mayor of Havana, took complete charge
The bodies were
of all
arrangements.
Washington, February 18.—Late today first laid in state in the building of the
Capr. Sigsbee telegraphed as follows:
and were
of
Havana
“So far 125 have been buried. Iden- city government
with floral and other emblems
covered
tification very difficult. Will wire names
suitable to the occasion, which were preof identified later. In regard to telegram
and other persons
cannot furnish sented by the officials
of inquiry of
today,
shades of political
all
Names read: A. of Havana of
information.
further
to the cemescorted
were
Anderson, A. Johnson, opinion. They
IIalien, Wm.
of all the miliWilliams, who was cabin cook, etery by representatives
Henry
and civil organizations and from
and Jas. Morimere. Senetals name wired tary
the foreign consular officers, and through
by mistake.
of people, spreading
ooncourse
vast
a
“Sigsbee.’’
over the routes.
to
the
due
was
names
to
as
The answer
“Gen. Lee, myself and officers and men
with Lieut. Comnavy department’s doubts as to (initials, now here, together
Cowles and members of the
mander
lost
was
the list of’ unidentified
Fern’s crew, were given special carriages
added
during the day, AlDert Wilson, and conveyances. Ground for the burial
Anna
M.
kin
of
next
Wilson,
seaman,
of all the Maine’s dead has been present17 Bond street, Chicago.
ed
by Gen. Blanco and the bishop of
THE COURT OF INQUIRY.
Havann in tho beautiful cemetery of Ha-

crew

J3SK

n

E R

ii mum**

A little piece goes
further than double

TOBACCOS

choicest leaf, and contain most tobacco
etTo
to the plug. Its flavor
suits the

people.

CAPTAIN SIGSBEE’S INSPIRATION.

Jacksonville, Fla., February 18.—Capt.
Pillsbnry, commander of the dynamite
Vesuvius, in port here, has expressed the opinion that the injunction of
Captain Sigsbee of the battleship Maine,
directing the American people to suspend
judgment until further information
was an inspiration
should Le secured,
and should be observed.
Captain Pills“The report that Sigsbee
bury said:
thinks the destruction of the Maine was
caused by a floating torpedo is in
my
opinion untrue, for if he said that yesterin
fact, he
day he knew it the day before,
cruiser

knew rt the time of the explosion, which
is extremely improbable. He had had no
time in which to investigate and I think
it very wise for us to withhold our judgment until a thorough investigation can
Whether tho explosion was
be marie.
from within or without can easily be asI will stake my
certained by divers.
commission on it that Captain
Sigsbee
He is cool as
made no such statement.
any man I ever saw and what there is to
bo known about the Maine accident will
BELIEVES IT

WAS A TORPEDO.

Key West, Fl3,, February 16—Rear Admiral Sicard is preparing a precept, or
advance order, for assembling here the
the
court of inquiry into the loss cf
The warships Iowa, Indiana and
Maine.
or
toMassachusetts are expected tonight
and
Their officers
morrow morning..
will
York
those of the cruiser New
probably compose a majority of the court.
The court may proceed to Havana.
CAPT. SIGSBEE VISITS WRECK.
Havana, February 18.— At eight o’clook
had been rebodies
this evening 135
With Lieutenant Commander
covered.
and Chief
Holman
Wainwright, Lieut.
Engineer Howell, Captain Sigsbee went
The
this morning.
on board the wreck
United States navy divers are expected
the
mourns
with
still
tomorrow. Havana
American people.
..TV.fortT’ici f»nH

VVachincr

effect
that
the
believe
many pooplo in the United States
coincide
accidental
was
the explosion
the Spanish
with the opinion held by
oUV.iols; and the excitement which folinto quiet
subsided
has
lowed the disaster
ton

published here

to

waiting.
Captain Sampson of the United State*
battleship Iowa and chief of the board of
The tug G. W.
inquiry is expected here.

Jacksonville, Fla.,
February 18.—A
arrived.
special to the Times Union and Citizen Childs'lias
from Key West says: The general opinion
BROKE THE SEAL OF SILENCE.
of many persons here is that the Maine
Boston, February 18—A special despatch
after
which the
was hit by a torpedo
f>>m Koy West to the Boston Herald this
magazine exploded.
Thomas Melvill nf morning says:
In an interview,
authority
It is learned on undoubted
Brooklyn, who was not injured and was that one of the maimed sailorB who was
said that
on watch on the quarter deck,
to the Marine hospital last night,
he felt two distinct shocks. The first was taken
for the kind treatment
which blew out of gratitude
not as severe as the second
the
and careful nursing received from
the
ship.
up
and attendants, has broken the
Other survivors are of the same opinion surgeon
seal of silence enjoined by his superior
that it was fool work.
before leaving Havana, and makes
Martin Roiruan, a submarine diver of officers
a statement, the truth of which cannot be
of
the
a
survivor
and
Maine,
Key West,
and which stamps the perpetrahas been telegraphed for from Havana by doubtod
tragedy enacted
the diabolical
Consul General Lee and Uaptuln Bigsbee tion of
harbor of Havana as one
dive Tuesday in the
and will go over immediately to
of crime.
annals
in
the
under the Maine and discover the cause of the blackest
obvious
The sailor, whose name, for
of the disaster.
is withheld for the present, says
The flagship New York is now anchored reasons,
forward
the
on
deck,
from he was on watch
off the hay awatlng instructions
shortly before the explosion occurred.
Washington.
over the Maine’s bow inWhile
looking
TINSMAN’S BODY IDENTIFIED.
he saw a
to the dark waters of the bay,
Washington. February 18.—The navy black object slowly coming toward the
it
the
whatever
list
was, was
furnishes
following
vessel. The object,
department
and
emitted
illuminated
of the men of the Maine as comprising all apparently
been smoke.
those whose bodies thus far have
Ho suspected something wrong
fact td
the
James A. and started to (communicate
J. H. Dierking,
identified:
H. Tinsman, J. F. the officer of the deck and had
barely
Graham, William
Brown, El-ien H. Mero Harry J. Keys, commenced to tell what he had seen when
Owen Bkeridan, Patrick Gaffney, William the explosion took place.
The Maine was raised in the air and he
Cosgrove, Joseph Beery, Chas. P. Galpin.
Michael Kane and Carl A. Smith.
above
The Tinsman mentioned
from Decring and Elden H. Mero
from Augusta.
DENIED

was

BY OFFICER OF DECK

18 —Lieutenant
Key West, February
Llun'din, who was officer of the deck at
the time of the disaster, says there is no
truth in the report that a smoking object
the Maine just bewas seen approaching
3B&
fore the explosion.

TRE&TiEEiT
FOR WEAK MEN.

I
2
gj

TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSE,
The fatuous Appliance and Remedies of ft

the Erie Medical Co. nbwf or the first time
offered on trial without expense to any fcg
honest man. Not a dollar to be paid (2
In advance. Cure Effects of Errors H
Manhood gl
or Excesses in Old or Young.
ully Restored. How to Enlarge and Px
Strengthen Weak, Undeveloped Portions H
of Body. Absolutely unfailing Homo n
Treatment. No C. (). D. or other scheme, ra
A plain offer by a firm of high standing.
rmt” E^Ers^aS
64 NIAGARA ST.M
BUFFALO, N.

|

JftTfc ISub-M?”L Ml,

and
thrown to the deck stunned
bleeding. Ho also says that simultaneously with the raising of the Maine, he saw
moored
launch which was
the steam
alongside, also thrown out of water.
exThis occurred before the seoond
plosion in the Maine’s magazine was feit
her
sent
to
the
bottom.
and which

Saturday morning by
Olivette. Recovery of Maine's hatter impracticable, except by regular wrecking
outfit.

“Sigsbee.”

Y.jg

NO WONDER THEY ARE

AFRAID.

Madrid, February 18.—The newspapers
here are urging the Spanish government
the
precautions when
to adopt great
American divers arrive at Havana and
alone
descend
and
to
ex
them
not allow
“as divers sent
bj
amine the Maine,
private persons might be bribed to report
facts
actual
and
the
at variance with
might even do somehlng to the hub
which would servo as a confirmation ol
their report.
It is thought improbable that Captair
General Blanco will allow private divert
to descend or even those sent officially bj
the United States government, if they an
unaccompanied by Spanish divers.
The newspapers fear serious trouble un
less a strict supervision is exercised an<
they claim to foresee the necessity for era
ploying divers of a third nation to arbi
trate in the event of a disagreement be
tween the Spanish and American divers.
The whole press enjoins the most rigor
ous supervision of the wreck of the Maine.

EQUIP

that

tho

naval

officers

of

the

THE GUNS.

forts,
coast.

Mr. Sultzer, Democrat of New York,
asked Mr. Boutelle if he had any information, official or otherwise, that threw

on the cause ot the disaster.
nny light
“I must reply as I did yesterday,” replied Mr. Boutelle, “that I regret to say
that I have not.” But all the information at hand seems to strengthen the belief that it was due to an.aooident.
Mr. Cannon, Republican of Illinois,
chairman of the appropriation committee,
said that while he was heartily in favor
of the resolution, ho wanted it understood
that this was to bo construed as a pre-

cedent.
“I hope
to

cases

there are to be no more such
folllow
this," observed Mr.

Bailey.
The resolution
mously.
The debate

on

was

the

then

adopted

bankruptcy

unani-

bill con-

READ

the Senate.
The more mention of the Maine disas
Free Pills.
the iioor brought members ir
on
ter
Bucklen crowds from the cloak rooms and lobbief
Send your address to H. E.
& Co., Chicago, and get a free sample and
they thronged down the aisles to lis
A
box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
The spectators injtho galleries iooket
ten.
trial will convince you of their merits.
Those pills aro easy in action
and aro over with breathless interest as Secretary
was read.
particularly effective in the cure of Con- Long’s letter
“It is unnecessary to say,” said Mr
For Mastipation and Siok Headaohe.
laria and Liver Doubles they have been Boutelle at the conclusion of the reading
from SeoretaryJLong, “tliai
proved invaluable. They are guaranteed of the letter
should begin at onct
to be perfectly free from every deleteri- the work of salvage
the
arrangements with the
and that
ous substance and to be purely vegetable.
which have the nec
companies
They do not weaken by their action, wrecking
should not be
but by giving tonic to stomach and bow- essary outfits,
delayed. ]
to
call
attention to th<
els greutly invlgorotes the system. Regu- deem it proper
that
Secretary
Long, recognizing
S. fact
ar size 25c. per bsx. Sold by H. P.
was in
session, has comt
Goold. 677 Congres street, under Con- that Congress
for authority to do this work insteac:
here
Hotel.
gress Square
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PORTLAND, February 19, 18 S&.

THE

Saturday Reduction Sale.

our

Mrs.

Will

Stevens

Continue

Her Work

Temporarily.

house

New
6 lbs
3
3

lbs'
lbs!

present.

California PruneB,
3 Crown Raisins,
best
best

25c and 35c Gallon.

Cooking Molasses,

Evaporated Peaches,
Evaporated Apricots,

5c I lleckers best Pancake
25c Best Round Steak,
25c Nice Corned Beef,
25c | Fat Pork by the strip,

7c

Flour,
2c,

12 l-2c
4c and 6c
6 l-2c

and

Pnre Kio Coffee 12 l-2c, and 35c Formosa Tea for 25c.
Order by telephone

The above

are

but

a

or

bargains

to be found at

WILMOT

ST.

no
can

winter
be

to

this

labor which

careful

housekeeper

avoid,

is made much

and

simpler

[;

for

and

Summer,

All

JOHNSON & LAMBERT’S
24

sets you

preserving the
things that are
packed away.

call at the store.

few of the many

cleaning

naturally
thinking of Moth killers,
disinfectants,
cleansing
polishers,
preparations,
and the other things necthe
essary for putting
house in order for Spring

Saurkraut,

Fine

Chicago, February 18.—Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens, national vice-president of the
W. C. T. U., will, according to National
Secretary Miss Kate L. Stevenson,
Miss Willard’s work for the
carry on

annual

season

25c
7c lb., 4 for 25c 4 pkgs. best Rolled Oats,
7c qt Tuxedo and Savena Soap powders, Sc
Pickles,
12 l-2c
15c box Best California Apricots,
Fresh Smoked Herring,
10c Best Canned Succotash,
6c
3 boxes Eastport Sardines for

Trv

of

approach

the

Home Made

easier and

rlrparlprl

fn

1~»\7 tl*ip

..I....

city OF

City

By F. 0. BAILEY <fc CO., Auctioneers.

Mrs. r. M. N. Stevens.

woman’s temple building in Chicago before being taken to Evanston.
Mrs. E. M. Matzer, state vice-president,
and Miss Helen Hood, corresponding secretary of the W. C. T. U., sent out a request today to the local unions of Illinois, between 500 and 600 in number for
setting aside of next Thursday, the day
of Miss Willard’s funeral at Rose Hill,
services
memorial
by all
as a day of
those who cannot come to Chicago to attend the services.
BLOW TO W. C. T. U.
London, February 18 —The afternoon
make
sympathetic
newspapers today
references to the death of Mfss Frances
all
They
E. Willard.
agree that Miss
Willard’s death will prove a serious blow
to the societies with which she was connected.
FEARS W'ERK NOT

GROUNDLESS.

Wilton, N. H., February 18.—Augustus
Blomberg of this town, father of Fred
Blomberg, on of the crow of the battleship Maine has just made nubile a lottei

which he received from his son on Mon
February
day last, dated from Havana,
10, in which he says:
Wo are in mortal terror of our lives
blown up at any
and
expect to be
moment.

■

3 Several

Kennebec gentlemen who own
orange groves in Florida which^were cut
down by the freeze of several years ago,
mor
money into tho pot. During the lato Klondike weather they have
been worryingjabout gche safety of theii

putting

■

young trees. One says he has received
word that the cold was sovere enough tc
trim the leaves',off, extending.as farjioutl:
One Kennebec orange grovt
as Tampa.
owner, whore ten-acre orchard was frozen
in tho original cold snap, offered to sell
the lot for $25. Some oue tool: him up
hut- he “backed out” and has since been
holding it for $100. As it cost him $5,00(1
ho thought he ought at least to realize
this sum fdr.it.__

0-S

LADIES ARE INVITED TO GALL
...

ON

THli

of
XTOTICE is hereby given that the Board be
±S Kegistration of voters of said city will
ei y
eleven
number
(11)
at
room,
in open session
secular days
building, upon eacli of the twelve
occuison
prior to the municipal election, which
being
Monday the seventh day of March next,
The first
Gth
inclusive.
March
to
from Feb. 21st
21 iO
nine secular days of said session, viz.. Feb.
March 2nd, will be for the purpose of receiving
in
evidence touching the qualification of voters
said city, and to revise and correct the voting
nine
list of the several wards therein, from
o’clock in the forenoon to one o’clock in the
afternoon, from three till five in the afternoon,
and from seven till nine in the evening, except2nd)
ing on the last day of said session, (March
when it will not be in session after five o clock
in the afternoon. The sessions on March 3rd,
4th and 5th,will be for the purpose to enable the
Board to verify the correctness of said lists and
for closing up the records of said session.
Sect. 3. Chapter 3o4, Public Laws of Maine,
approved March 29,1893, provides—
Every person whose name lias not bean entered upon the voting lists in any city, in accordance with the provision of this act, must
if he desires to vote, appear in person at a
that
place provided for registration and ofprove
a voter.
he possesses all the qualifications
as hereinbefore
to
vote
qualified
Every person
provided, shall vote only in the ward of the city
and voting precinct thereof, if any. in which he
had his residence on the first day of April preor of his becoming an inhabitant after

ceding.

registered voters who changed their residence from one ward to another previous to
April 1,18H7. and have hot had their residence
properly corrected on the voting list of tile
ward where ihey resided on said first day ol
April, should notify the city clerk in person or
in writing of such change, which must embrace tile name of the voter, tile ward, street
and number from, and the ward, street and
number to which such; removals have been
ade. Or application for the above purpose
may be made to the Board of Registration,
of the nine
room No. 11. city building, 011 each
secular days, February 2lst to March 2nd, 18'J8,
for the
indicated,
as
above
set
inclusive,
apart
revision and correction of the voting lists.
revise
and
will
board
said
said
time,
During
correct the voting lists; and the wardens oi
and
said
revised
be
shall
by
governed
said city
corrected list, and no name shall be added to
of
elecon
said
said
from
day
list,
or stricken
mm and no nerson shall vole at any election
whose name is not on said lists, dui me noaru
of Registration will be in session on the day oi
election for the correction of errors that maj
have occurred during said revision.
AUGUSTUS R. GEKRISI1.
MONROE A. RLANOHAED,
Michael o. mccann.
Hoard of Registration of Voters.
febl9d2w
Feb.
19,1898.
Portland.
BATH WAS INDIGNANT.
Bath, February IS.—Bath played ol
Ther
around Portland for -two periods.
Portland woke and the third periodjclosef

In playing off the tie Allei:
in a tio.
made a deliberate foul in the goal but ii
Bath was indignant
was not recognized.
and It deserved the game, which Portland
The sum
won in much overtime play.
mary;

jirwTimirco;
and carefully inspect the

large display

of

Kl>. IM IE A UP’S

Bath—Mooney and MoGtlvary, rushers:
O’Malley and E. Mooney, center; Mur
taugh, half hack; Burgess, goal.
Portland—Campbell and Whipple, rushhalf back:
ers; McKay, center; Turnbull,
Allen, goal.
Stops—
Score—Portland, 4; Bath, 3.
Fouls—Allen,
Burgess, 23; Allen, 74.
TimerReferee—Kelley.
Murtaugh.
Fields. Attendance—740.
WILL GO TO LEWISTON.

Parisian.
Sachet Powders.

pensable compounds

of

Portland.

Miss Stevenson and Miss Willard’s secretary, Annie C. Gordon, with other national officials, will accompany the remains to Chicago. The body will lie in
state for a
day in Willard hall in the

of the many convenient, compact and indisuse

AUCTION SALliS.

PORTLAND.

To the Electors of the

measure.

There were three other speakers befort
12 o'clock when the regular session be
Democrat of Virginia
gan, Mr. Rixey,
for the bill, and Messrs. Linney, Repub
lican of North Carolina, and Love,Demo
crat of Mississippi, against the measure.

WHAT

-

Our

United

February 18.—A speoial to the
Orders
Journal from Washington says:
issued
were
today from the war department, directed to Lieut. Col. Carl A.
Immediately after the reading of tin
Woodruff, commanding Fort Warren, in journal at noon Mr. Boutelle, Republi
increase
to
him
Boston harbor, directing
ot the naval comHe was also or- can of Maine,chairman
his force to full limit.
dered to equip
squads consisting of mittee, asked unanimous consent for tin
twenty men and one officer with arms consideration of the resolution preparec
and ammunition and station them at all
and which passe!
armed with modern guns along the by the navy department
Boston,

department.

tinued until adjournment, the speakers
being Messrs. .Sulzer, Democrat of New
York; Strade, Republican of Nebraska,
ConDelley, Republican of Illinois; Grosvenor, Republican of Ohio; Sayers,Democrat of Tennessee, and Hay, Republican
of New York, in favor of the bill, and
Republican; Linney,
Messrs. Kitohens,
Republican of North Carolina; Love,
Democrat of Mississippi; Ball, Democrat
of Texas; Henry, Democrat of Mississippi; Maguire, Demoorat of California;
Bl’ande, Democrat of Missouri; Bell, Populist of Colorado; De Armond, Democrat
Wheeler, Democrat of Alaof Missouri;
inly ono way to get at the truth of this bama and Lloyde, Democrat of Missouri,
matter, and that is through the naval against it. At 5.25 the House adjourned.
jflicers who have been selected already to
Can anyono suppose
perform that duty.
MISS WILLARD’S SUCCESSOR.

in the present there is
whose conduct
■jot and has never been a blemish, would
seek to conceal the raots in such a case
is this.
“I would rather trust this investigadou to the officers of the American navy
;han to any other men In tho country.
that the captain
Does anyone suppose
rf that ship who, stunned by the exploia3t
upon the sinking
sion, remained the
ressel and, who, in the midst of all that
terror and excitement, sent a despatch to
this country
showing a coolness and
nerve which are an honor to the AmeriDoes anyone suppose that
name?
san
Capt. Sigsbee, capable of such splendid
conduct, is going to lie about his ship?
The secretary of the navy is a man of
distinguished ability ,^of honor and patriotism. If
anyone imagines that Secretary Long will not tell the truth and insist upon the whole of it, he little knows
who has the
the cnaracter of the man
honor to lill that great post.
“I think those who know Hon. Theowho is Mr. Long’s right
dore Roosevelt,
hand, would be slow to believe that he
would seek to conceal the truth in regard to this disaster. Mr. President, 1
am
sorry that any debate has arisen on
It seems to me that the
this question.
attitude of
Congress ever since that
awful news arrived has been in the highest degree dignified and worthy—worthy
of itself and worthy of the American
people. We have not shrieked or talked.
We have waited In a silence of much deeper
meaning than any words. We want
If it was an aocident
to know the truth.
which destroyed the Marne then let us
provide so far as human foresight can
against a recurrence. If it was treachery, then the righeous wrath of tho American people will take a signal vengeance
for the treachery which sent that ship to
vana.
has
and
respect
“The utmost sympathy
the bottom, and let no one think to stay
authe
informed
I
am
by
shown.
been
It.”
Mr.
thorities that this is the second instance
Mason, in making his reply, said
and generni spasm
such a demonstration having been that misquotation
of
in
the
history would not drive him from the discussion
shown to foreign officers
a
that
is
inconceivable
It
He
shared, he said, in
of Havana.
r>f this question.
demonstration could have been the general admiration of tho Vessel’s
greater
He
was
only
made to me. personally. A great num- sxocutive departments.
ber of people have expressod sympathy sorry that while Mr. Woloott was giving
for
United
States
tho
and
the
Maine
about
navy department he
for the
a lecture
the treasury department
did not give
government and people. The remainder
dead must
of tho
perforce be buried some praise. He endorsed all that Mr.
with brief ceremony, which will be con- Lodge said, but he said Mr. Long could
the care and pre- not himself object to an investigation and
but
ducted by ourselves,
paration of the remains will be with the it was no part of friendship to him to try
Spanish authorities. Also in addition to to shield him from such an inquiry ns
bodies have come was
He denied that his rethose buried, other
propose.
ashore
today. A few are recognizable. marks contained any reflection upon Mr.
Even )n the case of some of those men Long's integrity or honor, or the integwho are wounded, recognition is difficult, rity or honor of the officers of the navy.
t have not for a moment lost sight of the Ho resented the intimation that he had
grief of the families and friends of theI gone into the slums to find words with
members of the Maine’s crew, but
which to characterize the navy departbeg tho department to explain to thorn ment.
in
fact, impossithat it is impracticable
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut
pointed
ble. to send bodies home, -facilities are out that the investigation ot the, catasto
is
mads
here
bo
and
not
could
necessary
embalming
lacking,
itj >Vashtrophe
secure transportation under the most fa- ington.
I decline
Mr. Hale said, deliberately:
vorable eiicumstances.
“Embalming is only imperfectly done absolutely to follow the senator from Illihere. Will wire all cases of identifica- nois, (Mason) into a general discussion
tion. I maintain organization of my of the Cuban question.”
small force here, but it can be well unIt being after 2 o’clock, Mr. Hale rederstood that the execution of tho work marked that under the rules tho resoluwhich wo are charged is one of tion would go to the calendar.
with
much detail and difficult of execution.
Mr. Bacon of Georgia introduced a joint
“It is believed that all of the depart- resolution for. the preparation, under the
am
I
me.
reached
have
ment’s telegrams
discretion of the secretary of the navy
statuary hall,
deeply grateful for the helpful sentiments and placing on tho wail ofa bronze
and directions telegraphed by tho Presi- in the Capitol building,
tablet,
officers
and men
dent aud tho
department. I have the commemorative of the
who
ui
mo
uiucers
an
wiu
States
oi
navy
perished
earnest nejp
of the United
Maine now here, which was to be expect- in the loss of the battleship Maine in the
ed under all circumstances.
harbor of Havana, February 15, 1828.
“A previous telegram sent today gives
was referred to the committee on
It
the names of those buried by the Span- naval affairs.
ish authorities.
At 2.05 p. m. the Senate went into exe“The flags of all vessels, naval and cutive session.
have
been
at
half
merchant, in Havana,
IN THE HOUSE.
send
mast yesterday and today. Shall
to
West
tomorrow
back
Key
Alangrove
Washington, February 18.—There were
with eight wounded. Will wire names
seven men when the House reexactly
of
the army will
later. Dr. Glendenning
Assistant sumed its session today at 11 o’clock, tc
wounded.
remain with tho
tho which time a recess was taken last night.
also came with
Surgeon Spoare
Alangove; but will be detained bore on Tho purpose of extending the session waf
of
others
board the Fern to accompany
afford more time for the discussion ol
the wounded when they are ready to be to
Will put some divers at work the bankruptcy hill.
removed.
Democrat of Mississippi,
tomorrow.
Mr. Honry,
“Divers
requested of Admiral Sicard the iirat speaker today,
opposed the
the
here
will be

was

was

DISTRUSTS THE MVY.

straining any authority he might
of
independently.”
nossess
1
resolution only
Mr. Bailey said that the
of
recovering the bodies, not their
snoke
but he added that
return to this oountry,
on this point.
there need be no sticking
the secretary
that
Mr Boutelle replied
letter to his duty in
had referred in his
ho had just received
that regard. Ho.said
from
Secretary T .ong this
a telegram
morning containing the latest informathat it might
tion from Gapt.Sigsbeejand
be'of interest to members.
“Road it,” came in chorus from the
merobors, and Mr. Boutelle then read the
cablegram from Capt. Sigsbee, which
had already been given out by the navy

C. K. Hart has formed a party tc
Mr.
Portto see the
go to’ Lewiston tonight
funds play in that city. About 50 seats
have been reserved for them in Lewiston,
kaves at JUO P- m._

MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION

for

so

which

It’s

in.,

the

at the

prices.
big department,

and

thousand

one

necessities of

every day use.
Moth Marbles, Naptha.
Campho, Tar Paper, Tar

Soap,

for

“Creoleum”

disinfectant,

CITY OB’ PORTLAND.

“Brilliant

for

polishing,

“Armor’''

for

polishing,

Ammonia,

Borax, Sandsoap, “Cas-

Hearing.

tillian Cream” for cleans-

ing

Brown, Bliilip G.
ll Brown, S. R. Small, Geo. P. Wescott, F.
of
the
Atlantic anil St.
as
Directors
R Barrett,
Lawrence Railroad Company, and Edward A.
and
St.
Lawrence
Railroad
Noyes, Atlantic
Company, E. B. Wmslow and A. A. Strout, have
to
discontinue
that
Council
petitioned tlie City
part of East Commercial street, commencing on
where
the
located
northerly line
said street as
of 1) street, as stated in said petition, formerly
the
Pr
ble Heirs, exthe
for
city by
reserved
tended easterly would intersect tlie location of
St.
Lawrence
Railroad
Comand
tlie Atlantic

WHEREAS. Wm. W,

clothes,

Seasalt,

Hazel, Listerine,
Magic Cleaner, Bay Rum,
Lace Soap, Pasta Mack,

Witch

Sponges,

Chamois

skins,

Flowers, PotCastile
Soap,
pourri,
Cuticle
Soap,
Glycerine
Lavender

pany thence northwesterly to a point on said
location where the extension of tliu northerly
line of land owned by tlie heirs of Elbridge
■

Gerry and by George W. Verrii], intersects
with the westerly side line of the location of
the Atlantic and St, Lawrence Railroad Com-

acids, Camphor

Spirits,
Rose
Ginger,
Jamaica
Rose
Water,
Attar,—no
use for trying to attempt

to all parties interested that the joint standing committee oil laying
meet
to hear the parties,
will
streets
out new
and view the proposed discontinuance on Saturday, tlie twenty-six'll day of February, A, D.
lsus, at 3 o’clock m the afternoon, on East Commercial street, at the said point of beginning,
will men and there determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to lie discontinued.
Given under our hands this eighteenth day
of F ebruary, A. D. ltsus.
C. FI. RANDALL,
en

ami

to

catalog tihe list.
—I_

E.E. ROUNDS,
FRANK i. MOORE.
EDWIN E. BROWN,
E. G. GERRISH,
Joint Standing Committee on Laying out New
fehl9d3t
Streets.

one

a

household

An examination will show this stock to be
the most complete, beautiful anil valuable collection which has ever been shown in flic State
of Maine, Comprising as it does the choicest examines of Oriental arr ranging in value from
a few dollars to beautiful Silk Meccas and other varieties valued at from one thousand to live
thousand dollars each.
We cordially invite an examination whether
desiring to purchase or not. Catalogues upon
application. Kugs now on exhibition.
feblDdtd

PiNotice is hereby giv

furs,

nothing like it in the
town, [and it aims to be
your supply place for all

Thursday,

22nd, 23rd and 24th Inst,

Notice of

of

safety

ages or dozens
lowest possible

—ox-

m. and 3.30 i>.
each day.

re-

are

the minimum

supplies all these
requities in single pack-

At Our Rooms, 46 Exchange St„
Portland, Blaine,

a.

cleaning

counter

TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION

At 10.30

now

blankets and all woolen
things is assured.
Toilet
Goods
Our

CARPETS

and

to be had

little money and by
of
terrors
the

duced to
and the

-AND-

Tuesday, Wednesday

are

house

600
ORIENTAL RUGS

^rejrajn

GRAND TRUNK DRUMMERS.
They come in an endless variety of
February 18.—The seventh
Lewiston,
in
odors—either
fancy envelopes or
Trunk
of the Grand
banquet
annual
2
or 5 ounces.
in bottles containing 1,
Commercial Travellers’ association was
held this evening at the hotel Atwood in
one
this city and was attended by about
hundred drummers and invited guests.
i:l>. I’liVAl’D'S ....
Before the banquet a business meeting
were
Cosmetics in Black,
was held when the following officers
President,
elected for the ensuing year:
Bl own, White, Blonde
William
vice
president,
C. Jordan;
or Chestnut.
Thieckens; secretary and treasurer, J. F.
Assorted odors.
Lapham; executive committee, L. W.
Jack, George H. Pitcher, B. T. Maddox,
P. T. Prince, F. C. Gould.
• —-!-«

which

owen./moore

& CO,

.,y_

strTke~ends7

ELECTION OFFICERS \V. li. C.
Augusta,

February 18.—The principal
River, Mass., February
features of the last day's session of the
special general meeting of the spinners’
union was held tonight to consider the meeting ol the Women’s Relief corps, (leKing Philip strike. A strong sentiment pertinent of Maine, was the election and
favored the continuance of the opposition installation of officers, who were the folto tlie new schedule, but a majority fu- lowing: President, Addie V. Grant, Hid
senior vice-president. Alico S.
vored ending the strike. It was voted to deford;
return to work Monday morning. .Secre- Gilman, Oakland; junior vice-president,
Nellie
M.
Carleton, Wlnthrop; treasurer,
the
after
meeting
O’Donnell said
tary
in the wage list Amed,a Herry, Hlddeford; secretary, Marj
that inconsistencies
chaplain, Susai
wilt be considered. Tomorrow oomplet.es Pills bury, Hlddeford;
other \Y. Merrick.
the llfth week of tho strike. Ali
T.
L.
Carleton
of (fie G.
will
Commander
strike
probably
out
the
by
help shut
have .A. H., department of Maine, addressed
The spinners
pack Monday.
go
.the meeting at the forenoon session.
collected $ 1,10 for New Bedford.
Fall

IS.—A

I

I
I
i

,

j
j
t

SKETCH OF CANDIDATE MOULTON.

MAKE

|

MEN

!

VITALITY

MANHOOD*
i Democrats
DAYS.
(level- *

XSTRENGTH
♦

J

IIvT TYTdiT'O TO TEN
and impotent men can secure healthy, vigorous marital strength, vitality and
UAL
ornuent in from two to ten days by the use of Dr. Archambault’s Wonderful PARIS
1 hey cure
SP vRKS. lu ninety per cent of the cases the results are permanent and lasting.
ounu
varicocele, restore lost power, gives wonderful vigor ami strength to man or woman,
weak, nervous, broken down system A FOOD for nerves, brain and muscle,
up quickie the
catnartic
a
At hist a remedy that is beneficial to all and that acts on the organs as rapidly as
acts on the bowels. Always effectual. Never fails. Results permanent.

♦
♦
♦
♦

days builds a man or woman up wonderfully*
m- ▼
The medicine is a scientific French preparation, perfectly safe to use—cannot possimy
If you are saying to yourself. *1 wiih I were dead,” then there is sonJ®J{*J“ST
jure you.
is your uui> u>
it
and
the
with
Inner
man
are
unhealthy,
;
wrong
you
morbid, melancholy,
j
X
yourself and family to braca'up and take PARIS VITAL SPARKS.

tweak
♦
*
♦
O

I

ARCMAWSBAULT’S
DR.
♦ act at once, and tlieir centinued use for a few

| Price
I

SS.OO PACP^GE

SPARKS

VITAL

PARIS

IOO Doses

A

♦

I

X HE ACCEPTS

AJiD

DO IIIS

B.

der

PROMISES TO

SOME MOKE

*
*

Large—Sketch
Happenings.

at

secret conference

Augustus F. Moulton.

|

Xa«

WESTBROOK.

Dj0*30—Review:

convention was then adjourned.
The general convention to nominate
ilaermen at large, school committee and

Tuesday Evening.
7.30— Sermon, Rev. H. E.
A.

are

Dunnack, B.

iuuuut

was

uucu

taiicu

uu

uiuoi

iui,

uj

Mr. L. B. Roberts and
Simeon Tracey.
C. F. Scammon were chosen permanent
tho same
officers of the convention as
delegates wero in attendance upon the

cordially invited.

general convention.

CCLBY UNIVERSITY.

It was voted that a committee of seven,
from each ward he appointed to select
four candidates for aldermen at large.
Messrs. Mark Jordan, John Scanlon, R
N. Hoopor, G. R. Marsh, S. M. Watson,
E. M. Lang and Thomas E. Foley were
Tho comappointed as that committee.
mittee met and In a few minutes reported
Ward one,
the names of the following:
Charles Dunn, Jr.; ward two, George M.
Cram; ward live, Grander Leiguton;
ward seven, Augustus Tate.
The report was accepted and tho above
Dam d were declared by acclamation to
be the nominees for aldermn at largo.
R. G. Marshall moved a committee of
soven to select the nominees for school
committee, Tho following committee was
Thomas Crlbb, R. C. Marappointed:
ihall George W. Furlong, S. M. Watson,
C. A. Leavitt, Augustus Tate. Tho committee reported the following; Ferdinand
A. Bailey, ward two; Rev. Charles T.
Ogden, ward four; Frank Johnson, ward
For auditor C. R. Marsh and E.
seven.
M. Lang were nominated, but declined.
Charles I. Riggs was then nominated by

Wednesday Morning.
g The semi-annual meeting of the trustees
9 00.—Devotional Exercises, Rev. P. P. of Colby
University was held at tho college Thursday. The meeting was called
9 30—Review, “The Gospel of the Comco order by Hon. .Josiah
H. Drummond
forter,” Steele, Rev. W. F. Berry.
of Portland the president of the board.
10.15_Review, “Genesis of Social ConThe principal business which came be
science,” Nash, Rev. E. O. Thayer, D. D. fore the board was to appoint a building
11.00_“The Relation of Minister to committee, who shall have charge of the
Rev. E. C.

one

Stront, erection of the much needed chemical
Civic Righteousness,”
M. A.
laboratory. This committee consists of
President
Trains leave Portland for Gorham at Hon. Edmund F.
Webb,
Nathaniel
6.20
in.
Butler, Dr. Win. Elder, Dr. W.
p.
7.30, 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.C0, 5.30,
S. Bagley, Prof. Edward W. Ball of WaterArrangements have been made for half ville,
Hon. Leslie Cornish of Augusta
fare on the railroads.
and Hou. Percival Bonney of Portland.
This building will be located at the
north end of the campus, near
Cobum
LITTLE WOMEN’S BALL.
hall.
The work will begin as soon as
If you wish for a good time don’t fali spring opens. The building is to cost not
to visit City Hall on the evening of Feb. less than 830,000. It is also settled that
the erection of the women's building will
22. A line order of dances, with Gil- n ot be
long deferred.
bert’s inspiring music, would tempt even
the most confirmed bachelor to leave his
MURPHY FOUND GUILTY.
who
Jlub and join with the merrymakers
Bridgeport,
Ct., February 18.—Owen
the
Then
charity
dance the hours away.
Murphy, the Norwalk vitrol thrower, was
which will receive a benefit should of it- found guilty of mayhem in the superior
self bo » strong inducement for old and court this afternoon and sentenced by
Judge Elmer to state prison for lite.
young to patronize this dance.

acclamation.

in

Mr. Roberts
closing the meeting
urged the delegates once again to go into
aud work for the
the respective wards
success of the party.
Marshall
followed
Mr.
Mr. R. C.
Roberts in brief remarks and moved that
committee have power to fill
the city
vacancies in the ticket. Tho meeting was
then deolared adjourned.

Revere House Lessees Co.
Mr. Luther B. Roberts tho Democratic
nominee for mayor of the city of Deering
man
and is a
:s a resident of Oakdale,
ibout 52 years of age. Mr. Roberts is the
'eneral seoretary of the Maine State Roief Association, Knights of Pythias. For
;wenty years he was employed os a comand
nercial traveller for Chadhourue
In politics he has
Sendall of Portland.
of
Limerick.
town
clerk
leld the office of
He. In 1878 he was elected us a represenative to the New Hampshire legislature
rom the town of Milton. While a resident
jf Portland he acted as chairman of the
Democratic city committee, the year the
elected
it Hon. Darius Ingraham was
nayor. Mr. Roberts was formerly presiTravellers’
the
Maine
Commercial
lent of
issociatlo’i and in the Knights of Pythias
of grand chancellor
ms held the office
;he highest in the gift of the state.
_
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Centrally

Lowest rates in
First-

Boston for
Class Hotel,

near

ioo

Rooms,
day
$fc
>5 single persofi,

and

per

or

VS>

si. <i i. 50 and upwards
<& for two.

^

Cg-,
r.;v

er»

Cd'b

“

Union Station

business

dis-

trict. Artesian well
I

water

BOSTON.
UNDER NEW

&

located

from well

I premises.
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if
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MANAGEMENT.

EDW. REYNOLDS.
J. A. REYNOLDS.
JOHN F. MERROW.

on

Sj
Xf

L°U/,ec..,0o.

,§1

■

the

with

President

Hare,
course

to be ] ursued in the circumstances.
General Bolsdeffre, the first witness
today, confirmed the statements made

|

Mrs. Downes, the new assistant pastor
of the Chestnut street Methodist ohurch,
Rev. C. W. Bradlee.
the Preacher Poet,” will lead the women’s meeting at the
3 00—“Browning,
Rev. F. C Rogers.
Young Women’s Christian Association
3.45—Loyalty to Methodism, Rev. W. S. rooms
Sunday afternoon at 4.30.
J eies.
Trend of Present Day PreachMonday evening there will be a Colo„ 4.30—The
nial Tea at the rooms at 4.30. All women
ing, Rev. Wm. Cashmore.

of

view

yesterday ovenlng, relative to the

Mr. L. B. Roberts was chosen chairand C. F. Scammon secretary of the

Children,

18.—In

revelations made by General Pellieux in
the Zola trial yesterday regarding the
secret document, the ministers had a long

man

Marshall.
2 15—Duties of Parents and Church to

Witness Called

riage.

tett1

ARCHAMBAULT CO.,

a

Purls, Heburary

X

DR.

Privilege ol

by the Defense—Mob Attacks the Prisoner's Car

Questioning

H.
Mr. Moulton received the rudimen •
of his education in the public schools. Hu
temporary organization.
C. R. Marshall subsequently attended Westbrook temiMessrs. Mark Jordan,
from which ho received his diplomas
and R. N. Hooper were appointed a com- nary
colin 1809. He then entered Bowdoin
mittee on crcdenti ils.
lege, graduating in 1878jat the head of his
commenceall
orator
on
The report of the committee showed
class, and was the
ment
In 1874 Mr. Moulton was a
delegates present entitled to seats. There tutor inday.
llowdoin college. In the followThe
ing year he began his law studies with
*
13 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
Hon. William L. Putnam,
remaining
with him untili admitted to the bar of
>»•»•••♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+*♦***********•*************+♦♦+»♦♦•
In
Cumberland county in October 1876.
1878 and 1879 while a resident of Scarboro
he represented that town In the state
legislature, being a member of the
MAINE TOWNSjudiciary committee both terms,
Mr. Moulton is prominent in the MaCorrea,
Gathered
by
Interest
sonio
of
/tarn*
lodges of Portland, Delonging to the
Special evangelical
services nre in
Ancient Landmark lodge, Mount Vernon
tho Pmm»
of
pondocts
chapter, Portland Connell, and Portland
progress at Warren church. Evangelist,
Commandery. He is also a leading memJ. A. Hainer is assisting the pastor. Mr.
GORHAM.
ber of the Fraternity club.
He has been
Hainer is not only a fine preacher, he is
for
several years one of the trustees of
of
—Dr.
Rowell
Gorham, February 18.
also an inspiring solo singer. Mr. Hainer
Westbrook seminary.
Portland has been in town the past two will preach tomorrow
morning, from the
ALUMNI RECEPTION.
days.
topic “Tarrying of tho Chariot Wheels.”
The Alumni of Westbrook
seminary
The Klondike social given in the Con- Chalk talk to the
Sunday school at noon.
held their annual reception in the parlors
gregational chapel parlors Thursday even- Topic for the evening “From Darkness
of Hersey hall last evening. The occasion
and
was a delightful success and the ooming was a very enjoyable oocasion
to Eight.”
Mr. Hainer will
in
sing
mittee of arrangements. Miss Morton and
attended.
was well
church choir in the morning.
During
Miss Leland, deservo much credit for
Is
taking a the
Mr. Edward Gammon
their untiring efforts.
coming week services will be held
southern trip for a few weeks.
President and Mrs, Whitman assisted
each afternoon at 2.30 o’clock except MonGorham Grange will hold a day meetby Prof. Folsom and Miss Morton, reand Saturday and every evening exday
ceived.
The orchestra furnished several
ing tomorrow beginning at 1S3 o’clock cept Saturday, at 7.30 p. m.
Praise serexcellent selections and dancing was enwith a dinner to be followed by papers by vice for
I?. Koberls,
L.uther
joyed by the younger members of the asflfteenjminutes before the sermon.
several of the members; question box, The services thus far have been
were two vacancies, delegates from ward sociation.
The register shows the followvery line.
ladies’ hour, etc.
five not appearing.
ing present: Augustus F. Moulton, ’69;
Mr. Hainer has a
and
very
pleasing
C. L. Pierce, ’44; D. W. Foster, ’67; C.
Mr. Clark H. Barker of Portland it forcible
The temporary organization was then
way of presenting the truth and
B. Varney. ’59; Miss Knight, ’92; Miss
Miss
spending a few days here.
charms with the sweetness of bis voice in made permanent.
’77; Miss Barnard, ’67;
Bradley,
The valentine social which was to have
then Leland, ’75; Miss Record, ’67; Frederick
Mr. K. M. Lang of ward six
singing.
’65;
taken place at Mrs. S. S. Andrews Vt edMr. Lang in a Dunham, ’71; Lucy G. Coolidgo,
the chair.
The members of Naomi
degree staff recognized by
Gertrude W.
Jennie Ifi. Boucher, ’95;
lew well chosen words presented
the
nesday evening was postponed until next arn requested to meet
Charles
S.
Knight, ’90;
Saturday evening
Goodridge, ’05;
week on account of the disagreeable walkname of Luther B. Roberts as the DemoZena Leighton Miller, ’89; Mrs. Holding,
February 19, at Odd Fellows’ hall for
Mies
F.
R.
Brightman,
’81,
cratic
nominee
for
Mr.
R.
G.
’68;
Stevens,
ing 3nd weather.
mayor.
work.
Abbie F. HoldMiss H. Gertrude Andrews has resigned
nomination and ’89; H. C. Folsom, ’91;
The pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Marshall endorsed the
A.
Helen
F’obes, ’75; Miss
ing, ’90;
her position as teacher in tho upper gram- church will
moved that the same be made by acclaMiss Leighton,
Miss Kalers,
Palmer,
speak Snnday morning on
Her
health.
ill
mar grade on account of
Howard Taylor of olass of ’96; Fred W.
the “Past, Prosent and Future.” In the mation.
successor has not as yet been decided upThe motion was put by the secretary, Cousins, Miss Fairbanks, C. C. Pooler,
evening at 7 o’clock ho will speak on
C. P. Doten. H. C. Knight,
Lucy F.
°
C. F. Scammon, who declared Mr. Roberts
“Ideal
American
H.
Patriotism.
The
J. M. De&non,
F.
ladies
Mr.
with
Emery
Bryant, Miss Bobbins,
Mr. Ira C. Otis,
E. T.
Eugene McCarty, Miss Taylor,
and men of the E. O. E. are to occupy re- as the nominee of tbo party.
is taking a short vacation.
Mr. Roberts in his
The municipal officers have granted served seats.
acceptance said: Smith of class of ’97, and S3 members of
and
served
were
Windham
Refreshments
class
of
’9S.
location to the Westbrook.
“This is a one side affair but I am sure the
The S. D. Warren Co. is plaoing a long
during tho evening and a pleasing order
Harrison Electric railroad. The company
one
are
ashamed
if
we
are
on
the
not
of dances concluded the reception.
bridge which boom below Cumberland street bridge we
are to raise and widen the
at Little between the island and tho
in the minority.
crcssss the Presumpscot river,
mouth of the side, even if that side be
1
We are not on both sides in ono year. I
canal.
Rev. C. L. I). Young of Boston will deThe trustees of tho Cumberland County
The Citizens general convention will thank you for the nomination as it has liver his Interesting illustrated lecture
meet tomorrow
will
society
Agricultural
be held this evening at eight o'clock in come unsought and on my part unde- “Old and; New Boston,” at Lewis hall,
forenoon at Swett’s hotel, Portland.
it an honor to be plaoed
The Ministerial association of the Port- Odd Fellows’
At the served. I esteem
hall, Westbrook.
Woodfords, Tuesday evening, March 8,
land district, Maine Conference of the
In nomination for a position of this kind
roll! hnlri a t hr Aft rJavs’ meeting the candidates for mayor, aiderfor the benefit tof the Woodfords UniverIn a fair city like Deering, even though
salist society.
meeting, February 21-23 at the School men at large and city clerk are to be
Following ohosen by popular vote. The caucus con- we, as a party are in the minority. When
street M. E. church, Gorham.
The Woodfords Congregational churoh,
vp.nprl at", pio-ht n'nlnp.t
is the programme:
men are willing to sacrifice self and stand
Y. P. S. C. E., held its regular monthly
g The Foresters have a special [assembly ss the champions of what they believe to
Monday Evening.
meeting last evening in thej‘ church parRev. J. W. in K. of P. hali this evening.
7.30— Opening Sermon,
be right we should support them with our
lors.
The regular meeting of S. D. Warren
Lewis.
I pledge you If
council, O.U.A.M. was held last evening. rotes and encouragement.
A
grand publio demonstration will
Tuesday Morning.
GentleBusiness of importance to the members elected that I will do my duty.
be made this evening in the interests of
9.00—Devotional Exercises, Rev. George was considered.
men, I hope and believe that you will do annexation at Lew'll hall
by the Deering
The regular meeting of Wade camp No.
F. Millwnrd.
m
best in the canvass before the elec9.30— Hound Table, Rev. E. O. Thayer, 19, S. of V., was held last evening.
The your
annexation eociety. The meeting will be
be
an
effort
can
With
tion.
something
thanks of the camp were extended the
called to order at 8 o’olock and is to be
“What Would Jesus Revs. W. G. MaDn and Thomas B.
Payne done. I have accepted this honor at yonr addressed
by well-known speakers of
and the musical talent for their addresses hands
Poi’’—Sheldon, Rev. J. R. Clifford.
very reluctantly and all that I ask
11 00_Souross and Methods of Spiritual and musical numbers rendered on the
ability. A cordial invitation is extended
is that you will support me, as
Power, Rev. W. F. Holmes.
the general publio to attend.
evening of the celebration of Lincoln’s cf you
well as the ticket, at the polls.”
11.30— Business.
(Apbirthday exercises.
Mr. C.E. Walker, Central avenue, DeerAfternoon.
of
we
cries
“We
Tuesday
will.”)
will,
plause and
centre, is in Boston on a brief busiing
W.
Rev.
F.
Y. W. C. A.
There being no further business the
2.03—Devotional Exercises,

|

PROCEEDINGS

Zola’s Counsel Kef used the

Leighton and Augustus Tate Nom-

of the Nominee-Other

QUEER

IN THE ZOLA TRIAL.

Last evening was the occasion for the
meeting of the Democratic forces of Deering in mayoralty convention, for the purfor
a
candidate
pose of nominating
three
mayor, four aldermen at
large,
members of the school committee and an
auditor.
The convention was called to
order by Mr. Simeon Tracey, chairman
of the Democratic city committee.

J

t &ceo^

Didn’t.

BEST.

inated for Aldermen

X

Sail He Wouldn’t Talk and He

land in 1638 and locating at Hampton, N.

Charles Dunn, Jr., George M. Cram, Lean

t

discourlSry

Esmiim OS STAND.

j
X

T To inspire confidence in our remedies, we will mail, closely sealed, a regular full month’s X
A
X treatment ico doses. §3 pkg. of PARIS VITAL SPARKS for 48 lc stamps.
This entire offer is an honest one from start to finish. b<o deception, means exactly wliat X
t
Medical Company, w ho believe in doing X
X it says, and is made by a responsible and wrealtliy
X as they w'ould like to be done by, and who can refer to the leading and largest banks at ^
X
X home and all newspapers in which this ad. appears.
You cannot get something for nothing. Avoid all stalled free cures. INo one can pay X
X
Lvery offer of this kind is a trap. ▲
for advertising medicines and live and cure you free.
Our offer gives you Three Dollars
our PARIS VITAL? SPARKS.
When
We make no money when we send a i
X good value if in need' of treatment, for only 48 cents.
one-centi
a three-doller package, for only 48
hundred
one
doses,
X full month’s treatment,
X stamps but our Paris Vital Sparks are so reliable, so effectual, that we always make many i
v nt.lier customers at full prices through your certain cure.
i
so soon will
Just as soon as you commence to take PARIS VITAL SPARKS, just cut this out. you ^
X
rot try today or at least
commence to feel yourself a man made over. Why
TO YOU.
♦
!
a SECOND YOUTH WILE COME AGAIN
T
NO C
O
D PACKAGES OR DECEPTIVE CIRCULARS CALLING FOR MORE Z
DIRECTIONS, INCLUD- Z
f MONFY RUT 111 E ACTUAL MEDICINE SENT WITH FULL
ALL SENT SKCUP.ELY SEALED. FREE X
t 1^\(; A VALUABLE MEDICAL PAPER. PREPAID
U. S. OH CANADA.
THE
TO
CHARGES
ALL
1 FROM OBSERVATION.
Great Specially.
♦
Falling Vigor in Cases Past Forty Our
♦
“SINCERITY in speaking as they thiuk. believing as they pretend, acting as they pro- Y
Dr-Arohanr
♦

i

Luther

Nominate

Roberts for Mayor.

•

V
t

S&K'81

SPBCIAP OFlPBia: -as CENTS,

Augustus Freedom Moulton, attorney
counsellor-at-law, the Republican
nominee for mayor of Deering was born
Mr. Moulton
May l, 1818. at Jay, Me.
comes from excellent English stock, his
ancestors emigrating from Ormsby, Engand

yesterday by Gon. Pellieux.
M. Laborie said: “I should
question Gen. Bolsdeffre.”

like

to

“You oannot,” replied the presiding
judge.
“What,” exclaimed M. Laborie.
“No,” retorted the presiding judge,
Call the next witness,”
“you cannot.
said the judge.
M. Laborie protested against this ruling
but an usher called Maior Esterhazv. who
took the stand.
“What questions have you to put,”
askea the judge, addressing M. Laborie.
“I am drawing up a formal application
to cross-examine Gen.
Boisdeffro,” replied counsel for the chief defendant.
“Very well,” said the judge, “then I
will put my own questions.” Turning to
Major Esterhazy, the judge thereupon
said:
“It is stated that you are the author of
the Bordereua. What have you to say?”
“First,” replied tho witness, “1 have
a statement to make.
“Gentlemen of the
jury on a shadow of proof, this miserable
Mathieu Dreyfus, has accused me of being guilty of his brother’s crime. I have
been judged by my peers, who have acquitted me, but today I am summoned as
a witness so that
ho may re accuse me
when 1 havo neither adviser nor counsel
I will answer uny questo dofend me.
the
tions you put to me, gentlemen of
jury, hut, as for those peoplo,” turning
to M. Zola and his counsel, “I wont reply
to them.” (Sensation.)
and
The judge turned to M. Laboire
asked:
“Have you any questions to ask

Major Esterhazy?
“I am still drawing up my applicaM. Laborie, “and I snail
not ask any questions until the court lits
given a decision upon it.”
“Put your questions immediately,” ex-

Dr. Bowker teems
with interesting facts about Hawaii, its
products, people and possibilities, and
cannot fail to he of intense interest. Incidentally one is taken to the famous
land of Samoa, given a glimpse of the famous Stevensons,
then" carried back to
the Paradise of the Paoifie. The illustrations are excellent and rare. The leoture will bo given at The Jeifesron next
final

talk

Friday evening.

of

THE

CURE©

Remedy

©IC1C,

MAKES

tion,” ansnered

claimed the

any.”
“I

judge,

“or you will not put

Blood, Nerve, Strength ond Vigor.

(Mummurs.)

say nothing for tho moment,”
replied M. Laborie, “but I protest against
the attitude.”
Here the presiding judge inteirupted
counsel, exclaiming, “What do you say?
Major Esterhazy resume your scat.”
There was prolonged cheering as Major
Esterhazy left the witness stand.
“Call another witness,” said the judge.
But the calls were fruitless and an
usher Informed the court that there were
no witnesses in the room reserved for
them.
Here Gen. Pellieux, rising in the body
of the court, interposed, saying to tho
“Will you allow me to
presiding judge:
There is a card which I
take the stand ?
It bears the name
in
wish put
evidence.
of ‘Bouchen.’ I do not know the person,
but he appears to have been examined by
Magistrate Bertulus. If you wish to hear
him, he is at the disposal of the court.
The judge, however, did not reply, but
suspended the sitting in order to allow
M. Laborie to complete his application.
resumed M.
When the session was
Laborie presented exceptions,
pointing
out that the court had refused to allow
him to question Gen. Boisdeffer without
hearing his questions. Counsel protested
against this “denial of justice” and concluded with demanding the recall of Generals Boisdeffer and Pellieux and Major
can

Esterhazy.
2 The court then retired to deliberate and
during the suspension of the session of
the hearing there was a great demonstra-

tion in the court room in favor of Geu.
Pellieux.
When the session was resumed, the
court announced that the requests for the
ness trip.
recall of Generals Boisdeffre and Pollleux
Mrs. E. L. Manson, Central avenue, were overruled, but that Major Esterhazy
is quite sick at her home.
might be lecalled. The Major took the
his back upon M. Zola and
Mr. F. H. Freese has taken the old box st nd, turned
the
M. Laborie, and refused to answer
car which he purchased of the Portland
Counsel
him by them.
to
questions put
Railroad company recently and removed for M. Zola asked that Madame de
but she requested
it to Sebago lake. Tho oar will be made Boutancey be heard,
that without It she
rendezvous protection, saying on the stand.
over and used as a camping
was afraid to appear
in the summer.
The advocate general interrupted saying
Hcse 3 of Morrill’s corner realized $75 that Madame de Boulancey would be protected like every one else, and adding
as a result of the danoe held by them last
“She will
that she could be sent for.
well
The
was
dance
Tuesday evening.
testify tomorrow,” said M. Laborie.
the members of the comCol’. Picquart was then recalled and
attended and
to their said that the moment tho Esterhazy enextend their gratitude
pany
quiry began the suspected document deriends for their liberal patronage.
At the last meeting of Lebanon com- sigjied to white wash Esterhazy arrived
Jit, tho ■mini«trv’ fnr wjir
This, hp n,(l<]0(l.
mandery, Knights of Malta.Morrill’s corwas the document to which Hen. Pellicux
Col.
said
referred
yesterdiy and
the ensuing term:
he considered a
Picquart, “it can
Commauder—G. F. Alden.
forgery.”
ij Generalissimo—Lewis Goddard.
Hen. Gonse, who was also
recalled,
Captain General—Geo. A, Hall.
affirmed that tho document was authentic,
Prelate—C. Edwin Powers.
but he refused to give any particulars.
Treasurer—Dr. F. H. Gardner.
Major Esterhazy, when he was again reWarden—S. H. Redmond.
called, refused to reply to M. Laborie’s
The regular meeting next Wednesday questions and
when
M. Clemenceau,
will be postponed as the hall is to be oc- counsel for the Auroro questioned him reMen
the
week
Red
the
hy
cupied through
garding his correspondence with Mmo.
who are to commence their fair and sale. Boulancey the witness turned his hack on
The officers will be installed Wednesday counsel and faced the jury, with his face
evening, March 2d.
livid and evidently laboring under intense
Rockaineecook tribe, No. 22, Red Men, excitement.
commence their annual fair on
are to
M. Clomencean then asked him if lie
Monday evening and couth U through bad relations with tho German military
Red
The
fair
in
is to he held
the week.
attache Schwartz-Koppon. but tho presidMen’s ball at Morrill’s corner, and tho ing judge overruled the question on the
hall is to be opened afternoons from 2 to ground that it concerned foreign affairs,
5 o’clock.
Supper will ho served each
with
Tuesday
evening
commencing
The Surprise of Ail.
6
from
to 8 o’clock.
An entertainnight
Mr. James Jones, of the drug firm of
ment with a change of programme is to
be served each ovening to commence at S Jones & Son, Cowden, 111., in speaking
o’clock. The fair will close with a grand of Dr. King’s Now Disoovery, say3 that
last winter his wife was ul tacked with
ball, Thursday evening, March 1.
Rev. F. T. Nelson is to preach on Sun- Da Grippe, and her case grew so serious
day a sermon in the series recontiy com- that physicians at Cowden and Par.a
The subject is “Sin and Its could do nothing for her. It seemed to
menced.
Results.
develop into hastv codsumption. Having
The Lenten services at Trinity chapel, Dr. King’s New Discovery in stoie and selWedWoodfords, will he as follows: Ash
ling lots of it, he took a bottle home, and
nesdays, 10.30 a. ill. other Wednesdays, 4 to tho surprise of oil 6he began to got
half dozen
p. m. Fridays, 7.30 p. m. holy week every better from first dose, and
There will be a course of lectures dollar bottles cured her sound and well.
day.
for
Dr.
“The Knglish Reformation” every
Consumpon
King’s New Discovery
tion, Coughs and Colds is guaranteed to
Sunday evening at 7.30.
do this good
work. Try it. Free trial
bottles at H.P. S. Goold’s Drug Store.
HAWAII.
The

Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Blood and Nerve

Arnica Salve.
THE BEST SALVE in the world for
Salt
Ulcers,
Cuts, Bruises,
Sores,
Bheujn, lever Sores, Tetter, Chapped

Bucklen’s

Hands,

Chilblains,

Corns and

all Skin

Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
no pay required, it is
guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price a 5 cent* per box. For sale by H. P.
W. Goold, 677
Congress St., under Congress Square Hotel.

USE IT AND GET WELL.
OK

“Above everything else I place
the governthe honor and security of
ment.” (Tumultuous applause.)
Do you get such goods ns these anywhere else for
the
stand
without
left
so little money.
Major Ksterhazy
opening his month.
18 lbs. flue Granulated Sugar for $1.00. Country Dried Apples, 3 lbs for 25c.
M. Antan, Major Esterhazy’s landlord,
Baseball Cakes 6c dozen.
Celery Ketchup 20c bottle.
testified that, he liad informed the court New Dates 5c lb.
2 dozen CaliRolled Oats Sc lb.
Decker’s Farina I Oc pkg.
martial that the major had expressed a Pretzels I Oc lb.
fornia Oranges 35c.
Fancy Navel Oranges 25c dozen. 2 lbs. Best Mild Cheese
desire to commit suicide.
about
the
18tli
inst.; we have
Our Dome Made Sauer Kraut will be ready
M. Huret, editor of tho Figaro and M. 25c.
Vervier were called, but the
judge re- such a demand we can’t make it fast enough. Our Famous Arabian Coffee sold for
fined to receive their evidence.
this week only' at 32c lb.
There are
Tho court then adjourned.
five or six witnesses yet to be heard.
On leaving the palace of justice all the
nodeodam
officers were acclaimed by the crowd outside',the building, and Gen. Pellieux who
IMPORTANT BUSINESS TRANSFER.
THE LABOR INVESTIGATION*
descended the steps bareheaded, was given

saying:

WAR.

PRICES

IM

CiOIKG

291

WMITKEY, The Grocer,

a

Major Esterhazy

great reception.

was

with shouts of “Vive 1'nrmee.”
The police were powerless to manage
the immense crowds and several Jews
were tho objects of insults
and menaces.
There was a general fight.
The mob
threw itself upon the Jews,
yelling
“death to the Jew's”; “throw the Jews
into the Seine.”
Tho republican guards were obliged to
Tho
charge them to clear the square.
crowd fell back cheering lor the army
and shouting “spit upon Zola.”
M. Zola left tho palace at 3.30 p. m.,
and Immediately after he had
emerged
from the building ho was greeted with a
storm of hisses and the authorities were
obliged to protect his carriage with a
double cordon of polico.
i
On reaching the St. Michael bridge the
moh made a determined and murderous
rush for the carriage, but the polioe threw
themselves between the vehicle and tho
mob and a serios of minaturo battles ensued.
Ultimately the police drove the mob
back and M. Zola was enabled to proceed
without any further molestation. A number of arrests were made but all were released later in the day.

greeted

Legislative

Committee

Continue*

It*

Fall River, Mass., February 18.—The
committee today
textile
investigation
spent tho early morning hour visiting
the
mills before
eonveneing. At the

Treasurer Jos. A. Baker of the Chace
mills said that a strike
would cost the
operatives six times as much as it would
the corporations.
The committee adjourned to meet in
Boston next Thursday.

most
eases

successful specialists in female disreside. Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple

Place, Boston, Mass., who has the largest
practice in tho world and who is without
doubt the most successful specialist in
curing female complaints, offers to give
free consultation by mail to all women
suffering from these distressing weaknesses, discharges, pains and irregularities. Write at once and we promise Dr.
Greene will

cure

you.

SYSTEMATIC BENEFICENCE CON-

of the National and State CommisBeneficence.
Tho
on Systematic
sions
conference will be at tho First Baptist
ohurch, meeting taking place in the
hour of the morningjafternoou and night.

matters

■

surplus.

ces

NO WONDER THEY FIRED HIM.

Weston, Conn., February 18.—The mutual council of tho Fairlicld district has
found Rov.
M. Arthur, pastor of the
Norliold Congregational ohuroh, gnilty of

untruthfulness,

fomenting
obscenity,
the church, etc. It advises

trouble in
his withdrawal

from the Christian min-

istry.

Bethel, February 18.—A mcst important
business transfer has occurred in the sale
of the Wild River Lumber company’s
property aud business to a syndicate of
capitalists from different parts of the

NEW CHEMICAL LABRATORYColby

Trustees

Vote

to Build

One Near

Coburn Hall.

Waterville, February IS.—The trustees
Colby University have by unanimous
vote,!) decided to erect a chemical la oratory at thejSnorth end of the campus
Coburn hall, at an expense of about
near
835.000, also,' that the resignation of
This
be not accepted.
Dr. Mavquaidt
latter is in compliance with petition from
the student body.
51

Ames estate in Massachusetts is interested among several others. The Wild River
lumber company has operated at Hastings, Me., since seven years ago. Hastings is the name given to the post office
established by
request of the company
and one-half miles from
is three
and
Gilead station on the Grand Trunk railway. The company constructed a rail
from Gilead to Hastings which it
and operates in connection with
its business. It has a large mill for the
manufacture of lumber, a large store and
boarding house, shop3, etc., and 20 or
more
dwelling houses. In fact there is

road

runs

a

small

all owned by the comj>a-

village,

ny.
The
Maine

company owns timber lands in
and sorno 48,000 acres in Hew
Hampshire. It has been doing a large
has been very successful.
businoss and
This is one of the most important industries in Oxford county and is to be continued

by the

new

MARTIN TRIAL NEAR END.

Washington, February IS.—The Senate
Pa., February 18.—Sev- today confirmed these nominations toConwitnesses were heard in the trial of day: II. Henry, pension agent at
eral
Sheriff Martin and his deputies today, cord, N. H.; "postmasters for Maine, W.
F.
11.
S.
South
Davis,
Bike, Calais;
and the commonwealth expects to close
Paris.

a

larger

SEIDL OFFERED CONDUCTORSHIP.

Berlin, February IS.—Herr Anton Seidl

of New

has been

York

offered the

con-

ductorship of tho Royal opera.
In a recent letter from Washington,
D. C., to an old friend, Maior G. A.
Studer, for twenty years United States
“While at
Consul at Singapore, says:
Des Moines I became acquainted witii a
liniment known as Chamberlain’s Pain
Balm, which I found excellent against
rhenmat sm as well as against soreness
of tile t iroat and chest (giving me much
I had a touch of
easier i>. eatliing).
pneumonia early this week, and two applications freely applied to the throat
I
and chest relieved me of it at once.
would not be without it for anything.”
For sale by D. W. Ileseltine & Co., 387
Congress street; Edward W. SteveDS, 107
Portland street; King S. Raymond,Cumberland Mills; Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; II. P. S. Goold, Congress
Square Hotel.

of

NOMINATIONS CONFIRMED.

company on

scale.

p.l.
o'P

Easy Fogg!
Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
waker Oats

Wilkesbarre,

its case tomorrrow.

Property at

hearing tho labor men were heard first,
Secretary McCarthy of the loom fixers' country. Hon. Daniel F. Kmery, Jr.,
union following the lines of the other
of Portland is one of the syndicate; the
labor men in most instances.

Waterville, February 18.—There will be
held in this city on Wednesday, Februconference of
the Baptist
ary 3S, a
ohurches of the
Piscataquis, Kennebeo
and Bowdoin distriots, under the auspi-

It is a fact that women who suffer from
female complaints and are consequently
weak, tired, nervous, dragged-out and
full of pains and aches, do not have tho
same opportunity to be cured as do t life
residents of the great cities where the

St»

Hastings Sold.

FERENCE.

GOOITnEWS”tO

WOMEN.

The Wild Elver Lumber Co.’s

Hearing at Fall River.

Win. Kershaw, an enthusiast on labor
also testified.
Albeit Iiibbert, assistant secretary of
tho weavers' union, attacked the manuand claimed that many mill
facturers
men were put ia their positions because
of family influence. Ho favored legislation to decrease the hours of labor.
This closed the operatives’ side and Milton Reed opened for the manufacturers.
He quoted extensively from figures to
show tfce
shrinkage of dividends and
stocks in tho past two years.
treasurer of the Osborn
Jos. Henley,
mills, informed the committee that an
18 labor law would absolutely drivo the
industry out of Massachusetts.
In reply to Mr. Cullinnn, Mr. Healey
said that.he is a member of the Arkwright
club, hut is free to act independently of
that club in regard to reducing wages
Ho thought that the
in his own mill.
higher mill officials were chosen without
regard to family influence and on a basis
of efficiency.
In opening for the manufacturers Mr.
Reed gave the committee a very interesting account of the history of tho Fall River'mills to illustrate the tremendous losses
of investors.
Thos. E.
Treasurer
Brayton, of the
said that the price of the
Union mills,
has
his
mill
stock of
dropped from 200
The
to
115 within the past two years.
has made the price of the goods
South
and
the
consold for the past two years
at present are bad for manufacdition
turers. For every dollar paid to the stockholders, seven cents are paid for taxes.
Mr. Brayton was asked if he saw any
reason for reducing wages in a mill the
stock oik which sells for 145, and replied
that tlio selling value of stock does uot
represent' the real value of a mill, l'ho
is about
actual value of the Union mill
81.120.000, and there is not one cent of
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and completely lost all its senses,have connived at the blowing up of one of our
battleships while lying at anchor in one
of its ports. If it were cruel and treacherous in superlative degree, even if it
were lost to all moral 'considerations,
it
could not have been guilty of an act of
this kind unless it was bent on suicide.
__

The Woman's Council has decided to
place in nomination women as candidates
for school committee in the three wards
where vacancies occur. No element of
personal opposition to the men who may
be nominated in those wards enters into

tion o£ six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or the movement, which is founded on deep
short periods may have (he addresses of their conviction that women on the sohool
as desired.
papers changed as often
board would be exceedingly helpful in
Advertising Kates.
tho nianagemnt of our schools, and would
In Daily Peess $1.60 per square, for one contribute in many ways to their imweek; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions provement. As is well known the moveEvery other day ador less, $1.00 per square.
ment is not a new one, its inoeption davertisements, one third less than these rates.
ting back five or six years. It has been
for
one
advertisements
$1.00
Ualf square
thoroughly discussed publicly, and asone
for
month,
or
vraek
$2.50
that their expressions of cpinion
,:A square" is a space of the width of a col- suming
a large majority of citizens
were
inch
sincere,
one
long.
and
uma
Special notices, on first page, one-third addi- best qualified to judge of suoh matters
have agreed with the projectors of the
tionalAmusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per movement that the addition of women to
Three insertions or less, the school board would be of
square each week.
great bene$1.50 per square.
fit. Nevertheless no woman has yet been
classed
and
notices
in
type
nonpareil
Reading
elected, though the names of a number
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
have been placed on the offloial ballot.
insertion.
the last session of the legislature an
At
matter
type,
in
reading
notices
Pure Reading
amendment to the
city oharter was
25 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, 1'or Sale and similar adver- adopted authorizing the election at large
for
of three women to the school board. The
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- acceptance of this amendment would have
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- relieved the movement for women on the
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
school board of all appearance of antagoat regular rates.
nism to the men nominated in the differsquare
per
Peess—$1.00
In Maine State
A strong campaign was made
for ent wards.
cents
square
and
DO
per
for fir3t insertion,
in its behalf before the people, and it apear h subsequent insertion.
k ddvnoe oil onmrrmnipntinni! TAlatinff tO
SllT)“
peared to be commanding very influential
scriptions and advertisements to Portland support. But it failed. Hence the WomPublishing! Co., 97 Exchange Street, en’s Council, unless it is to abandon
Portland, lix
tne iuoveiueut eunivu, wuieu it vaunut

he use of water at the Weston mills on
he Island, the power developed by the
lompany, last season, at very large expense.
A Skowhegan professional man who
•esides on Madison avenue, has for somo
ime past had trouble with his pump
ind the plumbers were called in a few
1 lays ago to repair tho same.
An investii gation showed that a green snake measnr*
ng three feet from tip to tip had found
j lis way into the pump, and was lodged
n the pipe unable to move either way. It
s
understood that tho family will use
< ilty water in tho future.
About 40
Jquarrymen employed in the
lockland lime quarries announced that
would
not return to work Thursday
hey
uorning. They have no grievanc e of
heir own, but the strike is a sympathetic
ine, the quarrymen being in si inputhy
vith the kiln men of the Cobb Mire Co.,
vho are out of work.
A few weeks ago
vhen the kilns were to be set a flic or ti.o
Cobb
ipring work, tho employes in Ui
( heds were asked
to accept n reduction
rom the wages which had hitherto ol>ained. The men were unwilling to do
tc.
to return
his and were not asked
York, new men being obtained at the
kilns while
ower figure for some of the
The quarithers huve not been kindled.
yinen who go out are not’the Cobb quaremployed by the
•ymen alone but those
ither manufacturers.

J

The Rockland Star recalls one of the
?old,crazes, of which Maine has had
several. It is a Bar Harbor man that
tells tho story of how, fifteen years ago
circulated in Bar
ir so, a report was
Creek way a
Harbor that down Otter
nysterious ship had been seen hovering
iff the coast and newly-dug earth gave
ividonce of
newly-hidden treasure. It
was surmised at once that $15,0U0 worth
if gold and silver stolen from the Vanlerbilt residence at Point JD’Acadia not
there and
ong before, had been buried
Ifty men with picks, shovels and torohes
promptly started for the spot. They had
ust got to work when two pistol shots
;ave the diggers a scare, but these proved
two
trick-loving
so have been fired by
After getting
nembers of the party.
!nwn ten feet a broken silver spoon raised
ihe excitement to th» highest pitch. Later
lame a bundle of papers, carefully tied
convioits
untrue
to
without
being
do
There was a breathless pause while
ip.
nominate
,
ill crowded around to see this opened.
tions, lias no alternative but to
were torn off and
or three
candidates m the three wards where L’wo in the wrappers of
early morning
gray light
ihere,
there will be vacancies, and appeal to the ippeared a
small piece of cardboard,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19.
the
Fool.’’ And
that
them
believe
with
this
who
“April
voters
legend:
waring
remembered the date.
addition of women to the school board )hen everybody
There bids fair to be a long constitu- would he helpful to the sohools to supFOR ATTEMPTED MURDERMrs.
tional argument over the right of Mr.
port them. The women selected are
Corbett to sit as Senator from Oregon, Arabella Pollister, Mrs. Thompson and
\ Lewiston Negro Charged With a Seribut more potential than constitutional Dr. Florenco Dyer, all of them thorCrime.
ous
his
case
will
be
his
argument in deciding
oughly competent to perform thefrduties
position on the money question. The that will be devolved upon them if they
South Framingham, February 18—Wm.
consideration
lirst
The
majority of the Senate are free silver are elected.
H. Miller, the negro who was arrested at
a
sound
is
Corbett
of
however,
selection
the
people.
which should enter into
after he
That, we venture to say. school committee is what will be for the Wayland yesterday afternoon,
money man.
William Henry
the
question best interests of the schools. There is had shot Station Agent
will be sufficient to settle
was
brought into the District
against him wherever the weight of con- no reason under the sun why people Lane,
jourt this morning and arraigned on a
stitutional law may be.
school
on
the
who believe that women
of assault with intent to kill. H
not sup- iharge
has board would te helpful should
Senator Morrill of Vermont, who
was In custody of State Officer Whitney
and every reason
’ten opposed to the Hawaiian treaty, but port these candidates,
who brought him from the jail at Walshould.
tham about 10 o’clock. Miller was ap.vit was supposed, had been persuad- why’they
parently unconcerned and pleaded not
e 1 to keep still, had either not been perTHE DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE.
guilty to the charge. Ho was held under
he has
suaced or changed his mind for
whom
H.
Tne Hon. Darius
Ingraham,
*20,000 bonds for appearance February
just made a forcible speech in opposition. the Democrats nominated for Mayor last 38.
The condition of Mr. Lane is very
Of course as the Senator has spoken
night, needs no introduction to the pub- srltioal and should the wound prove fatal
against it bo will vote against it. His lic. He has been mayor once, and the ad- the charge will be changed to that of
course practically seals the fate of the
taken back to jail
ministration he gave the city nobody has murder. Miller was
treaty in the Senate. If Hawaii is to be ever been able to point to with pride. Its ifter the session of the court.
MORE ROBBERIES TRACED TO HIM
annexed it must bo by joint resolution,
chief distinction was that it sold more
and this form of procedure will throw the
administraCambridge, Mass., February 18.—Wilthan
any
rum at the agency
liam H. Miller, the negro, who is under
whole matter opou for discussion in pubtion had ever done before or has ever done arrest for having shot and robbed Stalic.. The more airing the scheme gets the
for
since. Mr. Ingraham was a candidate
tion Agent W. H. Lane, at Lower Hill,
less likely it is to be consummated.
was made to yesterday,
was brought here from Walan
and
attempt
re-election,
Warn One. tham today.
The New York Journal offers 150,000 for count him in by fraud in
had been placed in the East
he
After
not be
the discovery of the perpetrators of the When he discovered that it could
Cambridge jail, he was visited by Miss
station agent at the
“Maine outrage.” That is a very patri- successful he spurned the proffered crown. Annie McBride,
of
the Fitohburg
with Fresh Pond station
otic thing to do. Our government being He has always been very popular
held
who
was
up and robbed by
railroad,
handicapped for lack of funds it is very oue element of the Democratic party—the a negro two weeks ago, and by Mrs. E.
no
kind for a New York newspaper to come worst one—and it was largely due,
A. Hardy, proprietor of an ice cream sahad a simito its assistance.
Still, if the Journal doubt, to its efforts that he received the loon at Jamaica Plain, whoBoth women
lar experioncc Wednesday.
is
He
especially
last
towards
contribute
nomination
night.
would offer to
$50,COO
as the one who had
Miller
There identified
the payment of tho national debt it would dear, it is said, to the Semitic race.
robbed them.
what
as
to
The national debt is no occasion for speculating
be more patriotic.
A SOCIAL STAR IN LEWISTON.
if elected.
exists. Whetherthe “outrage” doesor not kind of a Mayor he would make
February 18.—William H.
Lewiston,
did
he
a
of
kind
Mayor
no
what
If
there
was
is questionable.
outrage We know
from the Lewiston
Miller
graduated
kind
a
was
it
then was no perpetrator, and the Journal make, and we know that
at Grammar sohool, olass of 1890, and was
won’t have to pay out $50,000, and there- that the people of Portland thought
of. a popular young fellow, in.spite of the
fore will not win the jplaudits of a great the time they had had quite enough
in 1882 he was arrested for
to fact that
we
expect
it
would
be
sure
to
do
if
As the campaign proceeds
country, as
1881 was
a horse, and again in
stealing
in
of
the
people
there were no
contingency about its refresh the recollection
the theft of the team belongfor
arrested
s
office.
promise, as there would not be if made regard to his career in the Mayor
ing to Mr. James Wood, a prominent
in reference to the national debt.
He was a mere
lumber manufacturer.
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST
VastRrdRv the Cuban bureau at Kev
boy when these thefts were committed,

THE

PRESS.

West began to get tn its work in earnest.
It discovered a “maimed sailor” in one
of the hospitals there, who was so grateful for the aid rendered him by the dootors and nurses, that he consented to vio-

The annual dinner of the Maine Schoolmasters’ Club will be held at the Tontine In Brunswick on Friday, April 1.
Among the after dinner speakers are the
Prof. U. L. Chapman, Prof.

[following:
£

nuumauU)

uGmiuiu

—

— ■

late the orders of his superior officers and Black, Prof. Roberts, Colby University;
of
tell just how the disaster to the Maine Miss Mary S. Snow, Superintendent
Schools, Bangor; President A. \S. Harhappened. He was watching on deck, ris, University of Maine; represenatives
shortly before the explosion, and saw from Bates College; I. I- Graves, PresiPrincisomething black approaching, emitting dent Maine Pedagogical Society;
Portland High School; Supersmoke. He started to inform the officers pal Chase,
Lewiston;
Superininlendont Phillips,
of the strange object, when an explosion tendent Lord, Portland.
occurred that threw him on to;the deck
wounded and bleeding. Of course the
As the result of a little racket at the
inference to be drawn from this tale is Eastern Maine Conference Seminary at
throe of the
that the “black object” was a torpedo Bucksport, Wednesday night,
students are suspended and
boat, or a boat loaded with explosives. most popular
possibly mole will be. The affair has
For “obvious reasons.” says the despatch, created
quite a stir at the seminary. It
sailor
maimed
is
the
not
of
the name
is the custom at the school to place a
of the boys’ dormitories
made public. The gobvious reason un- teacher in charge
each night, to keep things in good order.
doubtedly is that he has^no name, that he L'itelv however, several of the older studoes not exist. Probably this will not dents'have been placed in charge instead
be the last tale that the bureau will send of the teachers. The othor stuuents have
to this, and each night when any
out, but we will venture to say that it objected
other than a teacher has been placed on
will never succeed in concooting another the lloor tho students have made it rathWednesday night
one quite so ridiculous.
er
warm for him.
things were unusually exciting, and the
the
one in charge could do nothing with
The Spanish Cabinet has complied with
students, who made things decidedly unall our demands in regard to the De Home pleasant. The scrap continued until a
letter, has disavowed all its statements late hour, when peace was restored and
morning the
and insinuations of insincerity, and has quiet prevailed. Thursday
students were called to President Hutchthe
minister.
deposed
severely criticized
inson’s office, where three were suspend
This was not a very easy thing for the ed. The outcomo of tho affair is awaited
at the
Cabinet to do because the populace is with considerable interest both
semirary and by the townspeople, who
the
United
Incensed
against
deeply
are knowing to the facts.
States, and is very quick to resent anyThe equity case entered in the Supreme
thing that looks like truckling to this
Court in Somerset County in November,
of
action
the
this
which
government,
the Skowhegan Water Power Company
ministry certainly does. Yet Sagasta has et als vs. Levi W. Weston ct ais, is a case
of
is
of great importance to the parties intertaken the risk, whloh
considerable,
in the case are
The
ested.
giving deep offence at home, simply for named in the plaintiffs
docket as the Skowhegan
the reason that he does not want to take Water Power Company, Lewis Anderson
the Nolin Manufacturing Comany cbances of getting into a war with & Co
the United States, which he knows would pany, Joshua F. Williams, the Richards
Shepherd & Anderson, the
be fatal to his country. This exhibition Pulp Co.,
Milhurn
Company and M. J. Allen.
of anxiety to keep on good terms with The defendants ure Levi W. Weston,
Doran, Helen
our government, even at the expense of Chas. A. Marstou, Win.
M. Doran, Levi C. Emery, A R. Bixby,
some considerable eaorifleo of Spanish
the Skowhegan Eleotrio Light Company,
pride, which follows many other exhibi- Steward Brothers and Hiram S Stewtions nf the kind, ought to convince eve- ard.
The counsel for tho plaintiffs are
of Portland,
Snow & Cook
ry sane man that the Spanish authorities Symonds,
Leslie C. CorniBh of Augusta, and A.
could have had notihng to do, either diThe counsel
of
Skowhegan.
K. Butler
rectly or indirectly, with the disaster to for the defense are Walton & Walton and
the Maine. A government that has fre- Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan, and Herbert M. Heath of Augusta. Danforth &
quently come very near humliating itself Gould represent the interests of Steward
citizens
to
of
its
by yielding
in the eyes
Brothers and H. S. Steward. The prindemands to keep us on friendly cipal question at issue is the rights of the
our
Eleotrio Light Company in
terms, could not, unless it had suddenly Skowhegan
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C. C. TUKESISORY,
Manager.
Tlie Best Reserved House in the House 60c.
l.m. E. Rlarey’s Greatest Success.

Time Here of

FIA.ILBLOA3D

A.

TICIKLBT,

A Strong Cast Headed by Mr. Burt Haveriv
Popular Prices—Matinee 15c, 25c. Evenings 15c, 25c, 55c DOe.' Seats

at tlie Box Ofliee.

are now on

sale

THEAT- R.

JEFFERSON

*
FAY BROS. & IIOSFORD,
Lessees and Managers.
A GOOD RESERVED SEAT FOR 50 CENTS.
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AN OPEN LETTER

AND OTHER CHOICE BONOS.
Send for list.
6’s taken in

To MOTHERS.
OUR RIGHT TO THE

I
was

PITCHER’S CASTORIA,”
DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, cf

febll

iss
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HOMEBONDS.

A.

JOHN

MB.

BELLOWS

( Cumberland

of
from me to use my name exof which Chas. E. Fletcher is
wrap-

4’s

County,

4Ps

Srunswick, Me.,
ttaine Central K. R. Co.,

4,^’s

ttaine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

Portland and Rumford Falls
Railway,
Portland Water Co.,
Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

Do Not Be Deceived.

4Ps
4’s
5’s

the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the ingredients of which even he does not know.

endanger

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”
OF

Soprano,
ROGERS, Baritone,
KOTZSCHMAE
HALL,
MISS ETHEL HYDE,
MR. FRANCIS

Provincial
Drafts drawn on
Bank
of England, London, in large or
rates.
current
at
small amounts, for sale
National

portlWtrust

Bank.

RECITAL,
-BY-

Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.

Current Accounts
terms.

At four o’clock in the afternoon.
Subject: "The Old Problem in Fiction: Romanticism or Symbolism.”
Single admission
febtsdlw
50c. To be obtained at the door.

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS
ttaine

ftSonday, February 21,

SONS

Incarparaisd 1824.
AND

Church,

M A S N E,

PORTLAND,

CAPITAL

March 8,1897.

received

on

SATURDAY EVE., FEB. 19.
Tickets 75c and $1.00 at Cregscy, Jones and Allen’s.
febl7d3t
CITY

favorable

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
transact
Banking busito
those wishing
this
of any
ness
description through

polo
EVENING, FEB. 21,

MONDAY

_

EEW1ST0N

STEPHEN FL SMALL. Presida.it
MARSHALL P- 60D1NG.

Cashier-

HAI

vs.

PORTLAND.

Seats in advance at Chandlert.
febl8dtf

Game at 8.30.

febTdtf

COMPANY.

BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE

i

nov23

_dtf

INTERESTED
MOTHERS

—~

BO NDS.
Maine Central R.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

Merrimack County,
N. II.,

THE CENTAUR COMPANY. TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

I_

28-24.
Presenting Du soncuel’s Frisky Farce.

—

Casco National Bank

“

Do not

OMK1H

A great Side-Cracking,
Sale of Seats opens Monday.
Prices 25c 50c, 75c, $1.00.
MARCH 8—Git AND OPERA.

same

°n 6Wr^
that has home and does now s-jf?
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
071 ^ie
the hind you have always bought

and has the signature
per. No one has authority
cept The Centaur Company

t

Old Belfast

85 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

Eyannis, Massachusetts,
the

IiiS3B3FS.‘0'^A.3EX'Sr
KICK

XIVXDI/Sl.
IMZ3T Jb 'IF^XEir^TIO FFLOM
Jaw-Tiring Laugh!

exchange.

DIETZ DENISON & PRIOR,

AS OUR TRADE mark.

originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,

the

"--rest

Next Lecture at the Advent

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS
AND
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,”
“

*

SMYTH

Brothers.)
Robinson, John Jack, Wilfrid
Barker, Sidney Coweli, Annie ti

--

Prices on

4s.

4s.

Why not, when they
ting,

new,

prices,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Water Company, First Mortgage, gold, 5’s, due
1927.

Population, estimated, 28,000.

$225,000
apital stock of the Water Company,
150,000
bonded debt,
dividends
at
the
rate
has
paid
This company
if 8 per cent for many years.
FOB SALE BY

total

He was a wonderful singer, having a
fine tenor voice and being skilled on the
piano. Ho was in custody once or twice
but generally
afterwards tor stealing,
got off. At one time ho had freedom of
the houses of the best people because of
his musical ability and his class mates
who were of tho best families. He married a Miss Edwards of Franklin street,
a white girl who has some very good connections here.

H. i. PAYSON&Ca.,
Bankers.
dec31

are

us

to

to

see

children!

jiti'
^

4s.

application.

From every direction

coming:

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

._

.

.

4s.

.

can

CLOTHING.

.

buy such elegant, nice fit-

desirable, latest styles as these are for the
$1.50, 2.00, 2.37, 2.50, 3,00, 3.50 and 5.00

Its only because we have a surplus stock (over 400
more than we want) that we are selling them at these
wonderful low prices. Sizes 3 to 8 years.
Come and see what a little money will do.

REEFERS FOR BOYS
to 5.00
3 to 8 years, same way, all reduced in price, $1.00

STANDARD GLOTHING GO.
255

MIDDLE

fbifldtf

STREET.

tfd

_

"Which Wins?”
In nearly every man’s cathere comes a time when
he stands between the angel
of life and the angel of
death, both contending
for his mortal frame,
and the question arises:
Will
"Which wins?”
he be carried away
by disease and death
.or will the angel of
1
life prove
the stronger
and bring
him back to
health and
; happiness?
When a
man’s enerical force
gy and physhave gradually weakened
down to the
and w a s t e d
until perlowest ebb,

sumption
haps conhas already laid its grim hand upon him,

and doctor after doctor and medicine after
medicine have been tried in vain—now, perhaps, comes some kind friend who says,
“Dr. Pierce can cure you, write to him:
His "Golden Medical Discovery” has rescued thousands who were further gone
than you.”
"He is chief consulting physician of
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
of Buffalo, N. Y. ; he has been at the head
of this great Sanitarium for thirty years; he
has probably had more experience in treating severe chronic diseases than any other
anyway;
physician living. Write to him
that will cost you nothing. He will gladly
and freely answer your letters with friendly, fatherly advice which will be of value
bevond all price!”
Will the
Now is the critical instant.
let the angel
patient give up in despair and
of disease drag him away from wife and
fainilv and children, or will he grasp the
hand of the angel of life in one more suAre you
preme effort for restoration?
standing between the contending angels?
wins?
Which
Mrs. Emily Howe, of 7 Park Avenue, Chicago,
About two years ago my son was
Ills., writes:
afflicted with what seemed to be symptoms of
consumption. I purchased three bottles of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and it cured
him completely.”

People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, a 1000-page illustrated volume by
R. V. Pierce, M. D., will be sent free for
cost of mailing only,—21 one-cent stamps.
Address Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. Or send
31 stamps for a heavier cloth-bound copy.
The

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

8
r
■L g
BANKERS,

reer

if

The rest bf ;the Household are bound to be pleased
also.
The ATLANTIC takes no liberties with ils reputation

o
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PORTLAND STOVE FOONDRY CO.

Q
q

Ilonse

0

Heating

a

Specialty.

0
0 Gor. Middle &
q

Exchange Sts.

§ INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

§

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

0

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
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llOTELTlAJESTicr

»o,ooo
Portland Water Company Gold
is, Due 1927.

Centra! Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
II. M.
largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine oi highest order.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
eodtf
AINSE1E .V WEBSTER.
janl

One of the
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FOR SALE

BY

—

Payson

& Co.
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UTTLE : WOMEN'S
CHARITY BALL
Tuesday Evening, February SBud.

(ily

as a

digestion and results in severe headaches^andI
have found that by watching my feelings

taking

^

a

^

^

Hull,

I’lpor 50o, ChilSCALE OF FKICES:
35o. Gallery 3.1c.
Reserved Keats on and after Monday, Fel).
14th, at Cressey, Jones* Allen’s.
Music by Gilbert, Refreshments in Reception
Hall.
Outside wraps not to be worn in the dance.
Carriages may be ordered at one o'clock

dren

school teacher often brings on a
of intense nervousness, wnicn prevents

My work
state

AMUSEMENTS.

At

I

—

i

abufe

when I feel myself becoming tired and nerv°us—I get relief at the time and prevent fur me r iroubie.
____

I

..

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE

RECITAL.

HYDE—ROGERS

The lovers'’of fine music expect
when Miss Ethel
ing of pleasure tonight
Francis
Rogers will apMr.
and
Hyde
Hall in song recital.
pear at Kolzschmar
and too favorably
Miss Hyde is loo well
to require comment
known in Portland
It is sufficient for hei
in these columns.
to know that she is to sing here
even-

an

! Ex-Mayor

has never sung in Portland
but he comes with such excellent recom
mendations from the best of musical au
thoritles that he cannot fail to please

McQuillan

But

(a)

(b)

Speech

Goring-Thomas
Arthur Hydt
Arthur

Hydf

Miss Hyde.
Vision Fugitive from Heiodiade,

Benzs
(a) ;May Morning,
Clayton Jones
(b) Lullaby,
(cl I Once Had a Dear Little
Nevir
Doll,
Yost:
(d) Matinata,
Miss Hyde.
Yost
(a) Varreo,
Augusta Malinei
(b) Noel d’lrlande,
Schumani
(o) Widmung,

Sargen
(a) King Death,
Boo)
(b) Lethe,
to King Charles,
(o) A HealthIf.
Ardii

Miss Hyde.
Oh, That We Two Were Maying,
Mireille.
Miss

Hyde

Delegations

Were

Filled

by

of

Acceptance.

THE MAYOKALTY CONVENTION.
All

noon it was
generally conceded even by
Mr. Ingraham’s strongest friends that
his nomination was out of the question.
Many believed that at the convention Mr.
Ingraham would see that a letter was
read from him gracefully withdrawing in
favor of Col. MoQuillan. Some of the exMayor’s friends were faint hearted and
But Mr.
hoped that this would be done.

Bize

Le Saran Rose,

by Absentees

the

all a
Democratic standard bearer was
It was brought about through
mistake.
the absence of some of the delegates to the
mayoralty convention, who thought that
Col. McQuillan’s nomination was so certain that their presence at the convention
would not be required.
Yesterday after-

Massenet

Mr. Rogers.

Mr. Rogers.
Chanson Boheme from Carmen,
Miss Hyde.

in

finds
Although ex-Mayor Ingraham
for
himself the Damooratlo candidate
mayor this morning, and the MoQuillan
element is Btill wondering how this came
to pass, Mr. Ingraham’s seleotion as the

Ethelbert Nevit

(o) Absence,

Vacancies

—

Rogers.

Ma Vaisine,
L’Heure Exquise,

thought

Ingraham Supporters— Proceedings of
Sir.
Convention
Ingraham's
the

Miss Hyde and Mr. Rogers.
Ethelbert Nevir
(a) Le Vase Brise,
Ethelb.rt Nevir
(b) Raft Song,
A
Malden Sits in Her
(o)
Mr.

the

Caused

Srnarl
Mozarl

Bo wet,

s friends

THEY HAD THINGS FIXED.

The seats are now on sale at the musi
store of Cressey, Jones & Allen.
The following will be the programme:

My Boat is Waiting,
La Ci Darem,

tion bv Three Votes.

|

friends
Mr. Rogers

Got Democratic Nomina-

Ingraham has not served in the diplomatic service for nothing, nor has his ex-

Hensche
Goeenac

and Mr. Rogers.

MY FRIEND FROM INDIA.
The story of “My Friend from India,'
to be given next Wednesday and ThursTheatre, tersely told
at Jefferson

day

the attempts of a Kansas Citj
pork-packer to force his way into Nets
medium o:
York society through the
Indian mystic, who has taller
an
concerns

alleged

into his hands by accident. Ripples o
laughter, like the llrst breath of an ap
gale, creep through the firs

proaching

act while in the second the gale itseli
breaks and sweeps in gusts over the an
dience. The third and concluding act i
perhaps less violent, but abounds in til !
From all parts o E
same bubbling humor.
the country the most flattering reception >
of the play are recorded, and it is upoi
the authority of a universal press opinioi
that we are promised the treat of the sea
Friend from India.” Th s
son in

“My

sale of seats will open
at 9 o’clock.
TESS OF THE

Monday morninf
Darlas H.

D’URBERVILLES.

Mrs. Fiske in Pittsburg not only en
new proof that in “Tess of the
>
D’Urbervilles” she is regarded as thi

joyed

before
the American public, but in her nusi
ness in that oity and the quality of hei
audiences she realized the fact that the

greatest theatrical attraction

now

1

Ingraliam.

perience in the administration of city
affairs during the year when ever Democrat in Portland
expected a job at his
hands been for naught. When his friends
in
grew weak Mr. Ingraham began to get
He saw some gentlemen who
were supposed to be warm friends of Col.
McQuillan and favorable to his nominahis work.

will gc
great amusement loving public
co any theatre in which a favorite actoi
is presented. Mrs.
appears or a great play
B’lske was forced to book at the Bijou
Theatre in Pittsburg owing to her inde
pendence of tbe theatrioal Trust, and
th?re was some doubt as to the results oi
her week’s engagement, as the Bijou is c
theatre that has not recently played r.
first-class attraction. During the wee!
the patronage of the house was absolutelj
o:
charged in character, the best people
Pittsburg crowding the theatre at first
D’Ur
of
the
“Tess
class prices to enjoy
bervilles.” It "is stated upon good au
j
thority that but one other attraction seei >
in Pittsburg this season in any theatr.
as large as tha ;
a
has enjoyed
patronage
Fisko wil [
given to Mrs. Fiske. Mrs.The Jeffereoi
he seen in the character at
The
artvanc
next Monday and Tuesday.
sale opened yesterday, and there was ai
excellent demand for seats. Those wh >
are
going to see Mrs. Fiske should go t
their seats at once.

so
Co). McQuillan’s
supporters
tion
These men were not present at
claimed.
the mayoralty convention last night and
the vacancies in the
delegations were
When the
filled with Ingraham men.

found
that Mr.
vote was taken it was
Ingraham had the nomination by three
votes.

When ex-Mayor
Ingraham returned
from Halifax, where he had viewed from
afar the war in the Democratic party over
the white metal, and where he had not
been oalled upon to take sides in the
matter, he began to lay his plans to
capture the Democratic nomination for
mayor. Mr. Ingraham had not forgotten
the disgraceful attempt at the count out
in Ward one, and neither had the citizens
Mr. Ingraham hoped that
of Portland.
if the Democratic party should give him
once more it
the nomination for mayor
would practically exonerate him from all
This was unbiame in this connection.
PORTLAND THEATRE.
doubtedly or.e of his motives in trying to
His
for
nomination
the
secure
mayor.
Don’t miss tho opportunity of seoini
| other reasons were that he was out of a
“A
Railroad
E.
Ticket,’
Blaneys
Chas.
job and thought that ho could fill in his
to be with you soon, with such stroni f time as mayor while he waited for someIt seemed to him that
thing to turn up.
stars as Burt Haverly and Laura Biggar
the man in this emergency to
and a company of 20 carefully selectei i he was just
the Democratic
artists—the greatest of farce comedie ! awaken the enthusiasm in the
party disbeing brighter than ever ranks, bring harmony into
this season,
and
convention
the
by
Chicago
having been rewritten and brought up rupted
Mr. In
in every particular, and a sur 3 pour oil on the trouble waters.
to-date
fnr the blues.
The attraction wil 1 graham fondly believed that as soon as
was
his banner was unfolded and it
be for three nights, commencing Thure
known that he would offer himself for
Hay, February 24th. Popular prices wil 1 the sacrifice that the faithful would rally
Prevail, and seats are now cn sale at th 3
around this ensign and that he would be
f;
box office.
chosen beloved by all. Mr. Ingraham acHe
THE STAR COURSE.
cordinalv started out to saw wood.
colled on the Hebrews on lower ruiaoie
Last
evening’s entertainment in th 3 street and had
a;glad hand for every roan
Star course drew, apparently, the larp
he met. He was surprised to find that
Ann
Miss
t
of
them.
of
the
Hebrews
had
any
nearly forgotten tho
est audience
former mayor of Portland, who never did
llelany Martin has arranged a connects 1 much for
them anyway, and whoso fine
Hope's “Prisone r
story 1 rom Anthony
speeches and promises to them before
of Zenda’’—which has been so successfu.
election were forgotten when the votes
stereoscr
ly dramatized—aDd has secured
were counted.
The Hebrews not rallying
pio pictures from life models, with whic
Her programme wn 9 around his banner as he had hoped, Mr.
it.
to illustrate
Ingraham thought of a new scheme to
divided into three parts, the first pari
In ward two there
win their support.
“Premonition,” the second, “A Set e f dwells
a
“The Prisone r
bright young Hebrew named
Turquois,” and the third,
Samuel Rosenberg.
This young man
of Zenda.”
wanted to go to the common council, and
It is no slight task for a woman to a;
Miss Marti 3 Mr. Ingraham deolded that he should go
sumo 60 many charactors as
if he wanted to. Accordingly Mr. Rosendid last night, and she performed it 3
berg was nominated on Thursday night
a manner to draw forth the frequent aj
Her voice s to win tho support of the Hebrews to the
plause of her audience.
Democratic
Here Mr. Ingraham
suite
1
well
party.
agreeable, well modulated and
made a mistake, but this is another story,
to recital.
The main points In the star f
nf “The
Prisoner” were brought on t as Itudyard Kipling often remarks,his old
Mr. Ingraham
oalled
upon
vividly and forcibly, while the picture s
friends, tho longshoremen, he saw many
wire admirable and well managed.
prominent Democrats and finally it
seemed to be generally conceded that Mr.
1 *4+**4*+e*+*4*#*++*6**+* E
There
Ingraham would be nominated.
k were many men in the Democratic party
b who didn’t wont Mr. Ingraham as thoir
b candidate.
They wonted to win the
coming municipal election and they
didn’t think they could do it under Mr.
Ingraham’s leadership. There were many
Ask you Grocer to-day to show you
such men to be found’ but they did not
much talk and so the public were
make
> a
package of GRAIN-0, the new food
of the growing sentiment
not awaro
i > drink that takes the place of coffee.
But the sentiagainst Mr. Ingraham.
of
The children may drink it without
hostility to his candidacy was
| ment
and
the
men who
were
behind it
thoro,
i > injury as well as the adult.
All who
working quietly.
were
On Thursday
GRAIN-0 has that
> try it, like it.
night, when it came to the selection of
delegates to the mayoralty convention in
rich seal brown of Mocha or Java,
the Democratic caucuses these men began
i» but it is made from
pure grains, and
to get in their work.
Trusty men favorable to McQuillan and
l, the most delicate stomach receives it
hostile to Ingraham rvere dispatched to
without distress. | the price of coffee,
The Ingraham
every ward in the city.
>
15 cents and 25 cents per package,
supporters not knowing of any opposition
to their cause were taken off their guard.
Sold by all grocers.
i,
’! The McQuillan men took possession of
caucuses '.vitbout the Ingraham supTastes like Coffee
the
e
it.
They chose the pre51 porters knowingfrom
Looks like Coffee
among their own
► I siding officer
Insist that your grocer gives you GEAIN-O
I
> ranks and on the committee to
select
1 1
In cases where
Accept no imitation.
delegates
were,
mayoralty
£ such a committee was chosen, three MoQuillan men to two Ingraham supporters.
■

ij Try Graln=0!
j: Try Grain=02
jJ
]|

!

]|

j|

!I
J|

J.

of
This committee brought in a list
mayoralty delegates ot whom in almost
men
or
every case live were McQuillan
supposed to be McQuillan men and two
In
wore friends of Darius Ingraham.
met
faction
ward four the McQuillan
with defeat. Mr. William O’Brien, who
who
takes
is said to be out of politics, but
a hand once in a while, just to show that
he has not forgotten how to do the work,
is said to have placed a ballot in the Held
with the mayoralty delegates pledged to
There being only one ballot
Ingraham.
at the caucus for mayoralty delegates tins
one
went through without opposition.
the
When Mr. Ingraham’s frionds re.ad
morning papers they found that there
tho list
were about twenty-nine men on
of mayoralty delegates whom they could
not count upon while only about twenty
The
were
known to
be all
right.
mayoralty delegates who wore uncertain
were sounded by Mr. Ingraham’s friends
and they found that their candidate was
at
beaten unless something was done
were
onca.
Tho Ingraham supporters
startled at tho strength developed 'by the
apposition. They weakened and began to
announce that they were fearful that their
man would bs swamped in the convention.
Then Mr. Ingraham got in some
work or some one did for him. Some MoQuilian delegates were found who were
willing to stay away from the convention
last night.
The McQuillan supporters
thought that they were victorious beforo
rhe battle commenced and were confident
if victory. Meanwhile the delegates who
were to be absent kept their own counsel and the McQuillan men did not
lisoover. that they were defeated until
She convention was called to order.

were
soma

the faithful were there. Some
delegates to the convention and

of

fn

ho

Mr

.T

TTonrv Rrnih

“Checker” Bradley,
the chairman of the Demoeratio city
committee, but who was dropped from
the committee altogether in the Ward 5
caucus Thursday night, by his ungrateful friends, oalled the convention to ordor
Mr.
at about half past seven o’clock.
Michael McCann of Ward 2,an anti-Ingraham man, and one of those who worked
hard for Mr. McQuillan, counted noses
of the McQuillan delegates and smiled
He thought his candidate for
serenely.
the nomination as mayor was nil right.
Dr. S. C. Gordon, one of Mr. Ingraham s
Ward
supporters, who was buncoed in the
5 caucus Thursday night by the McQuillan supporters and did not know it, arrived promptly on time with his loins
girded up for battle. Having called the
convention to’order, Mr. Bradley suggested that the nomination of a ohairmantwas
Mr. McCann nominated Mr.
in order.
Charles McCarthy, Jr., for this position,
and he was unanimously chosen. At llrst
Mr. McCarthy declined to S9i ve, but after a few minutes consented to preside,
and walked out to tile table in the centhe council chamber and rapped
tre of
the convention to order.
In assuming the chair, Mr. McCarthy
“I thank you for this honor you
said:
have conferred upon me, for surely no
greater honor can be paid a man than to
selected as the presiding officer of
be
such a representative Democratic gathering. I trust that our choice here tonight
if
will be a wise one. for I believe that
wise in our choice and exercise
we are
Demoour best judgment we can elect a
cratic
(Attempt at
mayor this spring.
ipplause which died away quiokly.) This
is a time to banish all personal feeling
select a man for mayor who will
ind
command the most votes.”
At this statement the McQuillan supporters applauded a little.
Mr. Fred C. Cobb was chosen secretary
of the convention.
Mr. McCarthy now read a letter from
E. B. Winslow, in which he said:
“Having heard that my name with others had been mentioned as a possible candidate for the nomination as mayor by
the Democratic party, I desire to state
that I could not aooept the nomination if
it were offered me.
Mr. Winslow olosed his somewhat brief
letter by expressing a wish that the Demcandidate might succeed at the
ocratic
coming election. This letter was not a
to
any of those present as no one
surprise
has spoken of Mr. Winslow as a possible
nominee at the hands of the Democrats,
for some weeks at least.
The chair here stated that it awaited a
motion of some sort, but none was made
for some minutes. : Finally Mr. J. H“nry
Bradley moved, and the motion was sec
onded, that the secretary read the list of
delegates to the mayoralty convention
chosen at Thursday’s caucuses, and that
each delegate answer to his^name as he
It was also moved that the
was called.
vacancies in the ward delegations be filled
by tho convention as the roll call proThis was a foxy move on the
ceeded.
part of the Ingraham supporters, but none
the McQuillan men tumbled to the
of

ley, better known

as

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

money ii

and
voting to appropriate
the teeth of that law to make oU soldier
for their country
who have fought
tnt*
over the
hills to the poor house, In
cannot exto.
we
deerepid days,
administration. (Applause.) Ike JJ
oratic party muse select a man witn
sense of justice who will stamp
of disapprobation on suoh acts. 1 J‘
r
in mind
who did not servo
a man
the late war, but wnoniicountry in
always been identified with ]11, iron
affairs.
A
man who graduated
Howdoin oollege which has given to tru
United States a President, a Speaker oi
the House of Representatives, and n ehiCi
A mar
justice of the Supreme Court.
who served with distinction on the Stan
of the lamentod dead, the last Democra
tie governor which the Drmooratio partj
has
gavo to the state of Maine, and who
his
recently followed that great man to
literarj
A man of
last resting placo.
attainments, of judicial mind, of Jega
o:
ability, who will obtain the supportoh
the young men of the city. Ask the
soldiers nnd the sons of veterans whethei
o'
they will stand the disgraceful aots
the
Republican administration? This
man of whom I speak inis a clean repu
tation, fine, keen business ability, am
if we nominate him and r.re defeated W(
hur
go down as. a partygwith honor with
For another reasor
as our candidate.
A
year
I present this name tonight.
others
ago we listened to the counsels of
and nominated another man for this po
sition. He was turned down. Wo shouic
have nominated this man I have beer
is bui
speaking of at that time, and it I
pro
fair usage to nominate him now.
sent for the consideration of this con veil
tion the name of Col. George F. McQuil
lan. (Applause long continued.)
Mr. Thomas H. F a'rorty said that hi
Mr.
ih
.-.1
the remarks of
Frank, but that ho heartily seconder
the nomination of Col. McQuillan. B
thi
the days when it looked dark for
Democratic party Col. McQuillan hac
thi
given his time and money to keep
party united.
Mr. Joseph A. McGowan said that hi
had come to the convention
unpreparec
and uninstructed to make a speech o
“As
one
of
the
forty-nim
presentation.
delegates I desire to express my preference
for the candiate we are hi re to select,
nave nothing to say against the name Mr
Frank has so ably presented, and I migh
say that he has expressed my sentimenti
in reference to the man.
But we are no
here to look at the sentimental side of tb
to
but
question,
regard it In a caln
and
arrive at t
business-like manner
sound poitical decision.
We must dis
courage the paying of empty compliment;
anc
to distinguished
citizens
young
select one who has been tried and fount
true und who is likely to be successful
beer
We should
select one who has
honored by the President of the Unitec
States by an appointment to an importan
position. The man of whom I speak ha;
been elected onoe as mayor, once defeatec
and now comes up again to be eleoted. I
we follow the precedent established ir
the ease of Grover Cleveland himself wi
I admire thi
will nominate this man.
sentiments of the deorepid soldiers goin^
over the hills to the poor
house, but 1
should greatly lament to see the entiri
Democratic party going over the hills tc
the
defeat led by one not so strong as
His pasi
candidate 1 am about to name.
history and achievements seem to warrant
me in presenting his name, one known
not only in this country but in Europe a>
well.
One who has given a clean bust
ness-like administration to the city, anc
one against whom the breath of suspicior
may never blow ever so lightly no matte:
Wi
what the opposition press may say.
see in the papers certain slurs in regard
Mo
to this man, but as well might Col.
Quillan he accused of blowing up thi 1
battleship Maine. The approaoh of Wash
me

a

quotation

The man whom I present for your eon
sideration is first in war, when politico
battles are to be won, first in peace in al
that goes to make the oultured gentleman
and first In the hearts of his fellow oiti
zens—the Hon. Darius H. Ingraham.’
(Cheers and loud applause, long con

tinued.)

Quickest, Most Direct
and Popular Route

rhe

-TO THE-

-AND-

Of tlie TTn.i'tect. States.
©EOT BKJOY©

Men Gold Fields.
Fisoice of several

$951,165,83«.00

Outstanding Assurance Dec. 31, 1897,

Both the method and results when New assurance written in 1897,
156,955,695.00
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant Proposals for Assurance Examined and Declined, 24,491,973.00
and refreshing to the taste, and acts 1 income..
48,572,269.53
236,876,308.04
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys, Assets Dec. 31, 1897,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys- Reserve on all existing policies (1 per cent
186,338,133.20
tem effectually, dispels colds, headstandard) and all other liabilities,
50,543,174.81
aches and fevers and cures habitual Surplus, 4 per cent standard,
in 1897,
21,106,314.14
is
the
of
Paid
Policy-Holders
Figs
constipation. Syrup
HENRY B. HYDE, President.
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acJ. W. ALEXANDER, V-P.
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
The present Maine management of the Equitable began in 1892, and during
healthy and agreeable substances, its
IN
that company lias increased its INSURANCE
many excellent qualities commend it this period of six years
to all and have made it the most tt'ORCE AND PREMIUM INCOME in Maine more than any other Life
Insurance Company doing business in the State.
popular remedy known.
in
50
sale
is
for
of
Figs
Syrup
§1,633,049.00
cent bottles by all leading drug- Amount written, 1897,
crista
Atitt rolia.KiA rirncrorifif. who Insurance in lorce December 31st, 1897, repre6,101,574.00
senting 3473 policies,
may not have it on hand will pro200,170.90
for any one who Premiums collected, 1897,
cure it
promptly
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
The above figures show a gratifying increase in the number of policies and
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO. insurance in force and premiums collected in 1897; and, furthermore, aro a most
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
emphatic endorsement of the popularity of the Equitable in the Pine Tree State.
NEW YORK. N.Y.
AT.
LOUISVILLE,

F. H. HAZELTON
F. B.

$2,769,050.
With

this enormou3 debt and the ex-

penditures

over

increasing,

verging

on

million and a half yearly, we may well
pause in astonishment, ask where we
are, and anxiously inquire what the
present administration has done to keep
down expenses and rednce the debt nnd
taxation.
That their administrations have increased the publio burdens to au ala- ruing
extent their own reports furnish figures
impossible to be denied or white-washed
over. Nor havo the ex-parte investigations
carried on at the expense of the treasury,
I presume, been productive of such as to
raiso the administration in publio esteem
for sobriety and decorum. Admissions
leaders in their eounoiis, show
even of
illegal acts and contempt for existing
laws and publio morals.
Consequently, I appeal, to all citizens
who desire an'economical administration
and a reduption of taxation to consider
the list, of worthy candidates presented by
the Democratic party in the different
wards, and to givo that ticket their i lpport. They will not disappoint you.
They will work unoeasingiy for the relieving the publio burdens and for the
prosperity, growth and expansion of our
city in all its branches of labor, trade
and commerce.
a

freight

CO.,
Managers for Maine.
FISH, Cashier,
No. 93 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

qiiooed.
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SILVERWARE I

i

SALE.

| z<>«•<* ***•»♦'*•«■« *♦♦♦

I
|
|

|I
|

I Slave over Two Thousanti pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
prices than ever offered for
first class goods in this city.
The goods are made by
Wm.
Rogers, (Simpson, I
Ha El & Miller), Rogers Si i
Bro., Pair point & Towle ■
Here

a

are

Tea

General

Agents.

feblOdeodSt

Spoons

Desert
Table

*

Spoons,

25

Boxes

120

Florida

Oranges,

35c per doz.

California

Navels,

25c per doz.

per

English Walnuts,
3 lbs. for 25c.

New Mixed

Nuts,

10c per lb.
25

_

Sugar Dates,

10c per ib.

6c per lb.

100 Boxes

75 Boxes

L. M. Raisins,

Cal. Prunes, extra
large, 5c Sb.

--

5c lb

100 Cases
Alaska

Salmon,

9c per

I

Gravy Ladies, 50 to 75c

“

2

qfc. jars

Sweet
25c

Pickles,
per jar.
jars

Raspberry Preserves,
12 l-2c per jar.

Berry Spoons,

99c to $1.69

Pie Knives.

|

C

|

ers,

Bowls, Spoon

gj

Sj1

Sugar

to

$1.50

Haiders and Butter Dishes 1
These goods will be sold at I
cost to close tliom out.
a lul

ling

oiivei

We have over 500 pieces
925Silver,
5 of Sterling
make a
We
1000 fine.
l straight 25 per cent reduo(son on every article and we
stock
to
have a splendid
select from.

A

I

1

Olives,
25c per qt.

great bargain.

;

Every article is guaran
teed to be satisfactory or

|

money back.

*

WEDNESDAY

Iand

Sale opens

g

g

MORNING

I

continues until March

1

j

Roman Jug
Tomato Ketchup,

1

I Sterling Tea Spoons,

1

Bulk

;

I'

Green Peas,
can.

'I

ci^i_

Hi

$2.79 per 1-2 tloz.

25 Cases
25 doz. 1 lb.

Oyster Ladles,
SKSOto 2.50

1

7c per

can.

and

200 Cases

4

|

$1.49

I
ij
I

Layer Figs,

1

99c

I

Boxes

1-2 doz.,

1

And hundreds of others
fancy pieces the latest patterns and very pretty,
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch-

i
3000 lbs.

$1-79

1

|

2000 lbs.

B

per set, 1-2

$1.39

e

10 Bales

I
set, 1-2 1
$1.59 I;

Medium Knives, 1-2 doz.,

I

Boxes

Spoons,

Desert Knives.

Soup

Saturday Sale.

1

89c

doz.,

L. WILSON & C

£ j
m

per set 1-2 doz.

doz.,

|

the

few of

prices:

TURNER,
t. e. McDonald,

1W.

!

♦
♦♦♦

companies.

HOWARD GOULD,
R. H.

rates

Alaska pamphlets and maps,
sontaining full information as
Lo the Yukon district furnished
Grand
>n application to any
I'runli Agent.

I

&

and

jf all steamers from Pacific
Coast cities for Alaska, and acadin
Eomusodation reserved
sauce thereof.
and
Through
passenger

I

Besides, so says the Mayor, “the bonded
interest account has been drawn on from
time'to time for current expenses whioh
must be replaced, etc. The present administration has also had the benefit of
The prosent
a large extra gas dividend.
Mayor,
represents thej publio debt as
limit
legal
by $700,00),
exceeding the
the city’s
gross debt last spring being

routes,

partial info rnialiou given.
Full particulars as to sailing

as

...

Levi Greenleaf spoke at some lengtl 1
The Board of Registration will begin
and endorsed Col. MoQuillan.
its open session for tho correction of tho
Mr. McCullum seconded the nomina
voting lists on February 21st to continue
tion of Mr. Ingraham.
the first nine days will
Dr. Seth C. Gordon said he believe! [ twelve davs. Only
be devoted to the receiving of evidence of
Mr. Ingraham should be the candidate a
reof voters and the
he believed he would put a lots of tim , the qualification
and correction of the list. The last
in the campaign and secure a lots of vote , vision
three days will be devoted to tho verifying
which Mr. MoQuillan could not secure.
of the lists and closing up the records of
George H. Fogg endorsed Mr. Ingra the session.
Voters therefore who want
ham.
most present
see about their names,
Then the delegates proceeded to ballo : to
themselves during tho first nine days.
with the following result:
49
Whole number of votes,
CHAFING DISH PARTY.
25
Necessary for a choice,
26
had
The
Darius H. Ingraham
gentlemen of Congress Square
23
church will give a pleasing entertainment
George F. MoQuillan had
Several gentlemen
on Monday evening.
declare!
was
And Mr. Ingraham
of the parish will exercise their skill at
elected amidst considerable enthusiasm
by lady
; the chafing dishes, assisted
Mr. Frank moved that the nomination b ! friends.
A pleasing musical entertainso
and
it
was
voted.
unanimous
made
Bdhpmfl.
ment has also been arranged in whioh
Messrs. J. Henry Bradley, M. P. Franl
In Ward 1, T. S. Somers was found to
Mrs. Palmer of the State street choir will
M. D., were appointei
be absent, and John H. Conneen was and S. C. Gordon,
assist.
Mr.
to
wait
Ingra
upon
substituted In his place. In Ward 2 as a committee
his nomination
Thomas Hassett was found to be absent, ham and notify him of
SIX YEARS.
about six minutes. Whe: ,
and Samuel Rosenberg was seleoted to They were gone
Mr. Ingraham was witl
fill the vacancy. In Ward 3, Wm. G. they returned
We are pleased to call attention to the
H
was
cheered.
He
loudly
llavls was found to be among the absent. them.
Equitable Life’s annual statement for
to the seat usually occupied b;
Major Charles Collins, one of McQuil- climbed
i 1897 in this
We
note that the
issue.
UD1UKJJ
the
absent
lan’s supporters, saw that
of his pooket
list was growing in an alarming manner took a manusoript out
average rate of interest earned on tho
and that those substituted who had been Then he said:
assets of the society in 1897 was 4.60 per
put on the delegations were nearly all In- Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the con
cent.
nominated
vention:
graham men. Major Collins
On a calculation that the society will
I almost wish that this responsibilit;
GeorgoS. Andereon to fill the vacancy,
but the nomination was not seoondod. might have fallen on some other shoulder 3 receive only 4 per cent as its future
beei
Instead of Mr. Anderson, Mr. Bartley than mine, but now when it has
average rate of interest, the surplus after
Flaherty was chosen to fill the Ward 3 fairly made X know that all Democrat
deducting all liabilities'is $50,543,174.84.
5
was
The
Ward
the
ticket.
will
delegation
(Applause.)
support
delegation.
will
On a calculation that the society
I again accept with feeiings of grati
all present, there was only one absente
in Ward 6 and only one in Ward 7. Sup- tude tho nomination of the Democrati
receive only 3 por cent as its future averporters of Mr. Ingraham were put in the party as their candidate for Mayor, full; age rate of interest, the surplus, after
Ou
conscious of the responsibilities.
delegation to fill these vacancies.
The MoQuillan supporfers were by no party is united and the people are anxiou ; deducting all liabilities is $29,014,800.00.
Their financial burden )
means disheartened at this, though they for a change.
The surplus of the society is greater
hands. are yearly increased and are hard to b 1 than tho
saw there was A fight on their
surplus of any other life assurall
that
be
well.
might yet
borne.
They hoped
ance
company in the United States or
The Ingraham men knew that they were
How taxes can be reduced and the ex
all solid for they realized that things had penditures ^curtailed, are questions whiol
Europe on similar computations.
been fixed.
will seriously confront the next city gov
The present Maine management of the
Mr. T. H. Flaherty finally moved that ernment when called on to make np the
Equitable began in 1892 and during this
Under the last Demo
the convention proceed to the nomina- yearly estimates.
administration tho city counci l period of six years the Equitable has intion of a candidate for mayor. M. C. Mc- oratic
Cann moved that a committee of seven, worked together harmously and man;
creased its/insuranee in force and preraifrom each ward, bo selected to re- burdens were lifted from the shoulder
one
um
income, in Maine, more than any
Tho poll tax was reduce!
ceive, sort and count tho votes. The fol- of taxpayers.
other
insurance company
life
doing
lowing was appointed by the chair when one dollar and $19.60 on a thousand wa
this motion was carried: Dennis Griffin, the lowest rate of taxation paid in recen t business in the Pine Tree State. In othM. C. McCann, Geo. T. Means, Henry years. The sinking fund was untouched
erlwords, the premiums collected by the
A. Winship and Nathan Clifford. When The amount required by law to be raisei |
company in the state in 1891 amounted to
this had been done tho oratory’commenced. and ourried to the sinking fund for th
The
McQuillan crowd got in tho first reduction of the city debt, and striotl; $55,283. In 1897 the premium collections
tha f amounted to
In 1891 tho
credited to
blow and Hon. M. P. Frank was the one and conscientiously
$200,170.10.
fund, thereby so much reducing the debt insurance in force in tho state amounted
to deliver it. He said:
“Before proceoding to ballot I think it Nothing was left for the next city gov
to $2,059,114. In 1897 it footed up to the
wise if we view the field over ernment to make good, all standing no
would be
carefully, consider the various men whom counts and bills were adjusted aud pail 1 magnificent total of $6,010,574. These
would liko to honor, consider and a handsome balanoe carried forwan
the party
figures will please the most discriminatthe situation in which wo find ourselves, for tho benefit of the succeeding financia
ing policy holder.
and
meet
when
this
is
are
to
wo
the foe
year.
What has been the oonduct of the Be
done to endeavor to.sebct the proper permarriages.
son for the.ocoasion.
publican administrations for the pas
Quite a number of names have been few years? Have they administered th
At Chebeague. Feb. 1G, by Rev. A. C. Trafton,
affairs
for this honor, among thorn city’s
mentioned
legally, carefully am .John W. Seabury and Miss Bertha M. Hamilton,
that of,a man who has served this city economically? Let a few fuels bn stated
both of Chebeague.
Tho tax rate in 1807 was advanced ti
often been honoro d at
in Windham Hill, Feb.
17. by Rev. J. E.
its mayor and
as
;
on
a
Aikins. Chas.K. Young and Miss Emma Lottie
thousand dollars, agains
hands of the Democratio party. I 120.80
tho
Gloutz,
under
tho
honors
conconfer
not
to
$10.60
Democratic
admiuistra
think it wise
In Westbrook. Feb. 14, Alfred J. DesiMs of
tinuously on one person. We in our sev- tion. Expenditures in every departmeu Manchester
and Miss Alice LaPoint of Westeral wards and;in the larger field, believe have been increased. More for lighting
brook.
That is a true the streets,
in office.
in
rotation
til Greenville. Feb. 5. Fred Sawyer of'Oldsupport of tiie poor and fo
1
town and Miss Sarah A. Woodman of Lagrange
Democratio principal. We believe it wise water and hydrants; at loast $10,000 men
In Hoblnston. Feb. 0, William Hayward and
to give what
encouragement we can to for streets, sidewalks, and bridges, bo
Miss Martha Johnson.
the young men who are coming to work sides an extra appropriation, and $60,
Jn Norway, Feb. 0, Elden Morey and, Mrs.
fo
to
127.62
taken
from the sinking fund
with us. While I shall bo delighted
Nellie Caleb
In Biddeford, Feb. 3. Michael J. Mooney and
support any candidate tho convention Tukey’s bridge and other purposes; we!
fit to nominate I believe that on to $16,000 more increased yearly ex
Miss Annie Maguire.
may see
for school purposes, unti
this convention will select another man penditures
in 1807 the total
from whom I have just referred to.
expenditures had in
DEATHS.
When we consider tho doings of the last creased from $1,357,187.84 to $1,402,‘130.82
it
has
cona total increase in four years of $165,042.
In
tins
though
administration,
Feb.
city,
city
18, William Chenery, aged
59 years.
tained man honorable and high-minded 98.
th
[Funeral
a
But
of
what
Is perhaps deserving
Sunday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock,
menjwo cannot help seeing great many
trom Ills late
residence. Cl Chestnut street.
things in the way matters have been con- severest censure is the invasion of th
city. Feb. 18, Gavin Kerr, aged U2 yis.
f" f*1)3
ducted which might have been improved sinking fund and taking tberefrcu I
otico of funeral hereafter.
[
■
ex
When wo find an administration illegally
a large sum of money after
In tins city. F«b.
upon.
1(5. Annie F„ daughter of
defying the law of tna State of Maine hausting the legitimate appropriations James B. ana Helen A. O’Relily of Falmouth,
WHKV/K
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

ASSURANCE SOCIETY

BOARD OF REGISTRATION.

U

NEW

THTEpiniFE

■

ington’s birthday gives

j

25c each.

j

_

j

■

IVIO^UJVBEWT
B

formerly

of Portland, aged 6 years.
In Falmouth, Feb. 17, Curtis Colley, aged 84
years 1 month 10 days.
[Funeral Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock, at
his kite residence.
In Bath. Feb. 13. Maggie, daughter of William and Mary Fields, aged 8 years.
In Pitts field, Feb. 6. Angie It. D.ivis. wife of
Abel Davis. Ksq., and daughter of the late M. J.
Rogers of New Gloucester.
In Brewer. Jan. 4. Mrs. Sarah D. Colburn
Farrinctou. aged 70 years.
In Bangor, f eb. 3, Mrs. Mary E. Moody, aged
87 ysars.
In Rockland, Feb. 8, Mrs. Nancy S. Jones,
formerly of Appleton, aged 80 years*
In Parkman, Feb. 8, Salmon A. Draka. aged

83 years.

*

Iii North Buckfield, Feb. 7, Mrs. Charles M.
Ba.irls.
In Harrington, Fob. 5, Mrs. Lydia Tobey,
aged HO years.
In Columbia Falls, Feb. 7, Mrs. 11. N. llarry,
aged 75 years.
In Hoath Thomaston, Feb. 8, Mrs. Sarah Buckman. aired 78 years.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 7. Francis A. Macomber,
aged 59 vcars.
In Rockland, Feb. 8, Mrs. Francos Ferry, aged

69 years.
In Morrill, Feb. 9, William
72 years.
In Orland, Feb. 12, Bradley
59 years.
In North Rumford. Feb. 9,
76 rears 10 mouths.

T. Creasoy, aged
H amnia n, aged
David E. Elliott,

I

SQ.

Open evenings,
___
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IRISH CENTENNIAL.
For

tscU«t'.

ehange, apply

T.
flfdtf

P.

:«ei<1
!o

bins

of

cx-

EYjcOOWA^,
420 CO.’.UiSESiS S’l\

i

_MISCElXAfTEOTTS.

WISCEILA^EOCS.

ALASKA
in

Get Beady for Cold Weather!

HOME DYEING

|

A Pleasure at Last.

•:

f

Chapped

COPYRIGHT. 1898. BY THE

Bruises, Burns.
Lameness & Bleeding.
POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOR PILES,
OOIITIOU Some dealers are offering:
URU I IUR cheap, -watery mixtures as
substitutes. SHUN THEM, THEY ARE
DANGEROUS.
POXD’S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with buff wrappers and our
Xote
landscape trade-mark thereon.
and wrapper.
our name on every label

Ointment p?les.
Pond’s Extract Cents
bottle.
Price, BO

Toilet Paper,
Pond’s Extract
MEDICATED.
gO Cent8 phg., Six for $1*00,
POND'S tAlnflUi

i»wii

tv

ruin mrenus,

now

TIMES HAVE COME.
GOODafford
your
indulge yourself

You

to

can

or

luxury of a good weekly news*
pap*r and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
family in

the

"une

[Continued.]
When ho entered his home, his heart
Miss Melanie sat
sank within him.
rigidly upright, rubbing the rust from
She was
a pair of knitting needles.
anxious to revive her half forgotten accomplishment in the line of knitting
socks, comforters and anything else soldiers should be provided with when engaged in the civilized pastime called
warfare. Miss Melanie, in common
with every other member of the Ladies’
Aid society, had been in a state of
wordy preparation for the impending
crisis for months. It only required that
shot to crystallize her zeal into instantaneous

activity.

smiled acridly as little Potts
came toward her where she sat before
her work tablo.
“Well, Brother Lester?” There was
a challenging note in her voice which
little Potts was sensitively alive to.
“Well, Sister Melanie?”
“I did not see you in the park.”
“No; I was not there.”
“Why weren’t you? Everybody else
in town was, except infants and bedridden people.”
Little Potts tried to be funny.
She

ill orfl

wrora

nlonh?

wifhnnt.

me.”

and women of culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256-page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, SO
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit §5 in New York exchange, express or

postol money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to

TOWS TOPICS,
iSOS Fifth Avenue, Kew

York#'

3LX&T.
6— THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
THE
KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
OF
TH
E
COUSIN
7—
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE., By Captain Alfred
9— THE
Thompson.
xo—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
31— AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion Bissell.
32— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
By John Gilliat.
By Harold R. Vynne,
33— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
14—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
WHY?
SAYS
Christie Murray.
GLADYS.
David
35—
By
36— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
37— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.,
18—OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
19— THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
ao—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita VivantJ
Chartres.
•1—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
S2—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joanna. E. Wood.
--

FIRE INSURANCE.

Anderson,Adams & Co

■

Exchange St.

I

AGENTS OF THE

PHCBNIX

Insurance

Company,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Slatemont

on

tl»e 1st

day of January, 1898

The Capital Stock of the Company,
$2,000,000.00
which is all paid in, is,
tttv

1S5RTS

(IP THE COMPANY ARE

sent, and my cheeks burned

at

the

much to heart.”
“What is your attitude, Lester?”
“That of deathless adhesion to the
right as my own conscience conceives it
and mortal combat against the wrong as
I comprehend it.”
“Oh I” said Miss Melanie, with ooncise scorn.
“W7here are the girls now?”
“They haven’t got in yet. They went
I
to the meeting at the courthouse.
came straight home from the park.”
“I am sorry they went to the courthouse.
“Why? It is perfectly proper. They
went with our minister’s wife, and I
should not think you would be sorry to
have them show a womanly sympathy
with those who are about to risk life
and limb in defense of our liberties.
Little Potts smiled wearily.
J'More oratory? Cloverdell is developing no end of orators.' I meant that I
was sorry my girls were in that crowd
because I am afraid their feelings were
hurt. I thought it best to enter my protest against this accursed folly publicly
and to let my townsmen know just exactly where I stood.
“Oh, Lester 1” Miss Melanie’s voice
had a sob in it.
“Yes, it is best to be open and aboveboard in such matters.”
“And how did the people take it?”
“Not at all kindly. I did not expect
they would. Bascom refused me his
hand, and others followed his lead.
Miss Melanie folded her hands with
a gesture of resignation.
“Let us understand each other exeleotplicitly, brother. Since you have
?d to stand with the enemies of your
(Section what position do you expect me
and your own daughters to take?”
The front door opened and closed
with unusual emphasis while she was

talking.
“They

are

coming now,” he

answer-

ed. “I mav as well make my position
clear to all of you at once.
He had grown very pale and his heart
He had hardly
was heavy within him.

m

375.470.73

2,139,993.40
1,022,915.37

only safe, sure anc
reliable Female Pill evei
offered to Ladies. Espe
eiallv recommended tc
married Ladies. Ask fo;
The

DR.

AIQ1”3?7Si

PEHNYMYAL PILLS
Send for circular
Price SI.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00,

and take no other.

OP MOTT'S CHEMICAL CQ„ Cleveland. Qhia
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.
5

ft AC Difficult

)lm

cases

Cured

by Dr.G.T. FISK.

Fisk makes a specialty of Diseasos of tlie LerTreats no otbw class of disease. Send lor my
rt e Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
rGi.iineiit Maine citizens cured.
a
mfethod is easy, aafo. IFjft
Fisk’s
»r.
§
.a-,
Consultation Free! B®^ 8
Cjd S,
painless.
nil at njy Lewiston or Portland y
[3 2
*3?
(ftlce. or consult me l>y mail.
j»r. O. X. FISK. «82 Main Street. Lewiston.
At V'.S. lintel, X’OrUuud. Saturdays only.
r.
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SALE-01! Deering Highlands
FORclass
residence of 14 rooms with bath,

new

FOR

FOR

FOR

WE

I’WASHES

“you and they will always ltnoio when
to find me.”

expected to find tho spirit of rebellion
so fully developed upon his own hearthstone. Miss Julia and Miss Olivia Pottf
came in unsmiling and red nosed. They
bad evidently shed tears since leaving
homo that morning. Potts held out a

hand to each of them with a wistful
smile.
“Well, my dearies?”
“Oh, father, it almost killed us!”
And the floodgates were lifted once more.
“And a man’s foes shall be they ol
his own household,” said Potts, laugh-

ing mirthlessly. “Well, now,
only this to say—if you three

I

hav<

womer

have any convictions of your own or
this subject, you are at liberty to abidi
by them. That is all X ask for myself
I have no objections in the world fra
in tho varioui l
you to amuse yourselves
sorts of work women delight in at sucl
junctures as this. I am a Union man
und I suppose I am about the only mar
in Applegate county who is one”—
“I am sure of it.
“That is what makes it eo terrible.’
“One man c-an’t be light and every
other man wrong, father.
Pctts put both hands to his ears.

FOR

forp
Waists,p
p

Wool.

or

u luuiin,

andp

§

WANTED.

g

WT ANTED—Agents. You can ream §20 to
V*
$30 a week. We make best selling goods
in United States for agents. Write today for
particulars. (CROFTS & REED, Chicago, 111.
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drinks
BRAND
MOCHA and JAVA.
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is warranted pure Coffee. An ounce
of gold for every ounce of
adulteration found in this

COMMONWEALTH
like

CLOTH
A

GOWN

WITH

CLOTH GOWN WITH

BOLERO-JACKET FROM HARPER’S BAZAR
give somewhat of a yoke effect. All
around the slashing and the yoke and on
the shoulders is a band of passementerie,
jet on a white ground. This is very
effective against the cloth and the black

BOLERO

JACKET.
Already people are beginning to think
about making up their spring gowns.
One of the new spring models is a cloth
gown which is very narrow in effect, and
this effect is heightened by a band of
passementerie jthnt is put on tho skirt,
going down the front and meeting in a
p oint. Tho waist is quite an elaborate
affair, the body of it made of black satin
draped; over this Is a bolero jacket of the
cloth slashed in tho middle of the back,
and

on

the

shoulders

SUNDAY

in

front

cut

satin which forms the body of the waist
The sleeves are quite small and unusually
long, coming far down on the hand.
The correot cut of this gown con be obtained from the cut paper pattern issued
by Harper’s Bazar, where it appears. The
sleeves are finished with a deep pointed
cuff of the satin edged with passemenThe collar is a high stock, arterie.
ranged to look part of the waist.

t'j

High Street Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn.
H. I).. pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
Lecture 7.30 p. m.—“Woodsworth as the Poet
of Nature.”

SERVICES.

mil

PER

POUND

Every Grocer Sells

Dr.

it.

Try it.

Lyon’s

Tooth Powder

man

nimv

AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.
people

SnteUlgent |
9 People I
9 Believe |
1
---

>

r

suffered from catarrh of the worst kind eve r
a boy, and I never hoped for cure, bu t
Ely’s Cream Balm seems to do even that. Man
acquaintances have used it with excellent r<
suits—Oscar Ostrum, 45 Warren Ave., Chicagc
I

j Insiirarnce |
Life

P
H|

|

1

f

111._
DH. PENN'S LECTURE.
l)r. Fenn’s leoturo tomorrow evenin !
will be on “Wordsworth the Poet of th e
The rausio at this sei
English Lakes.”
The choir wi!
vice will be usually fine.
bo assisted by a new singer hero, Mis
a
StU3rt.
promising youn ^
Bertha
l
soprano. Miss Stuart has a pure swec
and unde 1
voice of considerable range,
Rer
cultivation.
teacher, Mr;
as
*
’ellowe, has great hopes of her
vocalist. This will be the programme:

food

Mascagi

NEW MUSIC.
We have received from Cressey, Jones «
Allen two very pretty songs, the one er
titled “Mine Own,” words at:d music b
C. R. Cressey, and the other, “"I’m
Ever Thus,” words
by Catherine i
Brnith, and musio by C. K. Cressey
These songs bid fair to be very popular.
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WANTED—Young

Is

JAMES BAILEY CO.

OY WANTED—THE
204 Middle street

£"•

■

«

■

"■

44
Brown
on Congress.
Both are well patronized and doing a thrifty
business.
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange
15-1
street, Portland, Me.

**

Forty words inserted tinder this hen<
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SALE—Fruit farm of 1000 trees.'choice

RENT—We claim to have the larges ;
list of houses and rents to let of any rea l
estate office in Portland, and would he p easei I

FOR

to

submit

same

prospective

to all

tenants

Union mutual Die
insurance Co.,

^^investments.

OR RENT—Store 379 Fore street, cornel
Exchange street, head Moulton street, one
block from Commercial street.
Twenty-seven
feet frontage, two large front windows; well
situated for broker’s office or retail business
gooa vault. BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2 Ex18-1
change street.

|

j?

180

Middle street.

15-1

FORGET that high grade kerosene
oil is alwayslon hand at 90*Preble street.
NEAL D. WINSLOW, dealer in Gasoline and
15-1
Kerosine, Telephone 635-4.
ELEGANT MOD¥e>7~RESIDE NCI’ we
rjiHE
are
building on Forest avenue (the best
street in the ciiy).
This house will contain
eight finished rooms and bath room, hot water
heat, open fireplace, double parlor on main
street, every modern convenience and luxury
and the location is unsurpassed.
Our price includes grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything
ready for occupancy. Our price is $1,000 lower
than you would suppose we could sell for.
DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress street.
14-1

BON’T

HOUSE.

ET— Two tenements in house corner ol
Forest Avenue and Arlington Sts., Deer
rooms in each tenement, hath room
7
ng.
furnace heat, Sebago and gas. Good loeatioi
for a doctor. Price reasonable. W. F. DRESS
16-1
ER, No. 80 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

street.

141

¥EW, TWO STORY HOUSE and 5.000 feet of
land on Alba street, Deering. lor $2,100.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar, bay windows,
broad piazzas, bath room, Sebago water, double
hard pine floors, high and sightly; a
ne home at a very low price.
Terms to suit
you: only three minutes to school, stores and
electric cars. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Conuress

Li

PALMISTRY

Earlors,
street.

141

residence on ci. nwood
Ten finished
avenue, Deering Highlands.
rooms, lavatory on first floor, bath room on secheated
ond,
throughout, finely papered, electrie
lights and bells, laundry in cellar, open fire
broad
place,
piazza, finished in cypress and
hard pine, hard
wood floors, bay windows,

LEOSAIDOW

PROF.

FORgrafted Baldwins and other choice varieties
including pears. 100 acres excellent land, cuts
25 tons hay. 2 storied house and ell in good repair with aqueduct water. Price $2200, including all farm tools. V.-’. H. WALDRON & CO.,

Greatest renting property in Portland.
Modern, three flat house on St.
Lawrence street.
E)ach flat contains 7 rooms
and bathroom; .separate
emranees, heater
and cellars for each flat; open lire places; large
hard
wood
bay windows;
floors; electric bells;
papered throughout A permanent J2 per cent
investment and gilt edged.
Price right and
terms easy. DALTON & CO., 478 1 2 Congress

rjlOL
A

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.

Elegant

new

very sunny,

one

minute

to

electric

A

cars.

magnificent suburban residence for only $3 500.
Prof. Leosaidow,
Egyptian Palm Easy terms. DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress
street.
14-1
anc
demonstrations
accurate
ist, whose
revelations created such furore iu Ban
On Glenwood avening (the best),
HOUSE.
gor for the past nine months, is at pres
Deering Highlands, a new. modern two
ent located in Portland where he cau hi 1 flat house, with steam heat, open fireplaces,
Present broad piazzas, large bay window, fine view,
consulted on all affairs of life.
open plumbing, front and back entrances, celpast or your immediate future revealed lars and heaters entirely separate (think of it).
hence on business affairs, speculations
Only one minute to electrie cars. Every known
A permanent 10 per cent investpolitical, investments, marriages, etc. convenience.
ment or an elegant home and an income of $250
what business you are best adapted to
are
true
o
whether vour companions
14-1
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2Congress street.
false, what part of the country is luck
season
made
best
of
the
the
SALE—An
8X13
horizontal
engine
iest for you,
yea
FORby Kendall & Roberts. 28 horse
power;
to make changes, all diseases located, m
tubular boiler; all in good order. Terms to suit
The Pro
matter of how long standing.
if taken soon.
For particulars address C. T*
10-4
fessor clearly demonstrates to you tli 5 AMES, East Waterford, Maine.
facts through the science of Palmistr r --—--with
house
and cheiromancy. He does not profes; ; 'K'OR SALE—Two-story wooden
basement, 11 rooms in first clas' condition,
to be superior to ail other individuals
with all modern conveniences.
Pleasantly
Palmis
on the contrary he claims that
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
electrics.
try is a science. Any one can acquire it two minutes from Congress street
Terms easy.
Proficiency depends upon study and ex Sun all day (when it shines).
on
mortremain
One-half purchase money can
perience.ln all the larger cities Palmistr; gage, if desired.
H. L. JONES, 470 Congress
classc
5
tebm-tf
been
has
making great progress,
street._
are being formed continually and som J
(Z,
KJOB SALE—One sleigh, little1 used. seat
and noted persons aro ad
brilliant
very
a
jump
Thompson & Bro.. makers.)
science.
All who ar carriage
mirers of the
in good condition, ljharness, fur robe,
H. L.
desirous of having a plain aud truthfu 1 2 plusn robes, blankets, whips, &c.
10-tf
reading of their life should consult th 3 JONES, 470 Congress street.
Professor. It is a fact well known ilia t in OR SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
the

■

-■

End, corner Forest and Congress streets
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the mat
feet. Apply to E. H AltTherefor 3 containing about 4.224
ing or marring of one’s life.
jan2odtt
LOW. 919 Congress St.
I advocate the examination of the ban I
or
for
so
that
doin
at
younger
period
by
WANTED- -FEMALE HELP.
the best qualities will be fully demor

strafed

parents

to

or

guardians.

Th 3

human band is a much plainer and sure f
Busines s
chart than the head or face.
strictly confidential. Consultation $1.0 3
Hours 9 to 12, 2 to 6 and 71 :>
and $2.00.
9 o’clock; office No. 778 Congress stree
Class lessons given Tuesday and Friday
febiodlw

HE. iVilLLS
PianO T’o.na.oir
Order slate

at

Chandler’s

Congress

Musio Store. 43

»

under tfii«
he«d
Forry words Inserted
week for 25 cant*. caiMh in Advance.

one

imr ANTED—Capable girl for general
H work. Apply at 323 SPRING ST.
— ■

house11-1

__

_

LOST AND FOUND.
of spectacles.

Will the finder

pair
LOST—A
please leave them at this office.

18-1

Lamson & Hubbard

street.

AT L A N T S C
COAST LINE.
“FLORIDA FAST LINE”
Via

Washington, Richmond and Charleston.

QUICKEST TO ALL

WINTER

|

I

18-1

change St.

in

candy

SALE—Lodging house at
FORstreet.
Also lodging house

15-1

—

store

FOR

16-1

Me.

cream

cream.

SALE—On acconnt of leaving the state
soon we shall sell our stock in trade, fixtures and good will of our grocery, meat and
general merchandise business. Store employs
three hands. A large number and good class
of customers. A good business chean. STEY'ENS & PACKARD. Ridlonville, Me.
One
hall’ mile from ltumford Falls.
17-1

mechanica

Office, First National Bank Building, FRED
ERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate.18-1
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is thor rtUO LET—Tenements at 89 Gray St.. $20.00 !
A 168 Danforth St., $16.00; 50 Brackett, SS.OO
oughly cleaned, roastec 65 Salem.
S8.00; 7 Summer St.. $7.00; 116 Pearl
and packed
and ground
$20.00; 159 Newbury, $12.00; 88 Federal. $16.00 ;
when warm in one pound 35 St. Lawrence, $12.00; 39 Eastern Promenade
sealed cans, thereby re- S35.00; 50 Turner. $13.03; 38 Moody, $10.00; 61
$10.00; 48 Montreal. $15.00; 6 St. Law
taining all the aroma and Quebec.$10.00;
56 Merrill, $7.75; 5 DeeringSt.
flavor so much desired in a renee,
$50.00, and 8 Cottage St., Cumberland Mills
coffee.
of
others in Portland and Deer
and
many
$8.00,
good cup
ing. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Ex

CENTS

since

service._

ice

D. 08 State
Price reasonable.
street, Augusta.17-1

TO LET.

COFFEE

Y. City.

Miss Bertha Stuart.
Buc
Response—Rock of Ages,
Guilmoii
Offertorie Pastorale,
Ushers will welcome all who attend thi

SALE-Candy and
FORAugusta,
fully equipped lor making

and

In applying give age
to work in shop.
Ad
experience, references and nay wanted.
dress A. B. C., care P. O. Box 1635, Portland

brand.

Notice—Church notices are published free
The
an accommodation to the churches.
Immanuel Lutheran Churcii, Williams
publishers request that they he sent to the
Hall. Rev. A. Aaron, pastor, Wilmot st. Morn
office by 6.00 p. m on the day before pubiicalug service at 10.45 a. in. Sunday school 12.16
Rev. Alfred Nelion,written legibly ana as briefly as possib e; p. m. Evening service 7.46.
such notices are not received or corree.e by son of Rock Island, 111. All are welcome
te eplioae:
New Jerusalem Church. New High St.
Samuel Worcester, minister. Mornimr serflgp“Tbe Christian Crusaders will conduct Rev.
vice
at 10.30. Subject of Sermon. “The Uses
services at Knigtitville M. E. church. Sunday
BRAND is always
Evening COMMONWEALTH
Rev. K. O. Thayer will preach at 7 ofPraver.” Sunday school at 12 in.
ai, 2 p. m.
uniform and will suit the
service 7.20.
Subject. “Jacob at Bethel, and
o’clock.
the Heave: ly Ladder”. All are iuvited.
most particular taste.
A. M. E. Zion Mission. Key. S. W. HutchRev.
Peaks Island Methodist Church.
ings, pastor. Preaching at 10.48 a. in. and 7.45
Win. S. Jones, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 af
p. m. Sunday school 12 m. All are invited, ti
Newbury m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school 12 in. Y. P.
Abyssinian Cong. Church, si
street. Rev. Theo. A. Smythe-, pastor. Preach- S. C. E. Tuesday evening 7.45. Class meeting
ing at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school Thursday 7.45 p. m. Strangers are always weltf
alter morning service. C. E. prayer meeting at come.
tf
'6.30 p. m. All are invited.
PrebleChapel—Rev. W. T. Phelan, pastor.
3
at
m.
at
12
m.
school
p.
Preaching
street, (Di Sunday
Brown’s Block, 637 Congress
vine Science.) Evening service at 7.30 p. m, by the pastor. Religious services and address
All
are
ited.
im
at
7
p.m.
Thursday evening at 7.30. Miss L. B. Gliudeu,
tf
All are cordially Invited.
speaker.
Presbyterian Mission Union Hall.Free street.
Bethel Church, 286 Fore street, (on east- Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Social, prayer and praise service 7.30,
side Custom House)—ltev. Francis Southworth
Pine Street CnuiWHi (Methodist Epscopastor. Residence 108 Newbury street. Prayet
2.15
m.
school
p.
meeting 1> .30 a. m. Suuday
pal). Rev. F. C.lltogers. pastor. Residence 64
Preaching service 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 (jarletonst.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the
if
p. m. All are welcome.
Epworth League
pastor. Sunday school 12 m
South
Illustrated
lecture at 7.30 p. m. All
Portland,
at 6.45.
Bethany Cong. Church.
tasst
are welcome
Rev. H. B. Long, pastor. Prayer meeting w.4&.
Preaching by the pastor 10.45. Subject, -The
State Street Congregational Church
PERFECT
school
m.
Sunday
12.16
p.
Invitation.”
L.
minister.
D.
Gospel
-Rev. J.
Morning
Jenkins,
I>.,
Y. P. S. C. E. at 7.15 p. m. Lecture 7.15. Al
servico at 10.30. Sunday school 12 in. Evening
are welcome.
service 7.30.
Church of the Messiah, (Universallst)St. Lawrence Congregational Church,
Rev. W. M. Kimmell. pastor. Service at 10.3C Cor. Congress and M unjoy Streets—Rev. A. H.
a. m.
Subject of sermon. -Secret Things Com Wright, pastor.
Morning service at 10.80.
ing to Light.” Junior Y. P. C. U. 6.45 p. m. Y Sunday school at 12 m. Evening chora service,
P. C. U. 7 p. m.
with address by the pastor 7.30.
I)
PovronwG
PuTTlJCU
Christian Spiritual Society. AVilliams Hall
37t)Vi Congress st. Speaking and test at 7.3(
of refinement
Congress, cor. Pearl St. Kev. Roilin T. Haolt,
Used by
tf
m.
at
ami
7.30
to
30
a.
m.
p.
p. :n.
pastor. Services
tt
Cutthch of Christ. Scientist. 559 Congress
for over a quarter of a century
Sunday scliool at 12m.
street, room 2. services at io.su a. m. Frida)
Salvation Army, 239 Federal St. Meetings
7.45 p. m.
Reading room open dail), Sundays every night at a, except Tuesday, Sunday at 7
tt
excepted. 2 to 6 p. m.
Adjuand ll.oo a. ni.. and 3 and 7.30 p. in.
tant and Mrs. McDonall in charge. All are welCongress St. M. E. Church—Rev. W. F
tl
at 10 3 ) a. m
school
Sundav
come.
pastor.
Berry,
Preaching at 3 p. m. by the pastor. Junior En
ST Paul’s Church, (protestan Episcopal,)
Revival meetin) Cor. Congress and Locust streets. The Kev.
dravor meeting to.sop.m.
Services at
at 7.30 p.m.. All are Invited.
Jos. Battell Shepard, rector.
■
-——
«.
Sunday
9.00 and 10.30 a. m.: and *.00 p. in.
Congress Square Chorch (First Universa
tf
Service »
school at close of the morning service.
list). Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor.
Sunda;
10.80 a. in. The pastor will officiate.
St. Stephen’s Church (Protestant Episcol
school 12 m. y. P. C. U. is.30 p. m.
pal). Congress street, head of state. Rev. Dr.
Sunday morning service at
Street Church, iMethodis : Dalton, rector.
Chestnut
C. W. Parsons. D. D.. pastor
10 30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 m. Weekly
Epscopal.)—Rev.1.30
Epworth Leagui ! service, Wednesday at 4 p. m. Sewing scliool.
p.m.;
Sunday School,
tf
meeting (3.30 u. m.; general praise service a Saturday at 2.30 p. m.
7.30 n. m. Preaching lat 10.30 a. m. and 3 p
So Portland People’s M. |E. Church—
tf
m. by Rev. A. 15. Kendig, D. 1)., ot Boston. A1
Rev. W. F. He uies, pastor.
-are welcome.
ClerSt Luke’s Cathedral—State street.
"
Clark Memorial M. E. Church. Woodfords- gy—Kt. Kev. H. A. Neely, D. D„ Bishop; Kev.
Residence 6) 5 Morton Sills, D. D.. Dean. Services—Holy
Rev. John H, Clifford, pastor.
At 10.30 a. m. sermon by thi
Pleasant st.
Morning prayer,
communion at 7.30 a. m.
Epworth Leagui 1 and Holy Communion at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
pastor. Sunday school 12 m.
with sermon
m.
(.choral)
e.00 p. m. At 7 p. in. praise and prayer service
8
p.
Evening
school
tf
All are welcome.
7.30 p.m.
East Deerino (M. E.) Church. Rev. Join
Second advent Chuck. Congress Place.
school
Pastor.
Woodward.
E.
P.
Sunday
II. Clifford, pastor. Sunday school at 1.46 p. m
Kev.
At 3 p. m. sermon by Rev. E. L. Hooper of Au
Preaching by
aud Bible classes at 1.30 p. m.
burn. At 0.46 p. m. praise and prayer meeting
Subject, “Does the
me pastor at 3.00 p. m.
All are invited.
World need Ethical Culture nr Regeneration?’’
at 7.so p. m. Seats free. All are
First Free '.Baptist Church. Onposlti , Gospel service
Public ldbrarv, Rev. Lewis Malvern, nastor invited.
How coo they do otherwise I
sermon at lO'.S.O a. m. Sunday school at 12 m
The People’s (M. E ) Church. So. Port
«
_fHi$...,
tf
At 7.30 p. m. Social service,
land Sunday school at 11 a.m. Preaching at
Prayer
2 30 P. m. EpwortP League at 6.30.
First Church of Christ Scif.ntist.4S4v;
tf.
7.16.
fli
There are hundreds of cases where
Congress st.. opposite Preble House. Lessen , meeting
Children's Sunday schoo l
sermon 10.30 a. in.
Tp-inity Church, Woodfords, (Eplscopali
® it has redeemed mortgages, educated it
Expenenne meeting F’ri
at close of services.
Morning service at 10.30. Evening prayer aud
children, kept families from the poortf
Sunday school at 3 p. ill. Kev. Oiias. T. Ogden
day at 7.30 p. m.
tf
Its accomplishments are $
/li house.
ii> charge.
Free Church. Deering._ Rev. T. M. Davies
■0
it
always good.
The First Spiritual Society. Mystic
pastor. Preaching at ]0.4o. Sunday school a 5
At
2.30
m.
J.
A.
Weaver,
pastor.
p.
Kev.
12 m. Young Peoples meeting 6.16.
Evenini yjiill
UNION
MUTUAL
Policies are
if
service at 7 3 >'. All are cordially welcome
i services for tils study of the Bible under tlio
upon its pages by Spiritualism
famous for their liberality of features. $
Ellison II I light reflected
Friends Church. Oak street.
Crhicism. Preaching at 7.45 by the
service at 10.30. Sun |
Higher
Morning
the
Additional
to
Maine
Non-For- vti
fli
Purdy, pastor.
tf
Seats free. All invited.
if j pastor.
<0 feiture Law, itself an exceptional it
day school 12 m. Social service 7.30 o. m.
Vaughan St. Church. (1. M.j, W. H. H.
First Universalisr Parish of Souih Pori
all
new
have
cash
pastor.
Sunday senool 1.30 p, m. $ privilege,
policies
land. Services at onion Opera House. Sabbatl 1 McAllister, 3
Prayer meeting Tuesday i|i and paid-up insurance values, also the ts
preaching at p. m.
School at 1.30 p. hi Preaching at 2.30 by Rev
evening at 7.30. Alliance meeting Thursday U1 right of borrowing at stated times at it
tf
\v. M. Klmmell.
at 7 36 P- m- Motto—A wnole Gospel for the
All aro welcome.
tf
aj 5% interest. Other reasons for supewhole World.
/|\ ricrity and figures cheerfully sent tt
Loft meetings are hold at No. 6 Ceni.eo
a. m.
Sail
10.00
m.
at
v.
services
it
tral Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing
$
anywhere.
t
All are welcome.
tf
*
1*
at 10.30 a.m.
woodfords Congregational Church—
Wilson
service
P.
pastor.
ai
E.
Morning
Rev
Sunday school at close of morning serinto
f. ce Evening service at 7 p. m. A cordial
1
all.
tf
welcome to
WEST Congregational Church—Rev. Le
5;
Bean, pastor. Address at 10.30a. m. hj
r„vS
3
Sunday
Mrs Ida Vose Woodbury of Boston.
PORTLAND, ME.
school 12 tn. Preaching by the pastor at 7.30 p.
in.
;
Millions of dollars loaned and invested in
williston Church. Corner Thomas an ) 2fcMaine. Preference always given to home Jg
1
at 10.30 a.m. by
r"„|streets. Preaching
tbe Kev. E L. House, of Alt
|
7 30 V- m. by
i
Mass. Sunday school at 12 m.
as

triai size 01
Cream Bain ■
Ful! size 5 )

Perr
Adam

1?OR

ANTED—Traveling salesman to sell mosl
complete line of lubricating oils, greases,
Liberal terms
specialties, etc., on the market.
to proper party.
Address, THE ATLANTIC
19-2
REFINING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
who

itu

houses, ice house and
of wood and fruit for
W. H.
easy terms.
17-1
Middle street.

SALE—For investment, on Congress St.a
with 4
corner block containing 2 stores
rents overhead, which will return about 14 1-2
For
particulars
per cent on the invesiment.
apply Real Estate Office, First National Bank
17-1
Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL,

MALE HELP WANTED.

man

nv «

licwi) icpaui/u,

feet in length of poultry
feed room, has plenty
home use. Price $850;
WALDRON & CO., 180

lir
»*

“Come,” said little Potts gravely,
us go and assist in celebrating t
people’s folly.”
(To be continued)

Prelude—Intermezzo,
Anthem—Seek ye the Lord,
Soprano Solo—Holy City,

%

Dye

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
127 Duane Street, New York.

“let

N.

The Cleanest, Fastest
Soiled or Faded Shirt

Sold in All Colors by Grocers
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;

aavenc.

offe

1,1

OPERATION

..ANY COLOR.

Cotton

vvauu

of this

AT ONE

Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,g

Never before had the old shingle rooi
of the squat little house behind the
oleanders harbored so much bitterness
Miss Julia subsided
as it did that day.
into sullen silence. Miss Olivia wiped
angry tears from her eyes. Miss Melanie
rubbed her needles with irate energy.
The apple of discord had been flung
into their midst. Mr. Potts finally broke
the silence which was becoming painful.
“Is Edward Matthews going into the
army, Olivia?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Who is going to look after his
mother? He came out here for her
health, and the salary he draws from
me is all they have.”
“Yes, papa, he has weighed all that,
but he says he considers his first duty
is to his country, and he knows we
won’t let Mrs. Matthews suffer. Neddie will look perfectly lovely in a uniform.
“Perfectly,” her father repeated,
with a scoff in his voice, and the jarring
note vibrated harshly through the little
home circle.
The hissing of a skyrocket carried
them all to the front door presently.
The inconsequent shouting of boys

Who can fail to take advantage
Send 10 cents to us for a generous
ask your druggist Ask for Efy’s
the most positive catarrh cure.
cents.
ELY BEOS., 5G Warren St.,

DYESi

£n°

I

salutary.”

greeted

first

hot
water, steam heat, 10,000 feet land, exto
the
tensive views of ocean and country
White Mountains, handy to electrics the best
&
CO.,
bargain in Deering. W. H. WALDRON
19-1
180 Middle street.

FOR

“Ned Matthews?”
“Yes, sir. He could go consistently
enough. He is all on fire with military
ardor.
“All on fire with military fiddlesticks. Why, the boy belongs by rights
All of his kin are in
on the other side.
the north. He is Maine born.
“He is a better southerner this minute, father, than”—
"Youare! Finish it, finish it. I expect
to get used to such sting3 in the next
few years. Perhaps a little daily practice in the bosom of my family may be

its

cents,

Mortgages

manner

auu

under tills head
cash in advance.

Inserted

week for 25

and cold

MISCELLANEOUS.

was

of
right to question my position, and I do
not intend you shall. Of course yon can
make it deucedly unpleasant for me,
but I trust you will try to recollect that
I am your father if I am not a secessionist.
Then, with increasing choler:
“Confound it all! Who wouldn’t rather
go ont and be shot into mince meat iu
preference to leading the dance you women are going to pipe for me?’
“Then why don’t you do it, father?”
“We are not going to lead you any
daneo at all, Lester. We are going to do
our duty, however, as we conceive right
by the noble men who are going to prevent the vandal horde from planting its
heels upon our necks.
Miss Melanie considered this rather
fine, and it put her into a better humor
with the situation.
“Well, I suppose we may as well
have tea. Of course our home duties
We may agree on that if we
are first.
are as wide apart as the poles in our political convictions.”
“Father,” said Ollie, looking at him
dubiously, “the whole town is going to
be illuminated tonight.”
“Well?”
“Of course yon couldn’t consistently
take us to see it, but Jule and I want
no

dentist’s attendant.
“There,” said the dentist, as he opened am
readtthe document,” that’s from one of my pa
tients, breaking an appointment, and she make
Would any one but
me pay for the telegram.'
woman do it? That goes on her bill.”—Ne\ 1
York Times.

$2,000,000.00

DR. LOTT’S

time,

WHEE^ HE GOT EVEN.
“Forty cents for a telegram, please,” said th

LIABILITIES.

Total assets,
$5,538,379.50
D. W. C. SKILTON. President.
EDWARD MILLIGAN, Secretary.
feb3cod3w

a

WIT AND WISDOM-

$5,538,379.50

Cash capital,
Reserve for outstanding losses,
Reserve for re-insurance,
Net Surplus,

at

about to say, you havo

thought.”
to see this fooling I’ll take you, of
“My poor Mel, I am afraid there is a course.”
good deal of cheek and heart burning
We might send for Neddie?” The
ahead for yon and the girls if you are
suggestion brought a very pink flush
in
this
attitude
matter
going to take my
into Ollie’s pretty cheeks.

Cash on hand, in bank and with
$747.147.7.1
agents,
29,250.00
Bthte stocks and bonds,
569,280.00
Hartford bank stocks,
Miscellaneous bank stock,
259,907.00
Corporation and railroad stocks and
2,774,416.00
bonds,
344,270.00
County, city and water bonds,
527,696.67
Heal estate,
20,200.00
Loans on collateral.
132,140.70
Loans on real estate,
33,871.40
Accumulated interest and rents,
Total cash assets,

Forty words
one

!>.■ ASSACHUSETTS MORTGAGES on imifJL proved real estate are acknowledged the
best and safest investment for saving banks VOll
SALE—Elegantly fitted cash grocery
and individuals.
Mortgages from $200 up- *
store, best location'in Portland, can be ho.
ward. Sand 6per cent., interest payable semi- cured at reasonable
Owner called av ay
anriuallv. For full particulars audress CHAS. I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2price.
18Exchange St.
G. WOODBR1DGE, 75 Central Ave., Lynn,
tit-l
MA SS.
SALE—The first class brick house and
land situated at No. 44 Carleton street,
second containing n rooms and bath, with all the
AfONEY TO LOAN—On first and
modern
Very pleasant as every
ill mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of room hasimprovements.
sun all day.
Inquire of A. C. LlBBY
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also, &
CO., 421-2 Exchange St.
18-1
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal properof A.
ty or any other good securities. Inquire
SALE—Detached house. 14 rooms and
17-4
V. LIBBY & CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange St.
bath, in perfect repair, ample heat and
negotiated—At s per modern conveniences, about 9ooo feet land,
room for another house,
m
invest
to
of
clients
funds
have
we
superior location
cent,
Parties desiring loans on between State and Grove streets and near Confirst mortgages.
street electrics.
same
Price
obtain
S6 200.
can
by
gress
\v H
estate
security
good real
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
18-i
applying at the Real Estate office. First NationY
AIT.L.
S.
FREDERICK
al Bank Building,
1G-1
SALE-One of the best paying laundries
in New Hamshire; fully equipped good
M ONEY TO LOAN on real estate at 5 and business, expenses low; poor health cause of
ill «per cent. Notes discounted at reason- selling. Grand chance for anyone looking for a
Property sold and good investment. Address LAUNDRY, Pre ss
able rates of interest.
Care of property and collection of office.
18-2
rented.
rents. Prompt attention given to the business.
N. S. GARDINER. 185 Middle street, room 4.
SALE-One refrigerator, 41-2x81-2, and
14-1
a meat bench, oil tank, barrel covers, two
cutters, measures and scoops, baskets,
will advance money on any kind of paper barrels
S. HOBART*
very nice beans.
merchandise consigned to us, or will eight
18-1
Brackett
St.
143
store
household furniture,
pay cash for
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
1-2
OR
SALE—2
13
house,
containing
11-tf
story
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street.
furnished rooms and bath, in first class
ONSIO NED Household goods of every de- condition,! heat by steam, cemented cellar and
to be found at set tubs, situated No. 74 Melbourne St., lot
always
scription are
»> e often
40x90.
For further particulars inqure of A. C.
private sale at our Auction Rooms.
18-1
have articles less than half the cost to man- LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Excliange St.
ufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
Free street._11-tf
SALE—The biggest bargain yet.
Turn
one three stories, new.
the olher
WANTED—All persons in want of trunks all houses,
on a corner, two minutes
remodeled,
newly
**
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS, from
City hall, rents for over $600-, you can buy
663 Congress street, one door above Sliaw’s
for S46i.’0; pays over 10 per cent after paying
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods taxes, water and insurance. COLESWORTHY,
bottom prices.
therefore give
and
can
We frame 92 Excliange street.__17 1
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
pictures.
_23~2 X' OR SALE—Poultry farm, 40 acres, home of

AUTHOR.}

“No, I don’t think anybody could to go dreadfully.”
have stood for you, how willing soever
“Bless yon, my love, I don’t in the
the girls and I might have been.”
least expect to get through this thing
“Were you all there?”
consistently. I expect to be giving aid
Miss Melanie’s eyes snapped. “Every and comfort to the enemy straight
You were the only Potts abone of us.
through. Consistency is a jewel I can’t

so

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete Generat Weekly—covering a wider
of men
range of subjects suited to the tastes

ar8 interested in going. or Waut to make money
we have the best plan yet
or call upon E. C. DAVIS &

_

CURES

Hands
and Faces,

Write

presented.

Safely.

Colds, Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Threat,
Influenza, Cuts,

Alaskan stocks,

i£ y°u

CO., Bankers and Brokers, 241 Washington St.,
febl4-6t
Boston, or 11 Wall St., New York.

FOR ALL PASH
Used internally and Externally

CHANCES.

BUSINESS

—

RESORTS

Route ol the celooratcd “Aew \orkluxuriously apFlorida Special,”
ana Serpointed. Unequalled Schedulesvestilmivice. Only line running Solid
ed Trains to Florida.
tion with"Federal Express from Boston.
J. H. JOHNSON, N. E. Agt.*1
:*0tt TT:ii*liittigton

dec23

eodti

Spring StyleStyle, 1898.

I

For durability.
& Hubbard Hat lias

and

no

LEADJNG

Comfort the Lamsof

equal. For

sa e

by

DEALERS.

febiT deod omo

DID

NOT

Increase of

AFFECT

BUSINESS-

Production Has Gone

Spite

on

riie Crusaders’ Large Meetings and the

Wagner Glee Club's Concert.

New York, February IS.—H. G. Dun &
oi trade will
Co., in their weekly review

dreadful disaster to the Maine,
much as it has affected all hearts, has not
business.
Nothing has
much affected
occurred to check the increase in producThe proposal
tion cr in working force.

general strike in the cotton mills to
support the New Bedford strikers does
much
not thus far seem likely to meet
An advance of.ten per cent in
response.
wages by some copper mines is expected
to be general throughout the lako region,
excepting tne Mosabi district, and prices
of ore from other ranges this year have
been advanced fifteen per cent with an
allotment of 0,000,000 tons outside Carnegie mines, wh ch betokens an output
much the largest ever known.
Exports exceeded imports in January
by $57,080,540 and in tbe past six months
by $300,407,642, the customs and internal
revenue in seventeen days of February are
more than $2,800,000 larger tnan in the
same part of January,
and the $3,500,000
imports of gold in January are already
Wheat has risen
exceeded this month.
3 3-8 cents, and exports continue so heavy
that a material advance is natural. Atlantic exports in three weeks have been
8,406,495 bushels, ilour included against
5,201.971 last year and Pacific exports
have been 2,476,052 against 1,474,782 last
Such shipments, with heavy enyear.
gagements for the future in spite of 11,
430,831 bushels of corn exported against
12.507,214 bushels in the same weeks last
a

Assignment—Flags

XV, Cole Makes
—Survey by

Company—Items
etc.

o f
Mr. Geo. W. Coie, grocer, corner
an assignSawyer and High streets made
for the
ment yesterday to Fred H. Harford
meet at
will
who
creditors
hia
of
benefit
the office of Mr. Harford 31 1-2 Exchange

next.
street, at 2 o’clock on Monday
on
-staff
yesterday
half
at
were
The flags
of the
because
all the school buildings
disaster to the Maine.
for stone
Mr. Kedlon, the contractor
his job and
has
completed
foundations
the new
on
carpenters will begin work
week.
cafe at Cape Cottage next
The Cape Elizabeth eleotrlo company
out
yesterhad a small surveying party
lay of
day running levels and getting
street in Kulghtthe land along Cottage
to Cape Cotville and the road leading

the^

tage.

Lovell of Boston accompanied by
the bicycle fac
party of friends visited
Col

a

_

A BARGE

a

left Elm street at 8 o’olock for Falmouth Foreside for the home of Captain
About 20 young
A. H. Waite.
people
enjoyed a delightful ride. It was Miss
Lida Stubbs’s 19th birthday. When they
arrived
they were saluted by horns,
bugles, etc. During the evening there
were
vocal selections rendered by tbe
Misses Grimsditcb, Arnold, Murphy and
Frifth and Messrs. Merrill, Wills, Nnte
and Bambuiy. Then various games were
indulged in, after which the party repaired to the dining room, wh6reSlunch
served. Misses Stulk and Hooper
was
poured chooolate. while Misses Frith and
Grimsditch presided over the punch bowl.
The feature of the evening was Mr. Wills.
Music was offered by Misses Hooper and
Frith, while others indulged in dancing
and singing. The party broke up in the
wee shall hours of the morning, voting it
a grand sucoess and many happy returns
of the day to Miss Stubbs. Many thanks
are due to Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Waite for
their welcome reception to their guests.

barge

*

vnrr

a

27 at 2 p. m.

As the Crusaders have

gained much favor in the vicinity
will probably be a large attendance.
Kev.

E.

O.

D.

Thayer,

D.,

of

there

West-

brook, presiding elder of the Portland
listrict of the M. E. churoh, will ocoupy
the pulpit Sunday evening. The service

will commence at 7 o’clock. This will be
Mr. Thayer’s last quarterly sermon unless

by special request.

Miss Carrie Lakeman. who has been at
the home of Mrs. N. F. Trefethen, has
returned to New Brunswick.
Miss Hattie Simonton has left Willard
for her home|at Cushing’s Point.
Miss Tillie Davidson, who has been vis-

iting in Boston, Is

now

at the

residence

of Mrs. Nat Gordon.
The three masted schooner Brigadier,
which has been unloading ooal at Spear’s
wharf, pulled Into the stream yesterday.
The ladies’ circle of the People’s Methonext at
dist churoh will meet Thursday
the residence of Mrs. Geo. Henley,JPreble
street.
With the ranks of the party full of ambitious privates, who are ambitious to
serve the town In the official positions of
committee
selectmen, the Democratlo
hard time In making up a
slate for selectmen. In the matter of
school committee the task is easier, and

are

having

a

J. O. Kales and Chas. A. Tilton are easily dividing honors.

GOOD WORK OF THE CRUSADERS.

JRIDE.

To the Editor of the Press:
In spite of the storm Tuesday evening

.wvYATrnv

ary

itica I

QUESTION.

The meetings of the Crusaders at the
have been
Methodist church
largely attended during the past week
increased
and interest in the work has

People’s

On Thursday evening
from day to day.
it was found necessary to open the small
vestry to accommodate the crowd whioh
overflowed from the larger auditorium.
There was a goodly representation from

Pleasantdale and the after meeting was
continued up to 10 o’clock. There have

altogether the
been many seekers and
week’s work has fully met expectations,
for interest has been awakened not only
community at
in the church but in the
large. This aftornoon a children’s meeting, will be held at 2.80 o’clock to be conducted bv one of the lieutenants, which
is likely to be most interesting.
WAGNER GBE.E SOCIETY CONCERT.
The Wagner Glee society are deserving
of the warmest praise for their successful musloal entertainment at the Union
audience of over
opera house before an
200 in number. The 16 male voices blen

-1.J
1_nrirl conn aith YIITl Anri
To the Editor of the Press:
It is reported that leading Democrats finish.
Their numbers were all well rehave passed around word that tho party
and won deserved encores. The
ceived
ought to vote solidly against annexation
talent which contributed so much
for the reason that it will make Portland local
a hopelessly Republican city.
to the delight of the concert are especiIt may be true that the two new wards
ally worthy of favorable mention.
will be strongly Republican, and that
Miss Morean’s piano solos were artiswould
not
been
have
Mr. Ingraham
MayMinnie
Mrs.
while
rendered,
er had they been a port of Portland at tically
in sweet voice and ;Mrs.
the time of his election; bur I hope no Smith sang
Democrat will vote against a measure so Luella Knapp
was true in tone and explainly for the benefit of the people of pressed herself in the best of technique.
both cities upon merely political grounds.
The trio, composed of the Misses Fisher,
DEMOCRAT.
Getchell and Tilton, gave one of the most
MAINE PENSIONERS?
pleasing numbers of the programme and
The followThe
Washington, February 18
wero very enthusiastically received.
from
the
resulting
ing pension changes
readings by Mies Hattie Brackett and
issue of February 9, are announced:
and
dramatic
Miss Gertie Plummer were
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
highly entertaining. The duet by Messrs.
and Harrington was meritorious.
Maiinda J. Hooper, Biddeford, $8; Mar- Sprague
attended all who
The recalls which
tha C. McCurd,
took part, best bespeaks the gratification
the auditors
the
concert
afforded
which
HENRY IRVING’S LOSS BY FIRE.
it shouid be mentioned that the
the proper- and
18.—All
Jlebruary
London,
Interval between the two parts of the
ties and scenery of half a dozen plays bewas made enjoyable
by the
de- programme
longing to Sir Henry Irving, were
fight refreshments which came from
discovered
was
which
fire
stroyed in a
Caterer Rich, and were served by a bevy
in tho archway under of
after midnight
pretty little girls.
the London
Chatham and Dover railPLEASANTDALE.
road, near Ludgate Hill station, used as
a store house for tho scenery of the LyceMiss Jennio E. Reynolds, teaoher ot
um theatre.
Oak
elocution aud physical culture at
Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, is passing
her vacation with her parents, Mr. and
TO TIIE PUBLIC.
—

Mrs. L. D.

Reynolds,

Summer street.

Miss Rosa Day, of Hiram, is stopping
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough RemMrs, J. A. Lewis, New Elm street.
edy to be a medicine of great worth and with
Tho New Elm street.Methodist ohurch
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
is neariug completion.
The
outside is
we
colds, croup and whooping cough,
bottle finished except the vestibule entrance.
will hereafter
warrant
every
is
The inside
primed over ready for lathbought of us, and will refund the money ing and the exterior
painting is well adto anyone who is not satisfied after using
vanced.
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. S. Dyer will enD. IV. Ileseltine & Co., 387 Congress tertain the members of Elm street church
street.
choir at their home Friday evening.
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
Rev. David Pratt of
Standish, is the
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Dyer.
Wni. Oxnard, 021 Congress St.
H. P. S. Goold,Congress Square Hotel.
A CARD.

Mrs. Edwin Hamilton enterMr.
tained the singing class at their home on
and

Thursday evening.

Miss Joanna Davis, of Biddeford, is the
guest of Mrs, Jas. E. Hayes, for a few

We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea days.
Miss May Warren, of Forest avenue, is
Remedy and will refund too money to
ill from a nervous trouble.
any one who is not satisfied after using quite
Miss Ella G Dyer entertained a few of
it.
It is the most successful medicine in
friends at a candy pull on Thursday
the world for bowel complaints, both her
evening, which was much enjoyed by all.
for children and adults.
CASH CORNER.
D. W. Ileseltine & Co.. 387

Congress

street.
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills.
Win. Oxnard, 921 Congress St.
H. P. S. Goold,Congress Square Hotel

New York Stock and

Alone jr

uo

Market.

(by Telosrr*»h.»
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.
call easy 1%®1% prcent;last loan
Money
1%: prime mercantile paper at 3&4 per cent.
Sterling (exchange was steady, with actual
business in bankers bills 4 85% @4 86% ior demand, and 4 83@4 83% for sixty days; pos
ed rates at 4 84£§4 8b%.
Commrol bills at
4 82.
Government Bonds strong.
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds firm.
Silver certificates 56% @56%.
b o Silver 65%.
Mexican dollars 45%.

The Epworth League prayer meeting
service to be held next Sunday evening,
will be under the leadership of Mrs. A.
J. Learn. The topic for the evening will
be “Saved to the Uttermost”

Retail Grocers' s*ucr»r K.aim.
Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetion
Or

•.

6%

pulverised 6cj
•;

coffee crushed

ca

Boston

Porto Rico.26gS0
Barbaaoea.
.26826
Fancy.30®33
...

Tea.

Arnoys.16@20
Congous.16850
Japan... 18® lie

Formoso.22(850
Sugar.

StandardGrau
Ex cflne auality

6 34
6 34
«9B

axtrac.
Cape CanrrctestOO
do bbl
9008*9 60j Yellow Extra C....444
8 00,
Maine.
Seed
3 66®3 75
Pea Beans,1 30*1 4G Timothy.
Yellow Ryes.] 5581 65 Olover.West, *44®»
do
N, X. 944810
Cal Pea.... 1 55®1 60
IrlsDPotat’s.Bus85a95 Alslke,
10® 10Vs
Rea Top,
8
16®17
ao, bbi
Provisions,
Sweets Jersey375@4 00
Porkao Norlolk ooo m
14 00
heavy backs
do Vinelaud.4 50«t5
Onions, Egp*o 00@0 OOl medium!.; 50S13 00
short out and
do Natives 3 60@3 75
clear
$13813 60
Chicken.
lu@12
Turk eve. Wes. 13«i6e Reel—light..9 0089 26
heavy,.. 9 76@iO 25
Northern ao.... 16« 17
889 Ernests44DS 5 75®
Fowls...
do common $2(0,3 00
Baldwins 3 5084 60
9®lie
Evsp ® n>
Leu.ui.
3 000400
Messina
(trances.
4 00@4 50
Florida
3 76@4 00
.Jamaica
Oalitornia, 3 0083 60
ttgge-

tes aua

44 bbl.mire 64486%
docom'na. 5
8644
ban*.corona 54405*/*
pails, pure 6*4 87

purelU
Hams....

21'/®

8444*9
9
8944

cocev’rd
Oil.
..

Kerosenel20ts
844
Ligoma. 844
Centenolal
844
Pratt’s Asual ..10vs
..

...

Eastern extra.. 19820 In haU bbls lo extra
PreshWestern.. 18819
Kaieins.
Musctl.60 lb bxs5®644
Held.
London lay’rll 75S520C
Cuttei.

Creamery.tncy.. 184620
Coal,
818
Retail—delivered.
GlltEuae Vr'mt.
Cumberland 000®.4 50
Choice.
loin 60
Cheese.
Chestnut...
8 00
Franklin...
N. Y. tcfrylO44011
Vermont... 1044gull
Lehigh....
fee 00
4 00
81244 Pea.
Sage.12

AT

Feb.
Opening.

Closing.108

May

July.
9144

106

90

10*44

n»K'

Feb,

m ay.

31%

Ooenlng.
2944
Closing...

Sell Methebesec, of Reckland, Capt. Snow,
vill take a cargo of ice at Haggett Cove for
)arieu, and there talco a load of lumber for
lath.

;

it 37%cf

o

Notice to Mariners.

Mamets.

Oats—receipts 32,400 bush; exports 30,221
>us; sales 50,00(> Push; spot easier: futures
>u*u: spot easier: No 2 at 31V2@3l%c; No 3

Iffick on the Lighthouse Inspector, )
S
First District.
Portland. Me.. Feb. 17, 189S.)
[St Geoige River, Maine.]
Notice is'hereby given that Jenks Ledge buoy
ipar, red. No. 2, which was reported adrift Jail
I2tli, was replaced Feb 16.
By order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.,

-c; No 2 white —c; track white —c.
Beef firm.
Lard quiet: Western steam 6 40.
Pork firm.
1

%

Memoranda.

31

Feb. 1
Opening.
.2644
C’osing..,

Mav.
2744
2744

roita.

;

factory 1l.aM-!c; Elgin* 20c: state dairy at
34170; do crem 14@lac.
Cheese dull; large white 848vac; small white

lo

)c.

Eggs steady; State aud Penn lo'/sc; Western

resli at 16%c.
Tallow amet.
Petroleum dull.
Molasses steady ;New Orleans —.
Kosin steady.
Spirits Turpuentine quiet.
Freights steady.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour steady.
Wheat—No 2 spring 97 c; No 3 do at flOJOGc;
So 2 Red at 1 3%@1 04. Corn—No 2 at 20Vio.
fats—No 2 at 2GVao; No 2 white fob—; No 3
White f 0 b at 28|®29C ;No 2 rye at 49>4c:No2
Salley f o hat 31@38c:No 1 Flaxseed at 1 24;
Mess pork 10 7SVa
Time Timothy seed 2 90.
Slu SO. Card at 6 10; short rib sices at 5 21'®
> 4E. Dry salted meats—shoulders 4%45d; short
dear sides at 6 E0®6 CO.
Butter steady; crernry 13@l9e;dalry ll@i7c.
Slieese quiet 8MS%C. Eggs firm; iresh 14c.
Receipts—Flour.. 16.000 hbls; wheat 42,000
)us; corn 4S7,0o0 bush: oats 246.000 bush;
ye 8.000 bush; barley 66.000 bush.1
Shipments—Flour 19,000 bbls; wheat 19,000
rnsli; corn 277,000 bush; oats 286,000 bush;
•ye|OoO bush; barley 20.0ou bush.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
it 98c; track 98®9»c; Feb 99*/»e; May 1 Ot»/*
al 00% ; July at 85%@86*/*c; No2 hard 93c.
Flour -pats' 4 8n&$b; sts 4 45@4 CO; clear
1 00 4 26; mediim at3 60iaS3 76.
Corn—No 2 cash at 23c;Feb 28 asked; May at
!7 % hid; .1 uly 29% s*293/s .1
Oats—No 2 cash 26c;track 27c:Feb 2fic:May
!8*4 asked; July 24 bid; No 2 white 28S28y4.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White and No 2Red
)6Vsc:May 97c.
Corn—No 2 mixed at 32%c.
Oats—No 2 white 31X/4C.
Rye—No 2 at 52c.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at 98c; May at
98%.
Corn—No 2 mixed 30% c.
Oats—No 2 mixed 271/bc. i
Rve—No 2 at 50%c.
Cloverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
February at 97c;
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
#6 tic; July at Uo'/a s No 1 hard u9=/eC;
May
—

No 1 Northern at 97Vac.

MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 90®
3 00; second patents 4 76®4 85; first- clears at
3 80(®4 CO. second clears at 2 80®3 00.
No I Northern at 100;
MILWAUKEE
No 2 Spring 9ic; Mv 1 01 Vic; July-.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
89c; May 98“,sc; July 97c.
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 40@4 16. Cattle at
00@5 7o.

Cotton Markets.

li-yXelegraun.’
NEW

YORK—The

FEB. 18,
Cotton market

closedjdull; middling uplands 6Vic;
May. 6%c; sales 38 bales.

1110
1107

Boston, Feb. 18—Sell Charles L Davenport
iVatts. from Clenfuegos, had two jibe blown
iway during a storm Feb lOUi.
Cape Henry, Feb 17— Sell Samuel W Tilton,
Smith, irom Charleston lor Baltimore, is ashore
it Chlcamieomico. Supnosed to he a total loss.
-row saveu.

Domestic Fort?.

A wholesome suspicion is one of our
characteristics as a people. In matters
worthy ot investigation we want real
tangible faots regarding it. The word of
those we know, the nearby evidence ob-

tainable,

1868.<2
to-cav

do

gulf

all disordered
The proof lies
with your neighbor. Many have been
cured in Portland and are ready to tell
work every time and in
conditions of the kidneys.

you or anyone inquiring.
Mrs. Eliza Given, of No, 227 Federal
it
street, says: “Within a limited space
is not possible to give my opiniqn of
Doan’s Kidney Pills and do them justice.
I only wish I could tell everyone what
did for me. For over a year I have

they

had kidney

complaint.

It began

with

severely.

sticking into me. Any trivial housework aggravated it and to attempt heavy

was

yruuuueu

uumwo.

--~

"W

awake by the hour. I could only lie
for a short time in one position. During
the day I was unable to walk properly
and was forced to limp. I could not go
out, not even to church. To add to my
distress a urinary weakness set in that
me

very embarrassing. I was in a very
bad way when I went to H. H. Hay &
Sons’ drug store, at the junction of Free
and Middle streets, for Doan’s Kidney
Pills. It seems wonderful what a result
about when I think of my
wa3

they brought
suffering. I took three boxe3, but they
cured me. I not only hava rid myself of
backache, pain in the leg and urinary
weakness, but I am better in everyway.
I shall never tire of championing the
cause of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
jolt.
You can get Doan’s Kidney Pills at
Cld 17th, steamer Canada, for Liverpool.
be sent postSld 17th, schs Elvira J French, coal port; J your druggist’s, or they will
Frank Seavev. for Vinalhaven and New York;
paid on receipt oi price by Foster-Milburn
IV E & W L Tuck, for Rockport and Annapolis.
sole agents for the
BRUNSWICK—Cld lVtLn.barque Bonny Doon Co., Buffalo, N. Y
Perth Amboy.
BALTIMORE—Ar
ng, Swain, Boston.

17til. sch Lydia M Deer-

BATH—Sld 18th, sch John Cadwailader, for

Boston.

CARTERET—Sld 17th, sch Jas W Bigelow,
Sraham. Baltimore.
CHATH AM-Passed 18th, brig H B Hussey,
lrom Jacksonville for Portland.
CALAIS—Ar 18th. sch Walter M Youue, fm
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Sld 18th, schs
Mary F Corson, from NcwYorkfor Portland:
Aimer Taylor, Calais for New York; Eugene
Borda, Itocklard for do; Catlue C Berry, St
John, NB, for do.
EASTPORT—Passed 18th. schs Sarah Eajon,
New York for Calais; Mary J Lee, from Boston
ior do.

UALVESTON-Ar 17th, sch Geo A McFadden, Wallace, Baltimore.
HYANNI8— Passed east 17th, sch Henry
Sutton, Pierce. Philadelphia for Boston.
JACKSONVILLE -Sld 17th, sch Linah C
Kaminski, Kay. New York.
Cld 17th, schs Alico Archer,-Gibbs, Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS —Ar 17tli, sch Rodney
Parker, New York.
Sld J 7th, sch Geo Bailey, Curtis, Providence.
PORT TAMPA-Ar 17!h, sch Wm H Clifford,
Harding, Galveston.
In Port 17th, soh Warren Bdams, Given. —.
PENSACOLA— Ar 17th, sch Fred A Small,
Pratt, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sch Clarence H
Venner. Baker. Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, sch S W Lawrence,
Coleman, Norfolk.
PHIPSBURGf-Ar 14th, schs Mary E Morse,
Newbury, Boston, to load for Baltimore; Agnes
E Malison, do, to load for Nortold,
ROCKLAND-Ar 18th. sch Fannie & Edith,
Ryder, Belfast for Portland.
SAVANNAH—Ar 17tb, sch Norman, Gray,
Boston.
SALEM—Sld 18th, schs Grnce E Stevens, fm
Boston ior Portland; A Heaton, for Rocklaud.
THOMASTON—Ar 14tn, schs Ella Pressey,
Gloucester, to load for New York; Kiclid Hill,
and Eliza Leveuseller, Woeliawken.
Sld 14t,h. sch Lugano, for New York.
VINEYAKD-UaVEN—Ar 18th, schs C J Wiliam, Norfolk for Boston; Morris & Cliff, New
Yor k lor Portsmouth; Sliver Spray. Weeliawken for do; Carrie CMiles, Now yorkfor Rock-

United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
no

LINE.

PORTLAND
TO

LONDON:

DIRECT.

7000 tons, Feb. 18.
7000 tons, Feb. 25.
8. 8. Cervona,
7000 tong. Mar. 4.
8. 8. Kovoiia,
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage ot
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to
S. S.

Annandalc,

Tha ROBERT REFORD GO., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtl
sept23

FROM NEW ENGLAND

TWO ROUTES

FLORIDA
Steamship Co

OH

was

6.35 p.

Norwich

and
Line" for
wich Line" with Boston
Ihe West, and withtho

n

no

k

_

plytoT.

STEAMERS.

Portland and Bootiibajf Steamooai Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as follows:
EAST BOOTH BAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m., touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbny Harbor,
PEMAQII1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 0.00 a. m„ touching at above landings,
GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND

International

|

..

..

■..

....

••

...

■

......

■

|

MARINE

ISTEWS

I

’98

ISainB»Bcr

EVERY... I
MAN i

1

TO HIS TRADE.

Ij
|

|>

§
$

/'

"We

price

m.

with
'"(ConnectsWest.

Kail Lines for New York,
South and
HDuily except Monday.
SConaects with Sound Lines,for New York.

Thnrsdcvs

D

Steamship Co.

p. m.
For Ticket? and Staterooms apply at the
Piue Tree Ticket Office, Monument Squaro oi
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Hailroad Wharf, foot oil State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. 0. 11ERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

Navigation Co.
Sov,

at

Mondays,

a. in., tor
Harbor. Bath, Popliam Beach
Islands
on
Five
at
Poitland.
and
Touching

Boothbay

Mondays and Fridays, weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
novQdtf
CHAS. B. LEWIS. Treasurer.

White Mountain Division.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

For Bridgton. Fahyans.Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec., St. Johnshury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. in. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fahyans, Lancaster,
Lunenourg, st Johnshury, Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.
8.45 a.

New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT,
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamship? Manhattan and .lohn lEnslfc
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays
Thursdays aud Saturdays at 6 u. in., for New
York direct. Returning, aleave Pier 36, K.»s:
River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays a'

SUNDAY TKAIN'S.
gusta,

u. m.

12.50

Bath.
11.00

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Moutreal. Quebec, Fahyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.: Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
V. m; I.ewision and way stations 3.25 p. in.; St.
Jobu. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington.RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.56 p. m.: Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
and AugusSt. John. BarHarbor,
ta, 3.50 a. m.. except Monuays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & Tt A.

PRS
s*l*Do
I

Waterville

orb

THE NEW AJTD VALATIAL STTtAMEKS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND, Portland & Rumford Falls
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port
arriving it
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock,
earliest trains fo:
season

for

Sn Effect Nov.
8 30 A.M. and 1.10 P. M.
lor Poland, Mechanic

tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, ever]
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen-Agt.

Through

■

PORTLAND and SMALL POIH1
STEAMBOAT CO.

Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jel8 dtf

Steamier “Percy

CASCO

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at, 10.00 a
fo
m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
Lowell’s Cove. Orr's Island: Card sCove. 1 oor
Point. East Harpswell; .small Point Ashdale
Sebasco, Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
Harbor

a

a. in., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
touching at all landings.
For further particulars

7.00

Wharf, Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks- Island.
For Forest Citv Landing.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m„ 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
For Ponce’s Lauding, Long Island, S.OO,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethen’s Landing, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, a. m., 2.15 p. m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. X. CODING. Gen, Man.
sept24dlt

1

a]>f
^
liS Commercial street.
Teleplioie iC-3.
dec3lcUt
HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Beginning October 1st, 1897, steamer Aucocis
co will leave Portland Bier, Portland, daily, Sur
days excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeasne Islands, Harpswell
Bailey’s and Orr's Island, 2.00 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays am 1

Fridays.

2.00 p.

ALLAN LINE
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Liverpool

m.

Keturn lor Portland-Leave Ol'r’s Island, b;
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Pori
land, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.

sepll_ftti

20 Jan.
3 Feb.
IF Feb.
17 Feb.

out.

..._

Sardinian.
Laurentian.

Numidlan,

Carthaginian,_

16 Feb,
19 Feb,
2 Mar.
5 Mar.

Sardinian Carries no passengers,
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

f

Saturday.

From

Liverpool Steamship_Portland.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday
From Phila’eiphii every Wednesday ani |
From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. Fron
In
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
sur.nice one-lialf the rate of sailing vessels.
Penn. K. It. am I
Freights for iho West by the
South by connecting lines, forwarded lreo o £
commission.
Round Trip $18.03.
Passage $1,1.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Agent. Central Wharf, Boston.
E. It. BAMPSON', Treasurer and Genera I
Manager, 33 state fit* Fislte Building, Boston
ocuadU
Mas3.

and i’ortland.

From

only.

£

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Custom House

jiTrect steamship USE,

|

From Union Station

Falls. Backlield. Canton, Dixiield, Kumt'ord Falls.
From Union
8.30 a, m.. 1.10 and 0.15 n. m.
Station for.Meohanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Humford Falls for Bernis and all stations on R. F.
& R. L. R. R.
Through Tiekefs on Sale.
R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflc Manager,

On and after January 3rd. 1898.

RETURNING-Leave Cundy’s

R’y.

15, 1897,

DEPARTURES.

connection with

points beyond.

S

|

novl2dtf

Portland, Nov. 14.1837.

ffaily Line, Sundays Excepted

I

|

Paper train for Brunswick, AuWaterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
p. m.
Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
p. in. Night Express with sleeping cars
m.

for all points.

BOSTON

____

m.

7.20 a.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the mosi
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ aud Buyers’ round trip tickets
under regulations of Merchants Association oi
N. Y.,only $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.Geceral Agent,
oct4dtf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

aWBSaBWS»««a*Me6^-

THOMPSON.

...

Franklin Wharf, Portland,

on Tues7.30 a. m.
for PopbamBeach, Hath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscasset. Touching at Five islands on

5

wuivu

a.*

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fPoland Springs.)
LewFalls.
Mechanic
Falls. Rumlord
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
ll.ioa. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewision.
u.2oa. m. Exprers lor Brunswick. Bath, Augusta, Waterville. j-ittsfleld. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.sGreeuville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. B, R. lor Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumford Falls.
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington, liingiield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 n. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Rockland and
lioothbay.
gusta,' Bath,
Knox
and
on
the
all
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Olatown and Mattawamkeag.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath.
5.10 p.
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterville.
New Gloucester, Danville
5.15 p. m. For
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake,
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
St. Stephen. St Andrews. St John and
Aroostook Countv via V anceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.

days.
Through tickets issued ami baggage cheeked
to destination. E£g‘“Freight received up to 4.(K

Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Wiscasset
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00

ooio

A., Boston.
Ticket Agent, Port-

Bucksport.

On and after Monday. Dec. 20th. steamer will
Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
lieturning leave St.John and Eastport Thurs-

days, Thursdays and Saturdays,

wi

In effect Nov. 14. 1897.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Batli. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

leave

after Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, t!ic

yviuwo

G. P. & T.

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

and all parts of Kew Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton, 'file
favorite route to Compobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Winter Arrangement.

nml

tv 0.11

1J fLaNDEKS.

geo. H.
land.

Eastport, Lubec. Calais, St. Ja 'n,N,B.,Halitax, N.S-

Maine Coast

UCK.OI/:*

lUiOUga

-FOR

..

..

.a.

Portsmouth.
NewburjrBiddeford.
port. Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. HL. 1.00
m.
p m. Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m.. 4.15 p.
Leave Boston lor Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, ill Portland, 12.26,
p. m.

and Saturdays for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Boothbay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesd ays
for PEMAQUJLD and above landings.
octHQdtlALFRED RACE. Manager

'•

Self-toning

at. 7.00

Crossing. 10.00a. n).. 5.15. 0.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach. 1’in.e Boii.*, 7.00, 10.00 a. 111.. 3.30,
6.15 0 20
p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, Blddeford. 7.00. 8.40. 10 00 a. til., 12.45, 3.30.
5.15, 6 2b p. in-1 Kenn.buuk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m..
12.45,3.30. 5.15 .0.201>. ni.; Kennebunkport.
12.45. 3.30, 5.1 n p. ill.;
8.40. a. in..
7.00.
Well* lleacli 7.00.8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Soinerswo-III. Dover,*; 4.05.
12.45, 3.30, 5.1oc. m.;
7.00, 8.4o a, m.,
Rochester, 7.Oo. 8.40a. tn.. 12.45, 3.30 p. m.:
12.45,
Alton
Bay, 8.40 a. ni.
Ifarmingtou,
3.30 !). m.; Northern l)iv.. Lakeport. La12.45 l1- III.:
conia, 1‘lyinoath, 8.4o a. ni.
Worcester, via Somersworth. 7.00 a. in.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord, via
3.30
in.;
p.
Junction.
7.00 a. m..
.Junction. Haeter, HaverRockingham
ft ill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^fl4.06,
m..
13.40 a.
+7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p.tn.
Arrive ill Boston, 7.26. 10.10 a m.. 12.60*
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston lor Portland, 6.69. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. tn.. 1.00, 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. r«.
111., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.

SUNDAY TKAIXS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pino Point, Old Orchard, Sato, Bl<*doiotd, Kennehunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. ni.; North Berwick,
hover, Kxeter, Haverhill. Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. in., 12.65, 4.30 p. hi. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston lor I’oi tland 3.45 a. ill., arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
KASTKKX !)IHMf).v.
For Way Stations, 9 a. ni.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Neivburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00. +9.00 a. m., §1.00, +6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 12.50,
i>. m.
Leave
for
m.
Boiton,
4.16, 9.26 P.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. in., 12.16.
p. m.
4.30, 10.20 ]>. m.
SUNDAY TKAIXS.

Worcester

at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 3.30 a. m., 1.30
and 6.62 p. rn. j from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. m„ 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets lor all points West and South ap
F. MeG 1LLICU DD Y, Ticket Agent,
rortlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
jc25dti

—

CAMERAS.

v ia “Nor.
and Albany R. L. lor
rail via
ail
York
New

Trains arrive in Portland from

Savannah

n

New'York,

“Springfield.”

SAVANNAH LINE,

___

I

I

m.

I AND THE SOUTH,

I

o£ I’rcbie Si.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction anu Mootlfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. llLp

will lea ve

THOMSO_N

oot

STEAMER SALACIA

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

ABLEST! N—The cotton market to-day
Steamships sail daily, |
'Wednesdays
nominal; Middling 5%c.
from
except Sunday,from I
GALVESTON—Cotton '.market today was. land.
W* RAX.
Island
snd
Davis,
City,
Grace
Sld
schs
6
18th.
13-lOc.
easy; middling
to
New
Y’k
Savannah
Boston
to
Feb.
May
July.
passed 18t!i. schs Chas P Nottman, Portland
MEMPHIS—TlieCotton market to-day was for
1 OSV2
8944
Opening.
Philadelphia; steamer Williamsport, from
middlings6V*C.
steady;
88%
10344
Boston steamer touches at New York.
Closing.
Philadelphia for Portland.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-cay
ORS
fc'oreiirn jt'ortft.
Feb.
May was steady; middling 5yec.
32
3044
MOBILE—The Cottou market to-day was
Opening....
For INFORMATION see your nearest railroad
Cld at Melbourne Dec 30, barque HG JohnPlnUnff._....
3144
3054
A
11 K 17 A VV 1 LT T1 XTW
steady; miaairagb e-tec.
son, Soria, Boston.
OATS.
Ar at Liverpool Feb 17. steamer Mongolian, tie ave., or 306 Washington st., BOSTON; Pier
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
or
317 Broadway, NEW YORK
North
Portland.
35.
River,
Feb.
May Quiet; middling 5%o
Ar at Rio Janeiro Feb 14th, barque Edmund CITY. Tickets for sale in Portland by T. P.
27
Opening.
Montevideo.
420
McGOWAN.
Congress St., or W. D. BUCK,
Phinney, Young.
E.uropean Markets.
! 27%
Closing.26%
nov20S&W3m
Sld fm Curacoa Jan 28, barque Herbert Fuller 122 Middle St.
By Telegraph.
POBK,
J-KlSll, UCiaiVdlC JlLCaa»«ici.
Jan.
May.
Fe'.'. 18, 1808.—Consols closed at
Sid fm Fort do France F’eb 5, scb Nellie T
LONDON.
10 95
Closing. .,.•••••
Morse. Goldthwatte, Bemerara.
112% for money and 112% for account.
Ponce Jan 30. sell Silver Heels, Quinlan,
LIVERPOOL, Feb 18, 1898.—Cotton market forAtNew
Boston KtocB liarKoc.
Haven 2 days.
is unchanged;American middlings li-32d pales
Arat Barbados 41b inst. barque Daisy Reed, Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Serthe
Tbs following were
closing quota- 8.000 bales, including 500 bales for speculaMitchell, Maceio; Feb 7tb, sell Clara Leavitt,
tions of stocks at Boston:
vice.
tion and export.
Lombord, Jacksonville,
Mexican Central as. 66
From
sld Feb C. scb Normandy, Merry, Savannah.
From
Atchison, Top. 4s Santa’.Fe. K. new. )2Vs
Steamers.Portland.
Sid fm houisburg Feb 14, sell Thos W Holder
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Liverpool.
Maine.168
Boston
Boston.
.156
do
pfd
FROM
FOR
Sat,, 15th Jan. Labrador, Wed. Feb. 2,1 p. m
Maine Central.
Vancouver. Sat.,
12, ip.rn.
Portland.... Liverpool.. .Feb 19
Thurs.27
Laurentian
"
Spoken.
Onion Pacific.... 33% Mobile.New York.. London .Feb 19
10 Feb. Scotsman,
26,1 p. m
Alice
EClark
Mar.
American Bell.266
19
scb
Feb
lat
Ion74
24
.Feb
32,
12,1 p. m
15,
Labrador,
Andalusia.New York. .Hamburg
36. 20,
American Sugar, common.13564
Boston service.
Fulda.New York. .Genoa.Feb 39 from Norfolk for St Lucia.
19
Sugar, nfd.. ..112
Normandie.... New York.. Havre.Feb
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
Cen Mass, pfd. .55% Garrick.New York.. Montevideo .Feb 19
no eommo
9V4 Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Feb 19 agig>»«8Ea»as^^
R. M. S. CANADA, FEBRUARY 19. 8.30 a. m,
Flint A Pere Marq.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
Canada.Boston.Livrepool. .Feb 19
Galileo.New York.. Rio Janeiro.. Feb 3 9
Return
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
New TorX tfliotatlona StiiOK* and Bono's Orizaba.New York. Hav & Mex Feb 19
$100 and upwards according to steamer ami acTrinidad.New York. .Bermuda .Feb 19
(By Telegraph.)
commodations.
Andes.New York. .Port Prince.Feb 19
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonThe follomg ware to-day's closing quotations Advance.New York. .Colon .Feb 21
paper.
Redonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.00.
of BondsLain;.New York. Bremen.... Feb 22
turn $06.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
22
Fob
York..
Amsterdam.
New
Werkendam
Feb. is.
Feb 17.
accommodations.
and
Filins.
and
Plates
Snarndam.New York. Rotterdam ..Jan 22
New 4s, reg
i27%
127%
Sieoraae, io Liverpool. London.
London,
23
do coup,
127%
127% Majestic.New York.. Liverpool. ..Feb 23
Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastBerlin.New York. .Antwerp .Feb 23
Lantern Slide Plates. & derry,
a’»
Now
112%
res.112%
50'and $25.50 according to steamer.
822
York.
-New
.i,aituayra....Feb
Philadelphia
114
New 4’s
coup ,..
11464
Appiv to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
23
Denver & B. G. 1st.110%
1106a New York... .New York..S’tbamptom.Feb 26
oA'Sa'*
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
.Feb
Brie get! 4s. 74
73% Cervona.Portland. .London
Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David TorW.
.Feb 26
64% JSvelvn.New York. l'orto Rico
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds.63%
agents, foot of India
v rance & Co., general
Massachusetts-New York.. London.Feb 26
Mo Kansas A Texas pfd_
street.
Feb 26
11464 Campania-New York. .Liverpool
dec28dtf
Kansas Pacific Consols.114
20
..Feb
York..
Glasgowh
Eurnesla.New
114
BICYCLES.
Oragon Nav. lets.H4
Feb 26
Y'ork.
127% Prussia.New York. Hamburg...
Union P. lsts.127%
20
.Genoa.Feb
Ems.New
C osing quotations of stocks:
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Fob 26
Feb 17. F. Bismarck... New York..Hamburg.. .Feb 26
Feb. 18.
Feb 26
CUTLERY, CLASS
12% Scotsman.Portland... Liverpool
Atcblsoa... 12%
30% Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegosi. Mcb 1
Atchison pfd. 80%
-364 Trave.New York. .Bremen_IMcli 1
:ui<8 IIAUUWAKE,
Central Pacific. 13
22% Paris.New York ...So’ampton,. Mch 2
Ones, a onto. 22%
166
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp ..Mch 2
Chicago & Alton.16o<>8
Portland.. .Liverpool. Mch 3
Numidian
..
.
do
pfd
2
.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch
101% Germanic
CMcaeo’Burlington & Quincy 10064
110% Manitoba.New York..London... .Mch 6
Delaware A Hudson CanalCo.Hi
165
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. .Mch 5
Delaware.i acltawana A Weeilf.2
Mch 6
New Y'ork.. Havana.
12% Seneca
Denver A nuo urande. 12%
W
York.. Hamburg.. Med 5
j6'/s
Pretonla.New
jamsdtt g w
8 Free Street,
fine,new.1464
o
York.
Bretagne.New
.Havre.Mch
41%
40%
■:o 1st preier
have customers
Portland... Liverpool. Mch 5 mmgmrnimemif^sgssamBeBmmam
704% Carthaginian
frequently
Illinois Central.104
levs Wordsworth.. .New York. ltio Janeiro Mcb 6
Lake i-.rle& West. 16%
©
# come to ua with oopy and a ay
192
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra.. Mcb 8
C AC CtJS.
Lake Shore.102
Labrador.Portland.. .Liverpool ..Men 12
Louis & Nash.68%
The Eepublicaus of Cumberland are request“
’55%
715,8
Put it in attractive form and
«
ed to meet at the Town House in said town on
Manhattan F.ievatcd.114%
®
5%
Mexican Central.
MINIATUREALMANAl :FEBRUARY 19
Saturday, the lath inst, at 3 o’clock 1*. M., to <t>-— it
make nominations for town officers; also to
Michigan Central.110%
945
.(...•
make
the
1..2wa
Sunrises.
6
reasonable.”
351,.,
2»%
Minn A St Louis. 28%
.10 lu choose a town committee.
Sun sets. 5 22water
87
00
Minn A St Louisjpt. 87
0—
X'el'
Moon
rises.
5
461 Height.0
32%
ft In sueh cases the work ia always v
Missouri Pacific. 32
COMMITTEE.
3o%
nova
New Jarsev Central.
Cumberlasid, Me., F'eb. I2th. 18i>8. ibl-tdtd
lib%
satisfactory and brings Moellent
New York! Central.116%
14
New, York, (JhlcagoA St Louis 14
73
Wililnm. Indian PHe
/ft results.
73
dopf
Ointment Is a sure cure
25%
25%
Northern Pacific com
for FILES. It absorbs
PORT OF PORTLAND.
do
66%
do
phi. 64%
THE THURSTON PRINT,
tumors. Stops Itching.
Northwestern.5... .120%
SOe.
J 26%
GIVES BEIJEF.
FRIDAY, Feb 18
174
oo
Pfd.„.174
At
HmggiS,fi.
PORTLAND, ME.
]$1.
16%
Arrived.
Ont A Western. 16%
For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,
20%
20%
Readme.
Steamship St Croix, Allen, St John, NB, via
91
iuued&wU
Back Island. 01%
Eastport for Boston,

Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

station l

R«

R.

..dine

In e.xoct Oct. 4th, 1897.
Station, for Scarboro
leave Union

Train*

On anti alter Monday. Oot. 4,1397, Passenger i
trains "ill Leave Portland:
!
tor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua, :
Windham and Lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. in.
!
For Manchester, Concord and points North at I
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Rochester, Springvaie, Alfred, WaterFor
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

On

substitute.

Bcsioi

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

a

the back which gradually expain
tended to the side fand down the leg. 1
I
me.
grew worse and finally it lamed
could not do anything without suffering
The pain felt as if a knife
most

WORCESTER^

PORTLAND &

hy Our Neighbors Too They Are

I’ortlaud Facts.

VVOTK

NEW YORK—Ar 17tli. schs Caesie F BronBennett, Brunswick; Laura 0 Anderson,
'otter, ernandlna.
Sld 17th. brig Moiley, for Buenos Ayres; schs
iar.ih Fuller, Sntilla River; Fred Jackson, for
Norfolk; Ira B Ellems, Wilmington; Jeremiah
Smith, Port Tampa; Sarah & Ellen. Newport
Sews; Hereld, Pernambuco; Saliio i’lu, do:
Sarah D J liawsou, Wilmington; Gen A Ames,
Fernand iua.
Also sld 17th, sell Jas W Bigelow, Baltimore:
iVm II Sunnier. Brunswick.
Passed Hell Gate 17 th. sells Edith & May,
Edgewater for Cobasset; SM Bird, Phlladelibla for Boston.
Sld fm Hart Island Roads 17th, brig Caroline
fray, Amhoy for Portland ; schs Geo Gurney.
Morris & Ciiff. Jordan L Mott. Silver Spray,
Jarrie C Allies, and Lexington.
BOSTON-CId ATtli, sens Elvira J French,
Kendrick. Rockport and Baltimore ; Jessie
Harlow, Barlow, Vinalhaven and New York;
addle Sawyer. Norwood. Bootlibay Harbor.
Ar I8tli, schs Chas L Davenport, Watts, lrom
jleniuegos; Laura T Chester, Beal, Rockport;
It L Kenney, Thomas. Rockland: Chester K
Lawrence, Grlnnell, and II S Boynton, Rocklon,

ucum at a**tsvss—

2 2644 65.
Sheep 3 76@4 65. Lambs 4
Flour firm.
Wheat—No 2 Red at 99c.
Corn—No 2 mixed 31 %c.
Oats—No 2 mixed 28Vso.
Rye—No 2 at 61c.

the Facts Are Brought Home To Us,

across

—

HQ31UU

and

are generally what wo most desire. When we call on a neighbor a man
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Feb 18-Sld, sch Re- of
business, at that, and say, “You have
lecca W Huddell, New York for St John, NB;
with so-and-so;
had some experience
; iarali Hill, Eastporl for Boston; Adella T Carlou. Wall, Roekuort for Now York; Will CebD,
what do you think of it.” It goes a long
look, Red Beach for do J U G Ferkins, Farusvorth, Portland for Camden.
way in helping our decision. This is alAlso Bid, sells John Booth, Enmions, Whiteways the ca66 with Doan’s Kidney Pills.
lead; Everett Webster, Camden, NJ.
Ar 18th. sells Lady Antrim, Rockport for Bos- Everybody who has used them for kidney
on ; Maggie Hurley, and Bertha E Glouor, from
complaint will tell you “they are just
dockland for do.
the
Why? Because they do the
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

b afloat.

jljulugi

When

—■

_

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Passed the Lizard 17th, steamer Iona, l’ortand for London.
hid fm Liverpool Feb
17, steamer Cartha;iuian, Portland.

_

OATS.

Opening.

Soli Sarah C Hopes, Kelley, Newport News—
l S Winslow & Co.
Sch Brigadier, Hinckley, Rockland and Now
fork—Merrill & Guptill.

RAILROADS.

CAN’T DENY IT.

thing.”

—

Gram Quocailan*.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TR.4. IS
Thursday’s quotation*.
WWK.

1

—

Molasses.

Lara,

13tfv*

(By Telegraphi
S FEB 18, 1898.
NEW YORK—TUe Flour marKet—receipts
sales 10.680
exports
ll.t>47;bbls:
bbls;
18,492
>acltages; iueliiied to drag owing to break m
vheat.
VK_,
riour quotations—city mills patents atoioqj
clears
> 00; winter patents 4 90@6 Sojcity mills
Minn,
4
60&4 76;
Lt 5 4060; winter straits
hits 6 20&5 30: do bakers 4 36@4 60.
Rye steady; No 2 Western 58»4cfob afloat.
bush ;
Wheat—receipts 9260 bush; exports
tales 4,486,000 push jfutures 32,ouO pus; spot
Iteady; No 2 Red at I Ot>% f o b afloat; No 1
Northern Duluth 1 12% ; No 1 hard Manitoba
12% f o b afloat.
rork
Corn—receipts *3.860 bush exports 4/,020
>us; sales 2«o,oo0 push jfutures 116,000; No 2

JYlarK-

Rio,roasted
11®15
Java&Mocha do25®28

60

'j/J?

F-roaucB ftlarlcet*

Domestic

_

Apples.

^4

Spring patents. 5 35,q6 00.
Jprlng, cienrlaua straight. 4 £0&5 60.
tVinter patents. 6 26@5 65.
Winter, clearip.nd straight, 4= 60 $5 45
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

....

Eatingapnl’s3 50@4

y* **

FLOUR.

PORTLAND. Feb. 18.

x-rouuce.

l-J

BOSTON. Feb. 18. 1898—Tha following are
;o-dayTs quotations of Provisions, etc.:

y

The following are to-day’s wholesae price * of
Provisions. Groceries; etc
Gral>.
Flour.
Corn car
Bui evane Si
39g-40
do
25
lots
bae
00@4
42
low grades.4
Meal Dag lots
(«40
Spline Wneat bakm una st445(01505 Oats, car lots
35®i:-6
Oats, bag lets
e*37
I stent-ame
Wneat.. ‘6 90®6 00 Cotton See®ear lots.00 00® 23 00
alien, su’eliv
bair lots 0000824 00
roller.... 6 36S5 CO
slear do.. .6 10a5 *6 sacked Br'r
lots. IC 50® 17 50
car
st’g,
ij.oiv.s
5 35:25 50
bait lotsl7 00818 00
roller...
36
.6
do.
Middling
20®5
*1050817 6o
dear
dag ots. .S1781S 00
t'nt’r wheal
00 Mixed feed- 17 50
6
85S6
patents.
fits.
Coffee.

9®14e
Hcalea....
Mackerel, bi
Snore is *22 00®*26
8Gore 28 *18 00®$20
*12gjl*
Large 3S

1J2

Southern By pfd.

Hides.

Herring, box

,7
*?*'*

13

prfd....

Cleared.

•>%**

common.132%
Western Union. 91%

The following quotations represent the paying prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides...7%c ^ lb
bulls and st*gs.6%c
Ccalf skins, trimmed,...10c
do
untrimmed... 9c
Lamb skins.50 to 80c each

<BuyiDg& selling price)
Ceu—Large
Snore ....4 "5850 0
small do.. 2 00®8 60
Pollock ... .2 2583 50
Haddock.. .1 76®2 00
II ake.2 00g2 25

15°
ioo

jugar;

powered, 6«; granulates
6c*. yellow 4 -.

Portlaml TVUaieiaie

76

prfd.160

Boston Sc Maine.138
Vew York&New England pfd, 90
lid Colonv.192
LdamsjExpress...116
American Express.126
»s. Exnress. 43
Peoples Gas...
94Ve
44
ttouiestake,
intario. SYa
Pacific Ma i... 3oVa
tinman | Palace.183

on

fcory yesterday.
was hastily
Dr. Thayer of Portland,
for
summoned to Knightville yesterday
with Hr. Thombs over the
year are conclusive proot ot tne urgency consultation
son of Capt.
of foreign needs.
serious condition of the little
Wheat receipts hold up well, though
Boyan.
Phillip
not exceeding last years as muoh as exThe Christian Crusaders who are holdports, in three weeks 7,775,560 bushels
South Portland,
bottom
The
against 4,884,740 last year.
ing special meetings at
fact iB that the world needs wheat which will hold a meeting at the Knightville
this country only can supply for about
Sunday afternoon, FebruCotton has held un- M. E. ohurch
six months to come.
lower
changed for spot, though a little
for options, prospects of decrease in the
next yield being the main support.
The iron output February 1, with rethe
ports of stooks on hand not held by
great steel companies, indicate consumption at least, 30U0 tons per week greater
in January than the previous maximum
Minor
1897.
November,
attained in
metals have advanced, tin to 14.20 on
considerable consuming demand, copper
and
to 11 1-4 for lake on heavy exports
lead to 3.80 and spelter to 4.10 on speculation, but failure to organize tbe tin pool
causes weakness, American selling at $3
and lower at the West.
Shipments of
boots and shoes from Boston in February
have been the largest ever known at this
by 4 1-3
season, exceeding those of 1896
per cent, and those of 1892 by 16 per cent
in
women’s
is
and heavy buying
reported
light shoes, better than in previous year.
Some makers have sold half tho annual
product in men’s shoes, though others
have done little or nothing, unable to get
The range of prices
prices they desire.
for men’s boots and shoes has advanced
an averago of about 2 1-2 cents per
pair.
and
Leather is practically unchanged
hides change very little at Chicago, with
In the
Colorado and huff a shade lower.
manufacture production is recotton
some
strikes
and
stricted by
grades are a
shade dearer. The recent opening of high
grades woolens at advanced prices meets
less demand than was expected with less
aotivity in lower grades and unexpectedly
numerous cancellations in lightweights,
indicating larger buying than consumption has yet warranted.
Failures for the week have been 295 in
tho United States, 303 last year and 35 in
Canada against 58 last year.

Quotations of Slaolc Products in the

on

sc Omaha.

'°/A

Minn. Sc Mann.133
Dexas'Pacific. 11%
Jmon Pacific. 32%
7%
-vabash....

at

Cape Cottage Cafe
Electric
Elizabeth
Caps
of Personal Interest,

Half-mast—Work

do
.Mil.

!t

Leading Markets.
G.

fay:
The

of

P.Paul

in

Maine Disaster.

of

POltTLAND.

SOUTH

Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Boothbay Harbor and
Yiscasser.
Steamer Enterprise, Kace. South Bristol and
Sast Boothbav.
Sell Henry Lippeti. Howes, Boston, to load lor
’oiut-a-Pitre.
ZSZ
Ss&Cik

94%
148,3

it Paul. »CVi
do bid. 149 V,

The Saloon3 and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughthe

lights being

at the

command of the

passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Rates of passage $52.60 to;$70.C0.
A reduction is mado on Round Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry,
$34.00 and $36.25; return.
$66.75 and $G9.00.
Steorage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow.
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 611s. Fixchauge Si.. O.Vk A- ADAN, Montreal, 82 Stalest* Boston, aud 1 IprV*
hv, Portland.

THi,

AT PORTLAND

.5.

A Detach ment of
NEW

ADVEItTISJSSIJfiNTS TODAY.

Owen. Moore & Co.
Will H Goodwin & Co.
Tlie Equitable Life Assurance Society.
Registration of Voters.
City Ot Portland—Notice of Hearing.
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Grand Trunk Kailway System,
li. H. Hay & Son.
•How & Pinkhatn.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Vi. \.. 'Wilson & Co.
Johnson & Lambert.

HEAD-

Regulars to Do Garrison

Duty

There.

Means

Instructions were received
yesterday at Fort Preble directing that
of two nonan officer with a detachment

TeJegraphio

officer and twenty men,
should be sent without delay to Portland
Head for the purpose of manning the
fortifications at that point. A medical
officer will also accompany the detachment which under command of Lieut.
commissioned

AMUSEMENTS.
Portlapd Theatre.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

Langdon will proceed today to comply
with the orders received from the War De-

partment.

Found
New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost.
and similar advertisements will oe found under
their appropriate heads on page G.

lew weeks
since work was suspended at the Head
until the 15th of April next, and the detachmont withdrawn, leaving two civilIt will be remembered that

a

ians watchmen as guard. At the Head
are now two 10-inch rifled gnns already mounted, and three more are to be
mounted and placed In position. The

.BRIEF JOTTINGS.

there

The Conklin Class, in charge of Mrs.
French and Mrs. Sylvester, will meet
With Mrs. W. T. Kilborn Saturday at 2.30. orders received yesterday ic addition to
The next lecture in the course given by
directs
at the sending of the detachment,
Mr. John A. Bellows will take place
Monday at 4 that work be resumed at once on the guns
Advent church
Second
also conveys
at the fortifications and
o’clock.
Reserved seats for the Little Women’s the information that additional ammuBall to he given on Tuesday evening next nition has been ordered and shipped.
Jones & Allen’s. Gilbert will furnish
the music, end there will be refreshments
served in Reception Hall.
The public schools closed for a week's

W.

L.

tomorrow evening.

bright? and fine early,
disagreeable with an

Yesterday

was
raw and

and then
east wind.
The directors of the Maine Central held
There
their monthly meeting yesterday.
was just a quorum present. Only routine
tuslness was transacted.
The committee on new streets met yesterday and decided to assign Saturday
February 26th, for the hearafternoon,
ing on the discontinuance of East Commercial street.
Henry F. J. B. Jensen of Deerlng has
deeded to Edward W. Small of Falmouth,
for $1, a lot of land In Falmouth.
Mr. N. D. Smith will speak at Prohibition hall tomorrow at 3 o’clock.
Uttg Jill Lidu JUllUJOU
city was at half mast

XirlllBO

me

o.unou

yesterlate In this
day in honor of the dead of the battleship Maine.
A meeting of the Woman’s Council
took place at the residence of Mrs. George
S. Hunt, State street,; yesterday morning at 10.30. Plans for the campaign to
be carried on for the election of the womfor the school hoard were
en candidates
discussed.
civil service examination was conA
ducted yesterday in the post office building for the positions of clerk and carrier.
The school teachers were paid off yesterday for the month of February. The
The evening school pay
roll was $8,971.
roll up to today was $189.
Capt. Morton, U. S. A., began his
in the National
tour of instruction
iu this city last evening when
Guard
instructed the officers and non-oomhe
missioned officers of Co. B, Portland
Cadets, on regulations and new manual.
S. A. Maddox’s grocery team, heavily
loaded with merchandise, grounded on
the street railroad track on Congress
street, opposite Smith street, yesterday
afternoon, just as the two 1 o’olook cars
The hareamo whizzing down the hill.
neis
broke, and it was 6ome time before
could be pulled off the rails,
ths team
all the time blocking the progress of the
cars.

Tonight will be* ladies’ night at Woodbine Rebekah lodge, and a good time
all. Every member
is anticipated by
Is cordially invited to be present.

Abyssinian

church, Newbury
street, tomorrow night, the sacrament of
to candiadministered
baptism will be
daies followed by the reception of memThe
bers into fellowship of the church.
public is cordially invited.
There was a gentle rain fell last eveAt

the

ning.
The class of 1300, P. H.
trolley ride to Riverton
fine supper,
enjoyed a
dance.
At the meeting of the W.
afternoon at 36 Oak street,
was

discussed.

S.. went on a
last night and
followed by a
C. T. U., this

equal suffrage

Indicates

impoverished

promptly
Overcome by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Which purifies and
Enriches the blood,
Strengthens the nerves,
Tones the stomach,
Creates an appetite,
up,

Store open this
Aii

Ladies'

Address to the

Society by
Hersey.

Children’s Ribbed
Wool, Half wool, and

A

from Alps Valleys. Simulating
Applique work on eyelet style
Embroidery.

Fascinator,

$1.25

to the serious

III.

life.

dainty

Exquisite thing,

large
Congress

just

___

early Spring

slightly

live till the next month; the ever
and
another
present social problem
characteristic, the most pernicious, that
emotion“subtile
Miss Hersey called
can

tion at Lewiston on Thursday night.
Rev. A. B. Kendig, D D., of Boston,
will be in the city next Sunday and will
occupy the pulpit of the Chestnut street

New
in the romantic stories of Canon Doyle, American Veterinary college in
and Anthony Hope, were their books wel- York, passed a civil service examination
com ed.
last April in Brooklyn. He has been apThe speaker in closing very
happily
made her little bit of a sermon, the con- pointed government meat inspector and
nection of the modern woman with the located at the Brighton abattoir in Masmodern novel, to realize her opportunity sachusetts.
to make over society b.v being true to her
Mr. Hermann Kotzeohmar, Jr.,'assisidea, so that the standard would be ever
higher and higher, and the mirror held tant engineer of the new revenue steamup would not show these disagreeable re- er Manning, stationed in Boston harbor,
flections.
At the close the lecture many is at home for a
few days on account of
of the ladies came forward to meet Miss
and
thank her for the pleasure she a lame foot, caused by a weight falling
Hersey
had given them.
on
it. Mr. Kotzsohmar says that it is
not unlikely that the Manning 'will come
to Portland and that he shall join her
NORTHERN BANKING CO.
Mr. George E. Bird, special master appointed in the Superior oourt equity case
of Fremont E. Timberlake vs. Northern
Banking company, has been taking proof
of all debts, claims and demands against

1

persuaded

try another baking powder
than Cleveland’s, but that was just

Having used Cleve20 years, always with the

often.

land’s for

greatest success, I cannot be induced (again) to use anything else."
Mrs.

J.

M.

Don’t let peddlers or grocers substitute any
brand for the old, reliable standard

@leveland*s
Baking
^

^

^

^ ^

^

^

\j?
’I?

19 CENTS PER, TMZF1V

w

^jy

*
$$

5 pound

ifo

pails,

35 cents

Washed Figs,
12 cents

^

Tlie best in the city and prices
is low as the lowest for same

W
w

10c pound I yuality goods.

Ail kinds,

|
1$

$

six
essential
Demonstrating
food products.

W

*

fold

Old Grist Mill
Grist Mill
Old Grist Mill
Old Grist Mill
Old Grist Mill
Old Grist Mill

fly
iii

Toasted Wheat,

Wheat,
Crackers,

I

|

|

I®

Flour,
Malt Extracts.

|
|

|

I

|

25 SOUVENIR SPOONS.

here.
Col.
Board
with a
“Mr.

P. E. Boothby, president of the
of Trade, is confined to the house
severe cold.
C. M. Bailey of Winthrop was in

town yesterday.
THE

WASHINGTON
MORIAL.

GEORGE

^Powder.

fj
1!

|;

||
||
II

§

SPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE,

W

S-W-E-E-T

*
To each purchaser of Grist Mill Goods every Day.

Mr

DOUGHNUTS, made from the Entire Wheat Flour
served tree Saturday,

Jk

really

x}/

fore it

yD

febi9dit

It has been

was

(•*§

|
||

difficult until

||
||

I
<3

|

POSTER

©

EXHIBIT

|

Is now in progress in our
window.
They are all
issued by Colgate & Co.,
of New York, and extol
the good qualities of their
Perfumes, Soaps and Toilet
Preoartions.
You
know these
goods and
probably always associate
reliable with
the word
their name.
Buy your
Colgate goods of us.
-—

}

misused

and sweet, in the

our

meaning

candy kitchen, special

&.■

Regular $1.00, 1.25,

<|-

§.
J

to

for

From

a

nearby farm,
15c per quart

10c per dozen

7c each GOLDEN PUFFS.
A dainty little new cracker.

9C

€

a;
For full

Sale

ciation,

or

particulars

of

pair.
this

sale

at 8 o’clock

25c per

ra

Sweat delivered her paper
when Mrs.
.
the George Washington Memorial, has
FOR
received the following bright letter:
Madam:
Dear
Having read the acWoolens
having arrived, I
My Spring
count of a meeting to raisemoney for a
memorial building, I have have placed them on my counters, and
Washington
saved my pennies and would like to be until March 10th, I will take orders for
the first boy in Westmorland oounty to them at
help pay for tho building. I am 10 years
old and I am going to school at Derlings,
North Huntington township. My name
Is James Gordon Bennett Harrity. We
have a nice big picture of Georgo Washhome. My address is
in our
ington
After March 10, they will be advanced
Larimer Station, Westmoreland county,
1 would be glad to
to regular prices.
Pa. Box 149.
have you look through mv line and get
IN THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Respectfully,
prices.

H

see

I

Thursday

1

cored, cut in
Maine Baldwins,
Tastier and
sun dried.
20c per pound
handsomer
the
evapofar better than
lb
10c
per
rated fruit,
WELCH RAREBIT CHEESE,
HORSE RADISH.

The veriest novice
rarebit with it,

|!1

merchant Tailor, 46 Free St.
febl5eocl3w8p

MEN’S meeting.

11000 for his appearanoe before the grand
jury in May. Young Kidder set the fire
January So.

There will be a meeting for men only
in Y. M. C. A. hall tomorrow afternoon
at half past four. Rev. E. L. House who
at one time was pastor of the Pine street

Charles Oleson was the only other offender before the court and there were
two charges against him, one of intoxication, for which he was fined £5 and costs
for assanlt, for which ho was fined $5

M. E. church, will occupy the platform.
Mr. House was considered a very earnest
and attractive speaker while In this city,
and doubtless Ills many admirers will appreciate the opportunity of hearing him

and oosts.

on

this occasion.

make a good
15c per lb

f*

A II K.

CERMOS BREAD.
»♦♦♦♦♦»»♦»♦♦♦»»»»♦»♦♦»»♦»♦♦♦♦<>»♦

on

10 PER CE^T. DISCOUNT FROM
REGULAR PRIDES FOR DASH.

some

can

The fresh root, grated yesterday
FRESH NEUFC1IATELLES,
and expressed here last night,
15c por pint today.
4c each
bottled
of
articlo.
the
9
Half
price

Saturday morning.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

EARLY BUYERS.

pound

eights and

ISAKWAINS AT THE CIGA1S ( III

Richardson, ohairman of Woman’s University Plan, who was present
ut the
meeting in Portland Thursday

bottle—pints

FANCY CREAMERY BUTTER,

GOOD COOKING RUTTER,

Friday mornings papers.

begins

10c per lb

Farmer’s Asso-

12c per

OED FASHIONED
DRIED APPLES.

©

©

sight,

From the Vermont

5c per lb

g

if©©©©©©©©©©®®®©©©©©©©©©©©©

Sells at

ONE TON
NEW CALIFORNIA PRUNES,

C

t

(Homliest doughnuts made—nicest)

Large, bright sugar fruit,
7c per lb., 3 lbs. for 20c PURE MAPLE SYRUP.

sold at

|

OLD GRIST MILL DOUGHNUTS,

NEW PERSIAN DATES.

be

the

HOME-MADE PICALLILLE,

NEW SAN BLAS COCOANUTS,

1.50 and 2.00 Gloves

since

L0W€St Price

20c per lb

|

S-

jg

I

much ■

of these

adjectives,

FANCY MIXED NUTS,

MEN’S KID GLOVES.

be-

**

from our
this sale,

sale of

great

secure

crop

8

ORANGES,

10c per lb

evenings

|

strictest

to

g

Smaller frnit at smaller prices.
25 boxes California Seedlings, 15c per dozen.
Extra Messina Lemons, 15c per dozen.

IS

begin

|

Per dozen H

Sizes and quality considered,
freezing of the Florida groves.

I

H. H. HAT & SON, Middle St

quite recently

The growers have been marketing the
ripened, We offer half a car of fancy

fully

sizeable, juicy

we

I

ORANGES,

sweet fruit.

Mrs.

which he was an inmate, was arraigned
before Judge Robinson in the Municipal
and pleaded
court yesterday morning
guilty. Probable oouse was found and he
was ordered to recognize in the sum of

exceedingly

s

DEAD RIPE SEEDLESS

©
®

SMALL

HAMILTON, Manager.

A-

POLISHED FREE.

w

ME-

Archie Kidder, who was brought to jail
time ago to await trial on a charge
of setting fire to the Reform school, of

540 CONGRESS ST.

bought at

f

TODAY AT 8 O’CLOCK A. M.
8

|

Brockton, Mass.
SHOES

A delicate crisp in all flavors. Fresh

|

as

V*

5c

A

made

cut is

our

Cadet Toe, and is

■ 300 lbs. SNOW FLAKE CANDY,

$s?

VICI-KSD

on our New
I
soft and pliable as ^
cloth, and very suitable for winter wear. |
It takes and keeps an elegant polish, il
and holds its shape as long as worn. 1
Kid-lined, and fast-color hooks and
eyelets. We have 155 styles, and
widths .from A to EE, made in Patent Calf, Calf, French Enamel, Box 1
Calf, Russia Storm Calf, etc.
Catalogue from W. L. Douglas, 5

shown in

I

|

BLACK

THE

\8/

FREE—A Loaf off Grist Mill Bread

&

|

W

Koll

Given away each day to the first 25 lady purchasers of
Old Grist Mill Goods.

fly

I

wear

can

Sjff

Coffee,

ili
;F
#

^

W!

|
|

them with economy, and dress their feet as genteelly as
the merchant or banker, as one pair of |
W. L. Douglas shoes will wear as long
as two of cheaper
goods.
We could not make over 1,000,000
permanent wearers unless our shoes were
as good as we claim.
|

Workingmen

I

If(\ I

For One Week.

|

1

men.

1
I

OLD GRIST ILL PRODUCTS

m

I

§

Free Demonstration

(?!>

sional

^

pound

Try Gar Teas and Coffees f
W

KTIJTS.

suitable for all classes of business and profes-

$ ||

CURRANT JELLY.

Chocolates,
Peppermints,
Clieckermints,

is

it)

M

for

Bottle and Brush,

M. E. chucrb, both morning and afteralism.
It is this over balanoe of emotionalism, noon.
without the guiding power of will, which
Superintendent Lord left yesterday
account of this noon for a ten days' trip to Chattanooga,
and on
so depresses us,
vitiatiDg tendency so apparent in much Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Albro E. Chase have gone
of our fiction, the reading public was all
ready to appreciate the books of Mc- to Boston to visit friends and relatives.
Dr. Harry Q. Thompson of Deering,
Laren, Crockett and Barrie, for their very
righteousness, and for the same quality who graduated with high honors at the

to

once too

V,*nA rnlifnrnin SAAfllhl!?s.

I

BEST IN
THE WORLD

Fish
pure
Liquid
cementing Leather, Wood,
Glass, Crockery.

glue

AN OPPORTUNITY

once

Oranges,

ili
'»*

1888,

II
.! I

Choice Navel

FOR MEN

^

thin skin, sweet and jucy,
25 CENTS PER DOZEN

20c pound
12 l-2c pound
12 l-2c pound
8c dozen
Needhams,
halted Peanuts, fresh roasted,
15c pound

on

was

We are right in it on Oranges and can
sell as low as the lowest.

1

Upton’s

_

“I

I

SHOE

1

Pail,

Big

wo

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Saturday,

The
The milk producers’ union will hold the Northern Banking company.
its annual meeting this morning at 10 time appointed by the master for presentao’clock at Reception hall, City building
tion of these claims expired Wednesday
to elect officers and transact other busiafternoon.
ness.

I

ORANGES.

m--

Mr. Chenery was 59 years of age. He
Higli neck, odd style of
Rnnnri Ynkf*
1 one.
liouuii
was born at Bradley’s corner, then in the
roimd yoke> of so,id Em.
attended the
town of Westbrook, and
broidery unlike auy forher hearers
mer style. Watteau back.
and thoroughly delighted
Westbrook schools and Westbrook semiwith both the manner and matter of her
A
$1.25
creation,
After his school life he was clerk
nary.
address.
of Johnson and
ill the grocery store
Miss Hersey prefaced jher lecture in reIV.
Chenery, opposite the Preble house, and
sponse to Mrs. Clarke’s cordial introduc- later with Chonery and Bead, and still
of Muslin. Full puffed
of
cousin
the
Made
she
owed
a
debt
and
that
his
father
Uinli
later
with
'Vpr»k
tion, by saying
i'ecu.
y0iie, tucked, the tucks runtreasurer of Cumberland county.
gratitude to the city of Portland, which present
across
the yoke.
The
ning
was apppointed a
In 1861 Mr. Chenery
yoke framed at top aud botshe felt it would be almost impossible for clerk In the
post office by Major Dole,
tom of Us full puffed effect,
her to pay back, for the many
happy the first Republican postmaster of Portwith inch wide
insertion.
Feather stitch trimming is
hours she had spent here in Twombly’s land. In 1866 he was appointed cashier by
Four half inch
same
and has held the
employed.
Judge
Davis,
reverence
she
learned
to
piano rooms, where
tucks cross the back from
position ever since, being reappointed by
side to side.
and love the old masters under Mr. Kotz- every postmaster who has ocoupied the
schmar’s teaching. “But, we will turn,” office for the past thirty years and more.
$1.25
Mr. Chenery leaves a wife who was
said the speaker, “from one artistio subHe
Miss Helen Remlck, and one son.
the
modern
consider
and
ject to another,”
Portland
show case
was a member of
See them in
lodge of
novel the novel since the day of George Masons and also of the Venerable Cunnei
and
Oak Sts. eninside
He was a man respected and liked
Eliot, with the exception of two different club.
those Of the Scotoh by everybody. Methodical and correct in trance.
now littlo streams,
his habits, his long
experience made
school and the Romantic.
him a valuable man in the post office.
Sale now.
Miss Hersey said that the novel paid a
ABNER PAINE.
very important part in our life these days
Abner PaiDe, a well known citizen,
far more so than that in the days of our
Undershirts Clearing up sale of
„„:4.1,.,*.
<died suddenly at 6 o’clock Wednesday
Men’s Winter and
on
Green street. for Men.
the young woman of today averaged at night at his residence
UnderMr.
Paine
out
of
was
doors, shovelling
least, giving an hour a day to this much
in front of his house on Monday shirts.
Some are two-thirds wool.
talked of novel. From this she explained snow
and was also out on Tuesday. Wednesthat the function of the novelist and the
all
Some
cotton.
day he did not feel well, and in the after- Some half.
dramatist was to hold the mirror up to noon a physician was called. Mr. Paine
hair
and
natural
camel’s
Fleeced
nature and therefore they put in their was not thought fo be seriously ill, but
The he suddenly gasped once or twice and wool color.
Also white.
Some are
work what they got from society.
passed away quietly, as before stated, at
“Profound
to
school novel ought
express
about 6 o’clock. Mr. Paine was a man
dust soiled.
Lif a Truths, Pure Emotions, and Noble of very quiet tastes, rarely going far from
81.00, 75c and 50c Undershirts.
which unfortunately it does his home and taking little interest in
Intentions,
questions. He was a man of great
Some of the superficial public
Price
not always do.
29c
shrewdness and had accumulated a handcharateristics of these novels serve to em- some property.
phasize character rather than plot, to
wood fibre Water
25c
PERSONAL.
carry the form to the last degree of perAlways sold for 35c—Basement.
the
as
;several
by
exemplified
fection,
Mr. J. J. Pooler of the Sherwood, asstories carried along in the different
magazines, which always leave each sec- sisted in the catering for the Grand Fish Glue.
strong and
tion at a place, where we wonder whether Trunk Commercial ^Travellers Associa__j

W

HOME MADE GANDIES.

/A\

Another Empire Combination.
Made of Cambric. Yoke and

Fmnirp

i>ui|>iiu

A

___

%

$1.25

II.

cold and then developing introuble which ended his

SALK.

SAT I JJEfc DAY

m

superb Night Robe,

WILLIAM CHENERY.

severe

1

W

Made of fine Cambric. Full,
tucked yoke of Cambric.
Finished with new pattern Swiss
Embroidery Insertion. Eevers
4£ inches wide.

Fmnire.
c.

the
veteran
Mr. William Chenery,
cashier at the post office, died yesterday
morning after a short illness of pneumonia. He had been absent from his post
only a few days, his sickness at first be-

|
h\

I.

The whole system.
Be sure to get

f

Four Charming lines of Night
hi
All new, made for our
Robes.
ili
WJ
trade.

Heloise

a

19c

Central Bargain Table, first floor.

Only Hood’s.

ing

of

Fleeced Cotton Stockings.
39c and 25c kind at

OBITUARY.
Miss

Sale

J§
$

and

plain,

and

7 Monument Square.

evening.

Bargain
Hosiery.

Day

Energizes and vitalizes
♦

NEW

It

It should be

And builds

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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And impure blood.
This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

U.

vacation yesterday.
The Hastings Lumber Company has
There was a large and interested audibeen organized at Portland for the purof all
pose of.cutting and manufacturing
ence yestorday afternoon assembled in
with
kinds of lumber and all merchandise
paid Pine street church to listen to a lecture
$300,OuO capital stock of,which $70 is
The officers are: President, Janie! on “The Modern Woman in relation to
i n.
F. Emery, Jr., of Portland, treasurer, the Modern Novel,” by Miss Heloise HerFrederick J. Laughlin of Portland.
sey of Boston, given under the auspices
Rev. E. L. House, of Attleboro, Mass.,
of the Woman’s Literary Union.
will supply the pulpit of Willlston church
Miss Hersey’s reputation as a teaoher is
tomorrow.
A collection will bo taken at the State enviable indeed, but she has the added
street church Sunday morning for the ability of being a charming, easy speaker,

Cuban Relief Fund.
Garfield Council Junior O. U. A. M.
will hold a smoke talk and entertanment
at their hall in Farrington Block on
Monday evening next.
Forest City Hardware club will
The
hold a'.special business meeting this evening to discuss plans and consider location for summer club house.
The Excelsior literary club are enjoying the study of American History very
much this winter. The club meets next
Monday at Mrs. William Bennett’s, 35
Melbourne street, when Adams’s adminand events connected with it
istration
will be discussed.
Rev. F. C.
Rogers will givo another
illustrated talk at the Pine street church

danger.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS..

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Your friends may smile
But that tired feeling

Commencing tills morning, we shall bake and keep constantly
onr bakery, bread made l'roin

hand at

“PILESBCBY’S
Ths

£♦

The picture shows

a man

appar-

5

J

S

ently saving money from a watery
grave. He is lifting it into a boat ♦

?

and

keeping it
and being lost.

♦

Fire insurance

$
•

the

thing.
going UP in

same

•

from

$♦

ing lost.
Of

J

t

course

is

going DOWN
much

♦

money

^

pretty

It saves

«
*

flames and

be-

T
T

the insurance must bo

X

♦
good, and the policies must be
♦
written by good agents.

*

%
%

from

•-;—

DOW

35

F>TTSn3LX3:J±TM£,

EXCHANGE

$»» »♦»♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

STREET.

|
§

♦

WT

SHALL

GIVE

To every customer
full size loaf of

DIETETIC

New

Health

AWAY

Flour.

SATUKUAY, FEBURABY 19th

purchasing goods

GBHMOS

GE15IOV

to the amount of

25c,

it

BREAD.

I’lLLSBI'Kl’S DIETETIC GEBMOS FEOIJR is the ideal perfect health food, combining only the most valuable ingredients of
the choicest wheat, making ita concentration ot the health and
It is the
s choicest cereal.
strength giving qualities of Nature
and food lor brain and brawn workers.
ideal

digestive regulator

F. N. CALDERWOOD
533

CONG BESS

ST.

f18U2I

A

